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erala’s joy over the “flatK
tening” of the coronavirus
curve on the 100th day of the
reporting of the first case in the
State received setback as two
persons who landed in Kochi
and Kozhikode airports from
the Gulf tested positive for the
pandemic on Saturday. This has
happened despite all screening
and checks of the evacuees
before the repatriation.
“A passenger who reached
Kozhikode from Dubai and
another person who arrived at
Kochi from Abu Dhabi on
March 7 by the Vande Bharat
flights tested positive and both
of them have been admitted to
the nearest hospitals,” said
Kerala Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan during his daily media
briefing on Saturday.
While the passenger who
landed at Kochi, a 23-year-old
male hailing from Malappuram
district has been admitted for
observation at Kalamassery
Medical College near the airport, the other person who tested positive had reached
Kozhikode airport from Dubai.
He too has been admitted a
nearby specialty hospital for
observation and treatment,
said Vijayan.
Other wise the State
retained its zero-Covid-19 status as there were no fresh
cases detected on Saturday.

“Though a person had been
admitted to hospital in Idukki
district on Friday, tests proved
that he has no coronavirus
infection and hence he was discharged,” said the Chief
Minister.
The Air India flights from
Dubai and Abu Dhabi which
were deployed for bringing
back the expatriates were led
and managed by specially
trained pilots and cabin crew.
The pilots and cabin crew were
given special training for a
week at Kalamassery Medical
College.
Passengers who reached
Kochi and Kozhikode airports
have been quarantined at specially prepared hostel rooms.
According to the details furnished by Vijayan, till Saturday
505 persons have been tested
positive for corona virus.
“There are 17 persons
undergoing treatment in various hospitals in the State. We
have put 23.930 persons under
observation. Out of this 23,596
persons have been quarantined at their own homes and
334 persons have been admitted to hospitals,” said the Chief
Minister.
Vijayan cautioned the people that though the coronavirus curve has been flattened in the State, utmost care
has to be continued in the coming days as more and more
people from West Asia as well
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he Gautam Buddh Nagar
T
Police has requested Air
India to station its Noida and
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as other north Indian States
would be reaching Kerala.
Meanwhile, the Air India
on Saturday brought back 129
Indians stranded to Delhi from
Dhaka. This was the second
flight from Dhaka under the
Vande Bharat Mission. Another
flight with 177 passengers is
expected to land in Kochi from
Muscat.
As many as 1,741 Indians,
including 21 infants, have
returned home in the past
three days from Abu Dhabi,

Dubai, Singapore, Dhaka,
Bahrain and Riyadh so far. The
flights landed in on Saturday
are from the UAE, Kuwait,
Bangladesh, Oman and
Malaysia. They are expected to
touch down in New Delhi,
Lucknow, Chennai, Hyderabad
and Trichy.
Till Friday, 1,441 Indians
including eight infants, were
brought back on two Air India
and four flights of Air India
Express.
Turn to Page 4
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New Delhi: The Indian
Railways has operated 302
‘Shramik Special’ trains since
May 1 and ferried home about
3.4 lakh migrants stranded in
various parts of the country
amid the coronavirus-induced
lockdown, officials of the
Railway Ministry said.

Greater Noida-resident crew
members, engaged in “Vande
Bharat Mission” to fly back
Indians stuck up abroad amid
the Covid-19 lockdown, in
Delhi itself for the period of
the operation, officials said.
The request has been
made because Gautam Buddh
Nagar, adjoining Delhi, falls in
‘Red Zone’ and the to-and-fro
movement of the flight crew
may increase the risk of the
spread of coronavirus infection, the officials said.
Gautam Buddh Nagar has
recorded 214 positive cases of
coronavirus including 2
deaths, and is one of the worst
Covid-hit districts in UP.
Additional Commissioner
of Police Shriparna Ganguli
said following a Union Home
Ministry directive, and another one from the Ministry of
Health, a request has been
made to Air India’s Chairmancum-Managing Director Rajiv
Bansal to follow the standard
operating procedures issued
by the MHA on May 5.
Turn to Page 4
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he Centre and the West
T
Bengal Government are
engaged in a fresh face-off
after Home Minister Amit
Shah accused Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee of red-flagging the special Shramik trains
carrying migrant workers from
entering her State.
In a letter to the Chief
Minister, Amit Shah said the
Trinamool Government wasn’t
allowing trains to reach Bengal
and warned this would make
life even harder for them.
Hours after Shah’s letter,
the Trinamool Congress
exploded calling Shah a “peddler of lies.”
“He is peddling bundles of
lies,” said TMC MP and Chief
Minister’s nephew Abhishek
Banerjee asking the Home
Minister to prove his allega-

tions or seek apology.
Saying that Bengal’s apathy
towards its migrant workers
will only aggravate their condition, Shah in his letter wrote
that the Central Government
was “facilitating (the return of
the migrant labourers) but we
are not getting expected support from the State
Government. This is injustice
with the migrant labourers.
This will create further hardship for them, as the workers
are eager to return to their
homes.”
Within hours the junior
Banerjee hit back wondering
who was responsible for the
current state of affairs and for
whose lack of foresight the
dreaded disease could enter
India. Later he tweeted, “A
HM failing to discharge his
duties during this crisis speaks
after weeks of silence, only to
mislead people with bundle of
lies!” adding “Ironically he’s
talking about the very people
who have been literally left to
fate by his own Govt.”
He said Shah should prove
his charges or apologise. Prove
your fake allegations or apologise (sic),” he wrote.

The TMC leadership also
wondered how a letter written
to the Chief Minister found its
way to the media before reaching its actual destination.
Turn to Page 4
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undreds of migrant workH
ers came onto the streets
and clashed with the police at
a village in Surat district of
Gujarat on Saturday to demand
that they either be sent back to
their home States or allowed to
resume work at local industrial units to earn money, police
said.
The police resorted to lathicharge and fired tear gas to disperse the angry migrants workers. Over a 100 workers were
detained in this connection, an
official said.
Turn to Page 4
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here seems to be no respite
T
for India from Covid-19 as
cases mounted to 62,808 on
Saturday with 2,101 deaths.
Maharasthra remained the
worst hit States with 20,228
cases and 779 deaths, while
Gujarat occupied the second
spot with 7,797 cases and 472
deaths.
The health authorities in
Maharashtra went into a tizzy
on Saturday, as the State
recorded highest-ever day’s
fatality of 48 deaths and registered a phenomenal 1,165 new
cases. Gujarat chipped in 394
cases and 24 deaths. The day
saw a record number of 115
deaths across India.
Of the total deaths in
Maharashtra,
Mumbai
accounted for 27 deaths, while
there were nine deaths in Pune
and eight in Malegaon. One
death each was reported from
Pune district, Akola, Nanded
and Amravati.
The eight deaths reported
from Malegaon took place
between the period of April 25
and May 8. With the new 27
deaths, the total number of
deaths in Mumbai has risen to
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s coronavirus cases in India
A
crossed 61,000 on
Saturday, the Union Health

utting an end the rumours
about his health making
rounds on social media, Home
Minister Amit Shah on
Saturday declared that he is
healthy and is not suffering
from any disease.
“I want to clarify today that
I am perfectly healthy and I do
not have any disease,” Shah said
in a detailed note on Twitter.
The Home Minister said for the
past few days there have been
rumours about his health on
social media and “some even
tweeted praying for my death.”
Shah said he did not pay
attention to these rumours as
he was busy in the coronavirus pandemic prevention
and rehabilitation related
works.
Turn to Page 4
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Ministry tweaked the guidelines for discharge of Covid-19
patients subject to clinical condition, a move aimed to ease
the burden on the medical
facilities which are anticipated
to gradually overwhelm with
serious infections.
The Government is already
grappling with the safety of the
healthcare workers who are
also bearing the brunt of the
deadly pandemic.
As per the revised guidelines, there will be no need for
testing prior to discharge of the
patients admitted with very
mild, mild and pre-symptomatic cases to a Covid Care
Facility.
As per the earlier guidelines issued on April 28, 2020

3^Rc^abfTPa_a^cTRcXeTVTPaPbcWTh_aT_PaTc^R^[[TRcbP\_[TbUa^\_T^_[Tc^QT
cTbcTSU^acWTR^a^]PeXadbX]3WPa\bP[P^]BPcdaSPh
0?

489, while the total number of
infected cases has jumped to
12,864.
Meanwhile,
the
Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) in an advisory issued on Saturday urged
the people not to panic and
asked “all positive corona
patients” who do not have
symptoms not rush to the big
hospitals for admission when
the test result is positive.
Turn to Page 4

he
Enforcement
T
Directorate (ED) on
Saturday attached assets worth

when the reported cases were
around 29,400, the patient had
to test negative twice for Covid19 before being discharged.
“They will undergo regular
temperature and pulse oximetry monitoring. The patient can
be discharged after 10 days of
symptom onset and no fever
for 3 days. There will be no

need for testing prior to discharge. The patient will be
advised to follow the home isolation for further 7 days,” as per
the policy. If they develop
symptoms of fever, cough or
breathing difficulty again, they
must contact the Covid Care
Centre State helpline or 1075.
Turn to Page 4

Noida: A 62-year-old man
died due to coronavirus in
Noida, becoming the second
Covid-19 fatality in Uttar
Pradesh’s Gautam Buddh
Nagar district.
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C16.38 crore in the form of a
nine-storey building with two
basements in Mumbai in a
money laundering case relating
to Associated Journals Limited
and its chairman Motilal
Vohra.
The market value of the
property is estimated at C120
crore, sources said.
“The attachment order was
issued against the Associated
Journals Limited and Moti Lal
Vora,
Chairman-CumManaging Director of the
Associated Journals Limited,”
the Directorate said in a
statement.
Turn to Page 4
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elieve it or not, besides Mother’s
Day, Father’s Day, Valentine’s Day
and a slew of other days, there is
a National Paranormal Day. It is
celebrated on May 3 and people are
encouraged to come together and share
their eerie stories and or experiences.
But given the present situation —
COVID-19 lockdown — the get
together is not be possible. So how the
next best thing? Watch ghosts come alive
on your small screen.
“There is a reason why we love to
hear or see shows and films that relate
to the paranormal. We have all grown
up listening to bhoot ki kahanis from our
grandparents: ‘Ki aisa usne dekha thha’.
That fascinates us. Just like those who
are addicted to sci-fi movies and want
to believe in aliens, we have out our
home-grown bhoots,” Mayank Mishra
says, who has been playing the ghost for
the last one year on the show. He tells
you that he has forgotten how many
different ghosts he has played till now
since one rolls into another.
He tells you that it was his dream to
play a ghost since he was a kid. “While
growing up, we each dream of becoming
or doing something. Since I had always
wanted to be an actor my dream role was
to play ghost and today, I am living it.
It is interesting to play a bhoot. It is unlike
playing any other character. There is so
much more than just role play. Since each
episode has a different ghost, I need to
give it a different look, walk and voice.
I do a lot of study and watch shows and
films around the genre to try and see
how I can improve on the creature that
I have to play. Then there is the whole
time spent in getting the prosthetics and
make-up and wearing a costume that
weighs over 10 kg and spend the next
12 hours in that get up and then shots.
It is extremely challenging but I love it,”
Mishra tells you.
Though Mishra may have played
over 25 so far and counting, there are two
creatures that he loved playing. One was
the episode he which he played the ice
man. “There was something so
interesting to play a creature that was
covered in white from top to bottom and
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coming out of a fridge. The other was
Chanda mama, the moon ghost. This
was nice since the kids loved what I have
done here,” Mishra tells you whose
favourite Bollywood ghost movies as
Raaz, 1921 and IT (Hollywood).
Nitica Kanwar, one of the writers
who came on board for the show tells
you that one of the biggest challenges that
come with writing a monster story as
opposed to any other story is how it is
different from what one has done
before. “One has to be more creative,
imaginative and think out of the box.
Every story that you have has to bring
in a new element, not seen before. So that
people, when they come back, have a
new creature and a new ghost. It is
definitely challenging and a lot more
fun,” Kanwar says who came on board
when the show had more of creatures,
monsters and bent towards fantasy
rather than ghosts.
She tells you that when you write for
such shows, a lot of research has to go
into studying if there was any folklore
associated with what you are writing

about or if there was a mention in
mythology. “One doesn’t want to create
a monster or a creature that doesn’t exist
or impossible to imagine,” Kanwar says.
While it may not always be possible to
go out and create a Marvel on TV, what
is not lacking is the talent to write scary
fantasy stories. One has to see if what I
have written can be executed. The first
concern is that the creature doesn’t
appear to be tacky. We have to see if one
can shoot it was the graphics and VFX
level. Also, horror/fantasy as a genre has
not been explored much and in the
industry and that brings in its own
challenges. It involves a lot of work as
well,” Kanwar says. It takes her around
two-three days to write story before the
process of positive feedback from the
channel and the producer beings before
the story is finalised.
Hemant R Prabhu, tells you that
working with horror/fantasy genre is a
passion for him and not only has he
produced 13 episodes of the show, he
has directed most o them. For him there
are two biggest challenges. First, to keep

the audience thrilled enough so that they
don’t surf. Second, revolves around the
look of the monster. “There is so much
software out there. Every story has to be
different and new look,” Prabhu says.
Directing comes easy to him since
most of back-end works in taken care
of before the episode goes on the floor.
“Most of the work is beforehand. A lot
of homework is done. Pre-production
meetings take care of any other wrinkles
that may come up,” Prabhu says.
Jitu Mhatre, the man behind the
prosthetics and make-up who has given
face to 90 per cent of the monsters tells
you that the biggest challenge he faces
is to deliver things on time. “We are
given only three-four days to come up
with the look that is finalised. This takes
a lot of time and effort and a slew of
people. We also have to ensure that the
monster even though scary is not
yucky. People should be scared not
repulsed with the monster. This is
what attracts people to horror genre; the
fact that we have come up with a new
look that has not been seen before,”
Mhatre explains.
Then there is the VFX and the
challenges that for a show on ghosts.
Sarika who is behind the camera and
ensures that the ghost does all scary stuff
like fly and appear and disappear in less
than a fraction tells you that while the
make-up artist will give the look, it is not
always possible to have a perfect looking
ghost or a monster. This is where the
VFX people step in and ensure that the
ghost does what it does best — scare the
jeebies out of you.
“Even after the prosthetics artist has
done his job, it has limitations. He can’t
make the eyes glow nor can he make the
arms or the entire body twist and turn
at a horrible angel that will scare you.
That is where we step in. The CG can
do so much more. Even if it a small
scene, it can create that scare quotient.
This adds to the thrill factor for the fans
of horror genre and they love it. They
also want to know what new we have
to offer to them that will add to the
whole experience of watching a really
scary show,” Sarika says.
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Girl Stop Apologizing by Rachel Hollis: This one
is so empowering and great that it will make you
double down and start checking off every thing on
your 2020 goals list.
In this title she challenges women to stop
talking thermselves out of their goals and dreams
and live out their life instead of feeling traped into
their mother/wife/best friend etc roles they have
defined for themselves.

Mom Up: Thriving with Grace in the chaos of
Motherhood by James, Kara-Kae: Being a mom
is hard and mothers every where know it. we all
think we are failing at this job, but we aren’t. The
book aims yo help moms stop merely surviving
their motherhood journey and start thriving. The
book focuses on intentional motherhood,
emphasises the importance of rest and how to
embrace the chaos.
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Q What is your role in Ek Thi Begum?

This story is from the late 80s and the
early 90s when the underworld was at its
peak. I play Ashraf Bhatkar aka Sapna. The
entire story revolves around her as her
4eT]cWTcW^dVWc^U
journey from a normal lady to one who is
[XeX]VfXcW^dc\h
seeking for revenge is shown. Her husband
\^cWTa\PZTb\TUTT[
was killed by an underworld don that is
X]R^\_[TcT8fX[[
why she chose the path of revenge.
P[fPhbQTVaPcTUd[
cWPc8V^ccWTRWP]RT
Q What all preparations did you have to
do for the role?
c^b_T]ScWTT]cXaT
I have never portrayed a character like
[^RZS^f]_WPbTfXcWWTa
this before, so it was definitely exhausting.
bX]RT8S^]^cVTc\dRWcX\T
There are many shades in Ashraf ’s
c^b_T]SfXcWWTaQTRPdbT^U\hWTRcXR
character and I had to explore the depths
bRWTSd[TBWTS^Tbb^\dRWU^a\TcWPc8fXbW
of it. I had many discussions with Sachin
8R^d[SS^b^\TcWX]Vb_TRXP[U^aWTaTeTahSPh
Darekar, the writer-director of the series.
P]S]^cYdbc^]<^cWTab3Ph;dRZX[hcWXbcX\T
It was important for me and him to be on
8fX[[QTPcW^\TP]S8fX[[\PZTbdaTcWPc8
the same page. I wanted to follow his
\PZTcWXbSPhPbb_TRXP[Pb8RP]U^aWTa8P[b^
vision, we had lots of workshops and tried
_[P]c^R^^Zb^\TcWX]VeTahb_TRXP[U^aWTa
°=P\XbWCP]TYPPbEXeTZEPaSWP]BX]VW to take out all the things between the lines.
Ua^\EXShP It took a lot of homework actually and
that’s how we went ahead with the process.
Q Do you think there is a need to bring
more such stories at the forefront?
Definitely. What we have seen or heard
is that underworld was man dominated.
However, I believe that there are many such
cWTPdSXT]RTBPVPa3TbW\dZWXb_[PhX]V
women who in that era also became the
cWTa^[T^UcWT_a^cPV^]XbcP[^]VfXcWPRc^a
police informers and came at the forefront.
BWXeP]XAP]V^[TfW^Xb_[PhX]VP]
There was a lot of power to women even
X\_^acP]cRWPaPRcTa^U3a0\QTSZPabfXUT
back then. It is important that we show
AP\PQPX
people that women were no less. We do
BWXeP]XAP]V^[T³bX\_PRcUd[
need such content.
_TaU^a\P]RT^UAP\PQPXX]cWTbW^fWPb
RP_cdaTScWTPccT]cX^]^UeXTfTabP]ScWT
Q What kind of rapport do you share
with your co-actors?
\PZTabCWTcP[T]cTSPRcaTbb\PSTXcc^cWT
I have worked with most of the actors
]Tgc[TeT[P]SV^cP]^__^acd]Xchc^QTP
on the sets. For Ankit Mohan, who plays
_Pac^U8\cXPi0[X³bSTQdc>CCeT]cdaT
my husband. He is a friend but we never
4eT]cW^dVWbWTf^aZTS^]WTaSaTP\
got a chance to work together. It was a
_a^YTRcfXcWcWT[TVT]SPahSXaTRc^abWTcP[Zb
fantastic experience. Everybody has put
PQ^dcW^fAP\PQPXRWPaPRcTaRWP]VTSWTa
their 100 per cent in the characters they
T]cXaT[XUT)°8c³bP]X\_^acP]ca^[TU^a\T
are playing. When you are working with
bX]RT8WPeT]cS^]TP]hcWX]V[XZTcWPc
a bunch of people, then it is more of a team
QTU^aTCWTaTfPbb^\dRWc^[TPa]Ua^\
work. It is no longer a story about a
cWTRWPaPRcTaBX]RTXcbPWXbc^aXRP[
particular person rather it is a compilation
RWPaPRcTa8WPSc^aTPSQ^^Zbc^d]STabcP]S
of everyone’s story. And Sachin, he has put
WTa\P]]TaXb\bP]S_Tab^]P[Xch\^aT8
a lot of efforts in the series. I have never
TeT]WPSc^f^aZ^]PSXUUTaT]cSXP[TRc^U
got a chance to work with him, though he
<PaPcWX[P]VdPVTP]S8fPbV[PSc^UX]S^dc
was the writer of one of my shows. The
cWPc8U^d]S\hR^\U^aci^]TX]Xc8cfPbP]
experience if for a lifetime.
W^]^dac^_[PhcWXba^[T±
AP\PQPXfPbPbca^]Vbd__^acc^3a
Q How was the environment on the
sets?
0\QTSZPaP]SWPSbd__^acTSWX\X]P[[WXb
It was always fun. Obviously not
T]STPe^dab@dXcT]PcdaP[[hBWXeP]XXb
when we are shooting an emotional
cWaX[[TSc^WPeTV^cP]^__^acd]Xchc^_^acaPh
sequence because it takes a little while to
WTaX]cWTbTaXP[
get out of that moment but otherwise it was
CWTbdRRTbbXbfWT]h^dPaTRP[[TSQh
an extremely positive environment on the
cWT]P\T^UcWTRWPaPRcTacWPch^dWPeT
sets which is why our work became all the
_[PhTS0]SaXVWc[hb^BWXeP]XAP]V^[TXb
more fun.
]^fRP[[TS\^aTPbAP\PXP\^]VcWT
Q From Radhabai to now Ashraf
_T^_[T
Bhatkar, you have played the roles of

women of substance. What attracts you
to these roles?
It is the strength inside me may be. I
have been fortunate that I have been
getting to do so much of work and such
kind of characters.
It is my inner strength that I like to
portray such characters. I can connect with
all the characters that I have played
because there was some common trait.
Also all the roles have been different. Any
actor would die for such roles. Till now, I
have never played a naive character or
someone who don’t have a spine. I enjoy
doing such type of characters.
Q How did your first show Tamanna
happen with you?
I auditioned for it almost five times for
that show. Then I got a call from the team,
but still it was not finalised. There was a

50-50 chance. I was hoping to get the role.
And when it happened, I knew that it was
an opportunity where I have to prove
myself to myself ki main yeh kar sakti hun.
I am glad that it happened because it
opened a lot of doors for me.
Q What kind of roles would you like to
experiment with?
I don’t mind playing similar kind of
characters as long as I am getting to show
my strength. Also, I would like to explore
the side of mine which I haven’t till now
like I said I have never played a naive or
a bichari character. But my inclination will
continue to be towards strong characters.
Q What is there in the pipeline?
There are some projects but I am not
allowed to talk about it right now. Once
everything will fall in place, I will share the
details.
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ith the addition of fresh
W
224 Covid-19 cases on
Saturday, the total number of
corona positive stood at 6,542.
Delhi Heath Department
on Saturday in its report mentioned that no single corona
death was reported between 4
pm till 11:59 pm while the
active cases in Delhi are 4,454
with 68 death toll.
The State health department has done cumulative testing of 84,226 people till May 8.
As per the data of Delhi
corona specialised hospitals 505 corona patients admitted in
LNJP , 118 in RGSSH,25 in
LHMC, 55 and 114 patients
admitted in RML and SJH
while 350 patients detained in
AIIMS ( Delhi and Jhajjar
branches).
In private hospitals of
Delhi, Apollo has 83 patients,
Max and Ganga Ram have 82
and 85 corona patients.
Delhi Heath Minister

!"ha^[Sf^\P]
R^\\XcbbdXRXST
Pc088<BPUcTa
\^cWTa³bSTPcW

Satyender Jain took a meeting
through video conferencing to
review the status of Covid-19.
Secretar y Home Affairs,
Government of India also participated in the meeting.
“A meeting of Empowered
Group was held to discuss the
various issues related to planning and ensuring implemen-

tation of Covid-19 response
activities. An order has been
issued regarding providing
treatment /quarantine facilities
to Covid-19 positive officers/officials of Govt. of NCT
of Delhi, Autonomous Bodies,
Corporations and Local Bodies
and their family members at
three designated hotel premises. RGSSH will provide Covid19 health care facilities at these
premises,” a senior Delhi
Government official said.
According to Delhi government officials, an order has
been issued regarding appointing representatives of Chief
Minister, to Covid-19 testing
centers (CTC) also to manage
and resolve individual grievances of patients and Medical
staff.”
The Delhi Government
has been issued an order for
constituting an Enquiry committee to look into the various
aspects of major discrepancies
in the reports of Dr. Lal Path
Lab.

@_\YSUYcceUC?@cd_
dbQS[S_b_^QY^VUSdY_^
Q]_^W`Ubc_^^U\

he Delhi Congress has submitted a list of 7,299
migrant labour stranded in
the National Capital due to
nationwide lockdown to the
Delhi Government requesting
it to arrange for their transportation to send the stranded
workers to their native place.
Party Delhi unit president
Chaudhar y Anil Kumar
accused the Delhi Government
for taking false credit of paying
for the train fares of the
migrant labour. Kumar
demanded reimbursement
from the States, saying that
there is no need to indulge in
such a charade as Delhi
Congress had already expressed
its readiness to pay for the train
fares of the migrants.
The Congress president
further said that the party will

start its next phase of the sanitisation maha abhiyan
“Congress Ke Sipahi, Karenge
Corona Ki Dhulai” from
Sunday mostly at outside liquor
shops, mother dairy outlets,
ration (PDS) shops and schools
where meals are being served
to the poor people.
He also accused the government for not doing any
sanitization drive in these
crowded areas despite the everrising number of Corona cases
in the Capital.
Kumar said that the Delhi
Government has created a virtual death-trap outside liquor
shops as no lockdown rules are
being followed. “The Delhi
Government has been
indulging in black marketing
and profiteering through the
sale of liquor which may result
in community spreading of
the disease.

B3<2c^
C!;X]bdaP]RTR^eTaU^aeXadbfPaaX^ab)BXZWQ^Sh
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outh Delhi Municipal
Corporation (SDMC) has
Sdecided
to reopen all its Ayush

he Delhi Sikh Gurudwara
Management Committee
(DSGMC) on Saturday
announced an insurance cover
of C2 lakh to all its employees
in case of death due to the lifethreatening coronavirus.
“DSCMC will provide an
insurance cover of C2 lakh for
all its 2500 front line workers
who are in the frontline of the
battle against the coronavirus
threat. They are providing langar (free community meals),
sanitation, transport and other
services at various locations in
Delhi and extending helping
hand and support to various

Dayal Upadhyay and Rajiv
Gandhi Super Speciality -- are
the hospitals for the treatment
of the officials The Joint
Commissioners and the
Deputy Commissioners of
Police will be responsible for
effective training and implementation of the SOPs," the
order added.
Recently, a Delhi Police
constable Amit Kumar, a resident of Sonipat in Haryana,
who was posted at Northwest
Delhi's Bharat Nagar police
station, had died after his colleagues took him to hospitals,
but the doctors refused to
admit him. The constable's
death was first in Delhi Police
due to the novel coronavirus.

Centres from Tuesday for the
general public to distribute
immune booster medicines
from its 40 centres.
A senior SDMC official
said that a team of 53 Ayush
doctors and 53 paramedical
staff will be deployed at all centres across four zones to provide the free consultation and
medicines to the patients.
In all the 40 centres,
Ayurvedic Immune booster
medicines will be made available and distributed to the citizens, the official said, adding
that all these centres will function from 9 am to 3 pm from
Monday to Saturday.
The official said that the
department has already distributed Ayurvedic immune
booster medicines to the Delhi
Police including 5000 combination of Dashamoola Khand
(250gm) and Haridra Khand
(100 gm) were provided to the
Southern Range of the Delhi
Police.
These medicines will boost
the immunity and physical
strength of the police personnel deployed at the frontline
against this national pandemic, he added.
The civic body had distributed Ayurvedic medicines
to 32360 Corona worriers in
first phase and more medicines
will be provided to other staff
as well.

6L[FRSVRI.KDMXUL.KDV
SROLFHVWDWLRQWHVWYH
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New Delhi: A plea seeking
linking of a metro card or token
with a commuter's address
proof was not entertained by the
Delhi High Court as no representation about the issue had
been made to the DMRC before
moving the court. A Bench of
justices Manmohan and Sanjeev
Narula disposed of the plea, but
gave petitioners liberty to move
a representation before the
Delhi Metro Rail Corporation
(DMRC) on the issues raised in
the plea.
In case the petitioners
move a representation to the
DMRC, it is supposed to dispose of the plea within four
weeks by a reasoned order after
taking inputs from authorities
concerned.
PTI

New Delhi: The Delhi
Government has so far issued
around 4.75 lakh e-tokens to
buy liquor in the national capital, an official said on Saturday.
Under the e-token system,
customers are given specific
time for purchasing alcohol so
that there is no violation of
social distancing norms by
people queuing up outside
liquor stores.
The e-token is sent on
mobile phones of registered
people. The new system was
introduced on Thursday in the
wake of long queues outside
liquor vends and people not
following social distancing
norms there.
The Delhi government has
allowed around 200 liquor

BC055A4?>AC4AQ =4F34;78

23-year-old woman allegedly committed suicide at the
AIIMS hospital following the
death of her mother's death due
to cancer at the hospital. Police
said that the body of the woman
found on Saturday inside the
hospital premises, they said.
"Her mother was a cancer
patient. She was being treated at
the hospital and had died during
the treatment on Wednesday,"
said Atul Kumar Thakur, the
Deputy Commissioner of Police
(DCP), South district.
"Her father was doing the
formalities when she left the area.
She was also reported missing
since Wednesday. The family
hails from Moradabad district of
Uttar Pradesh," said police official privy to investigation.
"The body was recovered
from near new private ward
block of the hospital. She jumped
from the building and committed suicide. A hospital staff saw
her and informed police. The
block was closed due to which
nobody saw her body till
Saturday," he said.
Police said she called her
friends and told them that she
will commit suicide. "The body
has been recovered and proceeding is underway," said police.

A

New Delhi: Six policemen of
Khajuri Khas police station in
North East Delhi have tested
positive for coronavirus infection, an official said on
Saturday.
The infected policemen
are of the ranks of constables
and head constables, he said,
adding that they tested positive
in last couple of days.
They have been admitted
to hospitals.
The area assistant commissioner of police and Khajuri
Khas station house officer are
taking precautions and have
restricted themselves to self isolation, a senior police officer
said.
In North East district, total
10 policemen have tested coro-
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n wake of the coronavirus
outbreak, the Delhi Police
ICommissioner,
SN Shrivastava
has issued orders of 'Standard
Operating Procedures' (SOPs)
for daily health monitoring of
its personnel.
According to the order
issued on May 7, in case of
medical emergencies or a suspected case of Cronavirus, the
Station House Officer (SHO) or
inspector in-charge of the concerned unit will be responsible
for taking the police personnel
to a doctor.
"If required, the test should
be organised and the person
should be hospitalised or sent
in home-quarantine on doctor's opinion. The SHOs shall
sensitise staff during the morning briefing on procedures to
be followed," the order further
stated.
"If any person complains of
fever or breathlessness, the
police official and personnel
should be taken to the nearest
facility with Covid-19 testing
and emergency facilities," the
stated the orders.
"AIIMS, Apollo, Safdarjung
hospital, Ram Manohar Lohia,
Lok Nayak Jai Prakash, Deen

na-positive. They include six
from Khajuri Khas, two from
Welcome and one each from
Jyoti Nagar and Jafrabad police
stations, the officer said.
Elsewhere in Delhi, a constable posted at the Mandir
Marg police station had tested
positive for Covid-19 on Friday.
The police station barracks, where the constable
stayed, was sealed. He has been
put in isolation and 11 more
police personnel have been
quarantined at separate places.
Delhi
Police
Commissioner S N Shrivastava
on Friday had approved creation and monitoring of a
WhatsApp group of all Delhi
Police personnel who have
been tested positive for Covid-

19.
"A DCP-rank officer has
been asked to supervise the
functioning of staff monitoring
the ‘Let's Fight Covid-DP'
WhatsApp group which coordinates the grievances of corona-infected police personnel,
who are either hospitalized or
are in isolation.
"This has been necessitated because of the increasing
number of Covid-19 positive
personnel and the need to
deploy some more staff to
attend helpline number as well
as monitoring the WhatsApp
Group in order to enable grievance redressal of the Covidpositive personnel," the order
read.
PTI

agencies engaged in the fight
against
Coronavirus,”
Manjinder Singh Sirsa, president of DSCMC.
Besides, the Committee is
taking care of accommodation

and food for around 200 doctors, nurses etc involved in
treating Corona affected
patients, he said, adding that it
has also provided free accommodation to front line Corona
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he Delhi Police have
booked a for allegedly
T
obstructing public servant and
damaging public property in
east Delhi's Kalyanpuri area.
The incident, which took place
on Friday, was captured in a
video and circulated on social
media.
In the video, a shirtless
man can been in drunk state
and obstructing a police gypsy.
"He repeatedly bangs on its
windscreen and made a crack
on it. People are trying to take
him out of the way, but he
refuses and stands in front of
the gypsy," as per video.
According to Jasmeet
Singh,
the
Deputy

Commissioner of Police
(DCP), East district, the incident took place on Friday and
police have arrested the
accused.
"On Friday around 4.30 pm
in Trilokpuri area. Accused
identified as Harkesh has been
arrested. He was drunk at the
time of the incident," said the
DCP.
"A case under sections 186
(obstructing public servant in
discharge of public functions),
332 (voluntarily causing hurt to
deter public servant from his
duty), 353 (assault or criminal
force to deter public servant
from discharge of his duty) and
damage to public property act
registered as PS Kalyanpuri,"
the DCP added.

shops to operate in the city.
"The government has so far
issued around 4.75 lakh etoken since Thursday evening
to people to buy liquor without
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ew Delhi Municipal Council
(NDMC) on Saturday
N
donated C1.50 crore in the PM

Cares Fund to fight against coronavirus.
A senior NDMC official
said that the one day basic salary
and dearness allowances was
contributed voluntarily by
approximately 15,000 employees
(regular and others) for funding
measures taken to contain the
spread of corona virus in the
country.
“A cheque of C1,50,22, 251
was presented to Minister of
State for Home Affairs G Kishan
Reddy by Chairman of NDMC
Dharmendra in presence of
Additional Secretary (UT) MHA

standing in long queues," the
official said.
People willing to get etoken can apply through a web
link www.Qtoken.In where
they are allotted specific time
for purchasing liquor after they
fill personal details.
According to the official,
the e-token system is maintaining social distancing and
cutting down on waiting time
in long queues by specifying
time for each e-coupon holder to buy liquor at a shop.
People are required to furnish address of liquor shop in
their area along with their
mobile number and other
details, while applying for etoken on the web link.
PTI

2^]UdbX^]_aTePX[b^eTa2^eXS (STPcWc^[[ "\^aT_aXePcTW^b_XcP[b
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New Delhi: Confusion prevailed over the number of
deaths due to coronavirus in
the national Capital, with data
from four hospitals showing
that 92 people succumbed to
the infection as against 68
fatalities reported by the Delhi
Government.
The toll of 68 shared by the
Delhi Government in its health
bulletin on Friday is based on

data collected from 10 hospitals, including AIIMS,
Safdarjung Hospital, Ram
Manohar Lohia (RML)
Hospital and Lady Hardinge
Medical College.
According to the bulletin,
AIIMS (Delhi and Jhajjar)
reported
two
deaths,
Safdarjung Hospital reported
four, RML 26 and Lady
Hardinge Medical College had
none till Friday.
However, officials from
these hospitals said the number
of people who died due to coronavirus in the national Capital
till Friday is higher than that
reflected in the Delhi
Government's bulletin.
AIIMS (Delhi Trauma

Centre and Jhajjar) has recorded a total of 14 deaths, an official said.
According to All India
Institute Of Medical Sciences
(AIIMS)
Medical
Superintendent Dr DK
Sharma, the discrepancy could
be because the Government is
only counting the fatalities
from the Trauma Centre, which
has been converted into a dedicated Covid-19 hospital, and
has not taken into account
data from the Jhajjar facility.
At Safdarjung Hospital, 23
people have died due to Covid19. "They (Government) are
calling us for the data. We have
told them we are regularly
sending you the correct, updat-

ed figures. We don't see any
reason why wrong figures are
being reflected," said a senior
doctor at Safdarjung Hospital
who did not want to be named.
RML Hospital has reported 52 deaths of Covid-19
patients.
"We are providing them
(government) data regularly
and correctly. It is up to them
to incorporate it in their chart.
We do not understand why
they are showing incorrect figures,"
RML
Medical
Superintendent Minakshi
Bhardwaj said.
Lady Hardinge Medical
College Director Dr NN
Mathur said the hospital has
given the government a figure

warriors like doctors, the paramedical staff of various government hospitals like AIIMS,
RML, Safdarjung hospitals.
Elaborating it further, he
said that life insurance scheme
would cover all including sanitation staff, langar cooks, raagis
(religious preachers), security
staff and other front line
Gurdwara workers employed
with the distribution of langar
distribution and sanitation services etc at various locations.
Sirsa said that the decision
to provide life insurance cover
to all these employees is a step
to say thanks to them for their
service during Covid-19
pandemic.

of three deaths.
After the discrepancies
between the COVID-19 death
toll reported by the government and figures from hospitals came to light on Friday,
Delhi Health Minister
Satyendar Jain asserted that the
government is not hiding data.
"If we had to hide data, we
wouldn't have released
Thursday's number of fresh
COVID-19 cases which was the
highest single-day spike of 448
cases. We would have said
there were only 48 new cases,
but we did not. Once the
reports come, the hospitals
have to inform the government
immediately," he had told
reporters.
PTI
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New Delhi:Amid a spurt in
coronavirus cases in the national capital, the Delhi Government
has roped in three more private
hospitals with a total of 150 beds
to treat Covid-19 patients.
In an order issued on
Saturday, Delhi Health Secretary
Padmini Singla declared Fortis in
Shalimar Bagh, Saroj Medical
Institute in Sector 19, Rohini and
Khushi Hospital in Dwarka for
admitting confirmed or suspected cases.
The decision was taken due
to the "shortage of isolation
beds in private hospitals", te
order read.
The three hospitals will have

50 isolation beds each. Medical
superintendents of these hospitals have been directed to make
the isolation facility functional
before Monday.
On April 30, Singla had
declared Maha Durga Charitable
Trust Hospital and Sir Gangaram
City Hospital as Covid-19 hospitals.
LNJP Hospital, Rajiv
Gandhi Super Speciality hospital, Sir Gangaram Kolmat
Hospital and Max Hospital in
Saket are some of the Covid-19
dedicated facilities in Delhi,
where 6,318 people have tested
positive for the disease and 68
died till Friday.
PTI

Govind Mohan, Secretary
NDMC Amit Singla and financial advisor of NDMC Pushkal
Upadhyay,” he said.
The civic body is also simultaneously fighting vigorously to
contain the spread of Covid-19
in its area through various health,
sanitation, sanitisation, medical
and welfare activities and taken
measures as per guidelines of the
Central Government, he added.
Even during lockdown, the
NDMC is providing all municipal services to its residents and
important offices, buildings of
central government as well as
diplomatic missions in their
jurisdiction during lockdown
period through its dedicated
team of officers and employees,
he said.
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New Delhi:The Delhi High
Court on Saturday extended
the interim bail of 2,177 undertrial prisoners by 45 days to decongest jails in the wake of the
coronavirus pandemic.
A Bench of Justices
Siddharth Mridul and Talwant
Singh passed the order in view
of a high-power committee's
recommendation that it would
be dangerous to put the prisoners back in jail as the risk still
remains high.
The committee, headed by
Justice Hima Kohli, on May 5
opined that since there was a
paucity of space in jail premises to create sufficient number
of isolation wards for the prisoners returning after expiry of
their interim bail, the relief
should be extended by another 45 days.
During the hearing, Delhi
Government standing counsel
Rahul Mehra and advocate
Chaitanya Gosain, appearing
for the prison authorities, said
they have no objection to the
extension of bail.
"Accordingly, it is ordered
that the interim bails for a period of 45 days granted to 2,177
UTPs, in view of the recommendations of HPC...Are hereby extended by another period
of 45 days from the date of their
respective expiry of interim
bails on the same terms and
conditions," the bench said.
It directed the Director
General (prisons) to ensure that
the order was conveyed to all
2,177 under-trial prisoners
(UTPs) by telephone and other
available modes and listed the
matter for hearing on June 22.
PTI
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Kathmandu: Nepal on
Saturday raised objection over
India inaugurating a strategically crucial link road connecting the Lipulekh pass at a
height of 17,000 feet along the
border with China in
Uttarakhand with Dharchula,
saying this "unilateral act" runs
against the understanding
reached between the two countries on resolving the border
issues.
Nepal's Foreign Affairs
Ministry in a statement said
the government "has learnt
with regret" about the inauguration of the link road connecting to Lipulekh pass,
which Nepal claims to be part
of its territory.
The 80-Km new road
inaugurated by Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh on
Friday is expected to help pilgrims visiting KailashMansarovar in Tibet in China
as it is around 90 kms from the
Lipulekh pass.
After inaugurating the
road through video-conferencing, Singh said pilgrims
going to Kailash-Mansarovar
will now be able to complete
their journey in one week

instead of up to three weeks.
The road originates at
Ghatiabagarh and ends at
Lipulekh pass, the gateway to
Kailash-Mansarovar.
The Kailash-Mansarovar
yatra involves trekking at high
altitudes of up to 19,500 feet,
under inhospitable conditions,
including extreme weather and
rugged terrain.
Raising objection on the
construction of the link road,
Nepal's Foreign Ministry said,
"This unilateral act runs
against the understanding
reached between the two countries including at the level of
the Prime Ministers that a
solution to boundary issues
would be sought through
negotiation."
Lipulekh pass is a far western point near Kalapani, a
disputed border area between
Nepal and India. Both India
and Nepal claim Kalapani as an
integral part of their territory
- India as part of Uttarakhand's
Pithoragarh district and Nepal
as part of Darchula district.
"The Government of Nepal
has consistently maintained
that as per the Sugauli Treaty
(1816), all the territories east of
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he NIA on Saturday arrested an alleged narco terrorist Ranjit Singh from Sirsa in
Haryana.
“The NIA along with teams
of Punjab Police and Haryana
Police carried out an intelligence-based raids in Sirsa,
Haryana and arrested notorious narco-terrorist Ranjit Singh
alias Rana alias Cheeta, son of
Harbhajan Singh, resident of
Ram Tirath Road, Amritsar,”
the agency said in a statement.
Ranjit Singh along with coaccused Iqbal Singh alias Shera
are the prime accused in case
registered by NIA in connection with the seizure of 532 kg
of heroin hidden in a consignment of rock salt imported
from Pakistan.
The seizure was made by
the Custom Authorities at
Integrated Check Post (ICP)
Attari on June 29 last year when
the contraband was discovered during inspection of the
consignment.
“Investigation revealed that
Pakistan based entities are
smuggling narcotics from
Pakistan into the Indian terri-

T

tory by hiding it in sacks of
rock salt which is imported
from Pakistan,” the NIA said.
This, the agency said, is
done through an elaborate network of importers, Customs
House Agents, transporters
and the operation is financed
through illegal Internatinal
Hawala channels. Investigation
also established that the seized
consignment was a part of a
total of five consignments of
drugs, out of which four had
been successfully smuggled
into India, the agency said.
First charge-sheet in the
case was filed by NIA on
December 27 last year in the
Special NIA Court, Mohali
against 15 accused persons
including four companies and
also Ranjit Singh who had
been absconding after the registration of the case.
Ranjit Singh is also the
prime accused in the recent
Hizbul Mujahideen terror
funding module which was
busted with the arrest of Hilal
Ahmad Wagay, a resident of
Nowgam, Awantipora, Jammu
& Kashmir with Rs 29 lacs in
cash in Amritsar by Punjab
Police on April 25 this year.
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"Health department will
guide you for the same to
nearby corona care centres.
Please take the following precautions: Asymptomatic
Covid-19 positive non-comorbid patients can remain home
isolated, if feasibility and
assessment for the same is
ensured by the health department and provided patients
give undertaking and abide to
instructions given by the health
department. Citizens are
requested not to panic," the
advisory stated.
"If any close family member, neighbour has turned out
Covid-19 positive. As per
ICMR guidelines only very
close high risk contacts of the
positive case can be tested
once between 5-14 days of
exposure or earlier if they
become symptomatic," the
BMC advisory stated.
"All contacts need to selfquarantine at home, or will be
quarantined in an institution if
belong to slum like areas as per
the directions of Health
Department," the advisory
added.
Meanwhile, a Central team
comprised of AIIMS Director
Dr Randeep Guleria rushed to
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi's hometown Gujarat
which has reported a large
number of coronavirus cases
and deaths.
Dr Guleria, who is a pulmonologist, and Dr Manish
Soneja from the AIIMS department of medicine, visited the
Ahmedabad Civil Hospital and
SVP hospital to provide expert
guidance and advice to the doctors on treatment for coronavirus-infected patients there.

With 390 more people testing positive for Covid-19 and
24 fatalities, the total number
of cases in Gujarat climbed to
7,797 and the death toll reached
472 on Friday.
Of the total coronavirus
cases in the State, Ahmedabad
has the highest number of
Covid-19 cases at 1,298 confirmed infections, followed by
Vadodara (188), Rajkot (40)
and Bhavnagar (32).
Delhi took third place on
the list with 8,406 positive
cases so far, including 2,020
recovered patients and 68 fatalities followed by Tamil Nadu,
with over 6,535 positive cases
including 1,605 recoveries and
40 casualties.
Rajasthan had 3,655 cases
and 103 deaths while Madhya
Pradesh registered 3,457 positive cases including 1,349
recoveries and 211 deaths.
Scenario in Uttar Pradesh was
no better with around 3,214
cases including 1,387 cured
patients and 66 casualties.
With 1,930 positive cases,
Andhra is the second-worst
affected State in southern
India. 842 patients have been
discharged in the State while 44
have died so far.
West Bengal is fast emerging hub of virus with 1,786 positive cases including 364 people who were cured and 171
who died while Punjab has
1,762 cases including 152
recoveries and 31 deaths.
Number of coronavirus cases in
Haryana reached 675, including 376 active cases, 290 recoveries and 9 deaths. Odisha has
289 cases.
The total number of coronavirus Covid-19 cases across
187 nations reached over 40

Kali (Mahakali) River, including Limpiyadhura, Kalapani
and Lipulekh, belong to
Nepal," the ministry said.
"This was reiterated by the
Government of Nepal several
times in the past and most
recently through a diplomatic
note addressed to the
Government of India on
November 20, 2019 in
response to the new political
map issued by the latter," it
said.
It said that Nepal had
expressed its disagreement in
2015 also through separate
diplomatic notes addressed to
the governments of both India
and China when the two sides
agreed to include Lipulekh
pass as a bilateral trade route
without Nepal's consent in the
Joint Statement issued on May
5, 2015 during the official visit
of PM Modi to China.
"With this in mind, the
Government of Nepal has proposed twice the dates for holding a meeting of the Foreign
Secretaries of the two countries, as mandated by their
leaders, for which the response
from the Indian side is still
awaited," it said.
PTI
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he first Air India flight
from the UK, as part of the
T
Vande Bharat Mission to repatriate Indians stranded overseas due to the coronavirus
lockdown, took off from
London's Heathrow Airport on
Saturday with 326 passengers
to Mumbai.
The packed flight took off
with Indian students and
tourists, who were seen queuing with their luggage at the
airport from early on Saturday
as they prepared for the journey home.
Each one of them underwent temperature tests before
boarding and face 14 days of
quarantine at a hotel or other
location designated by the
Maharashtra government on
landing, with those details to
be made available on arrival in
Mumbai in the early hours of
Sunday.
While there is no social
distancing possible on the
packed flight, Air India is providing a kit for all passengers
confirmed to fly, with meals,
snacks, sanitizer, mask and
gloves.

“Finally going back to
India! Although it was at the
last moment but I was lucky
enough to get the ticket of the
first flight to India under
Vande Bharat Mission,” said a
relieved Indian student, who
was part of a group of seafarers that came to the UK for an
examination.
“We got continuous
updates from NISAU (National
Indian Students and Alumni
Union)
and
ISWAN
(International Seafarers'
Welfare Assistance Network)
looking after seafarers stuck in
the UK. Thanks to all the representatives who worked tirelessly in coordination with the
Indian High Commission,”
said the student, who did not
wish to be named.
The flight marks the first
of seven Air India routes
organised by the Indian government from London's
Heathrow Airport to six Indian
cities over the next week –
Mumbai (Saturday and
Tuesday), Bengaluru (Sunday),
Hyderabad
(Monday),
Ahmedabad (Wednesday),
Chennai (Thursday) and New
Delhi (Friday).

Muscat/Riyadh: As India
began to evacuate its stranded citizens from the Gulf
nations due to Covid-19 linked
travel restrictions, the country's envoys have assured the
worried expatriates that there
would be more flights in the
coming days for people with
compelling reasons to return
home.
India began evacuating
stranded nationals in
Oman and Saudi Arabia on
Saturday under the 'Vande
Bharat' mission.
The first of such flights
began operating from May 7
from Abu Dhani and Dubai in
the UAE, taking home 363
Indians to Kerala.
The Riyadh to Kozhikode
repatriation flight carried 152
passengers, Indian Ambassador
to Saudi Arabia Ausaf Sayeed
said on Friday.
"The composition of the
flight was basically distressed
workers who lost their jobs
(due to the coronavirus outbreak). It also included several medical cases needing attention immediately and a large
number of pregnant nurses
from Kerala," Sayeed said.The
Indian mission in Saudi Arabia
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Washington: An owner of a
popular Indian-American grocery store in California has
been charged with price gouging, marking some items up as
much as 200 per cent, during
the coronavirus pandemic
when the entire US state is
under stay-at-home orders.
Following consumer complaints filed on Thursday in
Alameda County Superior
Court, an investigation
revealed that Rajvinder Singh,
owner of the popular Apna
Bazaar in California's
Pleasanton, had allegedly
increased the prices of grocery
items after the emergency declaration by the governor on
March 4.
Based on evidence provid-

ed by customer receipts, the
investigation confirmed that the
pricing of several food items
exceeded the 10-per cent
increase allowed during a state
of emergency, with some prices
being as much as 200 per cent
more than what was previously
charged, according to a joint
statement issued by California
Attorney General Xavier Becerra
and Alameda County District
Attorney Nancy O'Malley.
The food items listed in the
complaint include yellow onions,
ginger, green beans, instant noodles, tea, chili peppers, pomegranates and red yams.
"We take price gouging
seriously and are committed to
going after those who break the
law during the public health

emergency," Becerra said.
Singh faces imprisonment
in the county jail for not more
than a year and/or a fine of not
more than USD 10,000.
California law prohibits charging a price that exceeds, by
more than 10 per cent, the price
of an item before a state or local
declaration of emergency.
"The law prevents businesses from profiteering when
we are in a state of emergency.
All businesses throughout
Alameda County must be on
notice that we will not sit idly
by and allow consumers to fall
prey to price gouging. My
office will ensure that businesses adhere to the law and do
not exploit consumers," said
O'Malley.
PTI
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Mumbai: The samples of an
assistant sub Inspector attached
to Vinoba Bhave Nagar police
station in Mumbai who died on
Friday have tested positive for
novel coronavirus, officials said
on Saturday.
He died in the early hours
of Friday after being admitted
in a civic hospital on
Wednesday with Covid-19-like
symptoms, an official said.
"He was also a diabetic. His
samples returned positive on
Friday evening. This is the
fourth Covid-19 death in
Mumbai police. Some 350 personnel in the metropolis' force
have tested positive for the
virus so far," he added. PTI
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The Air India has opened
bookings for the flight IX 373
that will operate on May 10
between Kozhikode and Doha
and the flight IX 0486 that will
fly between Kochi and
Singapore.
lakhs and the death toll stood
over 2.7 lakhs. The number of
the persons recovered from
the viral infection is 1.4 lakhs
Meanwhile, the CRPF on
Saturday reported 62 fresh
cases of Covid-19 patients in its
ranks followed by identification
of 35 new infected persons in
the BSF, 13 in CISF and six in
ITBP, taking the tally of coronavirus-hit personnel in the
paramilitary ranks to 653.
On Saturday, 62 new cases
of coronavirus infections were
reported from Rapid Action
Force, an anti-riot Force under
the CRPF. All the 62 positive
cases are from 194 Battalion of
RAF deployed in the national
capital. They have been isolated at White Lee Public School,
Bawana in the national Capital,
a senior CRPF official said.
Earlier, the CRPF had
reported 172 cases of Covid-19
infections. Out of the 234 cases,
231 are active, two have recovered and a Sub Inspector had
died last week. In the BSF, 25
corona virus infected personnel were reported from Tripura
and 10 personnel in the national capital contracted the viral
disease.
With 258 Covid-19 positive cases in its ranks, the
Border Security Force (BSF) is
the worst-hit paramilitary in
terms of number of personnel
infected by the pandemic followed by 234 cases in the
Central Reserve Police Force
and 100 in the Indo Tibetan
Border Police (ITBP).
With six fresh Covid-19
positive cases on Saturday, the
ITBP has now 100 coronavirus
infections in its ranks. All cases
of coronavirus infections in
ITBP have been reported from
Delhi.
Four personnel of ITBP are
undergoing treatment at
AIIMS, Jhajjar, Haryana and
two personnel are admitted at
Safdarjung Hospital here.

Two more flights - from
the UK and Qatar - are expected in the early hours on
Sunday. These flights would
arrive at the Mumbai and
Kochi airports.
Officials said two Air India
Express flights commanded

by women took off on
Saturday, to evacuate stranded
Indians from foreign shores.
While one flight took off from
Trichy in Tamil Nadu, the
other flight left from Kochi in
Kerala. The rescue flight that
took off from Trichy airport to
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The ED had initiated investigation under the
provisions of Prevention of Money Laundering Act
after taking cognisance of an FIR registered by the
Haryana Police and CBI which revealed that Plot
No. C-17 Sector 6, Panchkula was allotted to AJL
in the year 1982.
However the plot was resumed/reverted to the
Estate Officer, Haryana Urban Development
Authority (HUDA) through an order on October
30, 1992 as the AJL did not comply with the conditions of allotment letter. The Resumption Order
attained finality after dismissal of the Revision
Petition before a court in 1996.
“However, Bhupinder Singh Hooda, the then
CM, Haryana/Chairman HUDA, blatantly by
misusing his official position dishonestly allotted
the said plot afresh in the guise of re-allotment to
the AJL at original rates plus interest in violation
of necessary conditions/ policy of HUDA vide
order dated 28.08.2005,” the ED said.
Hooda also did not adhere to the legal opinion of officials of Land Reforms and recommendations of HUDA Officers. There was a wrongful
loss to HUDA and wrongful gain to AJL. Hooda
further favoured the AJL by granting them three
undue extensions for construction of plot from
May 1. 2008 to May 10, 2012 until the AJL completed the construction in the year 2014, the agency
said.
Earlier, investigation under PMLA revealed
that Moti Lal Vora and Bhupinder Singh Hooda
were involved in the process of illegal possession
of “Crime Proceeds”.
The property was provisionally attached and
the Adjudicating Authority under PMLA has confirmed the attachment of plot at Panchkula.
“It is further revealed that the accused used this
“Proceeds of Crime” i.e. Plot No. C-17, Sector-6,
Panchkula for availing loans from Syndicate
Bank, I. P. Estate Branch, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg,
New Delhi by way of pledging it for approval of
Construction of building at Plot No. 02, Survey No.
341, Near Kala Nagar, EPF Office, Bandra (E),
Mumbai- 400051 held in the name of Associated
Journals Limited valued at Rs. 120 crore,” it said.
The attached property in Mumbai is a ninestorey building having two basements and the total
built up area is 15,000 square metres.
“Thus, the said Asset at Mumbai, germinated
out of Proceeds of Crime, has been attached to the
extent of Rs. 16.38 crore.”

Kuala Lumpur at about 1.11
pm was commanded by
Captain Kavitha Rajkumar
while Captain Bindhu
Sebastian was the commander
for Kochi - Muscat - Kochi
flight that took off at about 1.17
pm the same time.
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“The country is currently fighting a global epidemic, the coronavirus and as I keep busy
being the Home Minister of the country, I did
not pay attention to all of this. When this came
to my notice late at night, I thought that all
these people should enjoy their imaginary
thoughts. So I did not give any clarification,”
he said.
“But millions of my party workers and my
well-wishers have expressed a lot of concern
for the last two days. I cannot ignore their concern. So I want to clarify today that I am perfectly healthy and I do not have any disease,”
he said.
Taking a jibe at the rumour mongers, Shah
said according to the Hindu belief, rumours
about one’s health could strengthen the person further. “So, I would request every such
person to give up this meaningless talks and
let me do my job and they may go ahead doing
theirs,” Shah wrote.
In the last paragraph, he said he has no
ill will or anger against the rumour mongers.
“Wishes to you people too,” he said. But four
people were arrested in Ahmedabad for
spreading rumours about Shah’s health on
social media.

is arranging four flights next
week to repatriate Indians -including a Riyadh to Delhi
flight on Monday.
A Damam to Kochi route
and two flights from Jeddah to
Kerala have been planned for
later this week.
For those people in Saudi
Arabia from different states of
India like Maharashtra,
Karnataka, Uttar Pradesh
Bihar, Rajasthan, Telangana
different flights are being
planned for the week after
from May 16 onwards.
Ambassador Sayeed said
Indians who want to be repatriated should register on the
Indian embassy website, assuring all stranded persons that
they will be accommodated in
earliest possible flights.
"In the meantime, it is very
important that all of you stay
calm and keep your morale
high and do not get panicky,"
said Sayeed.
The Muscat to Kochi flight
left with 181 Indians on board
on Saturday.
Indian Ambassador to
Oman Munu Mahawar
thanked the ministries of
home, civil aviation, health
and external affairs for the
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The incident took place at
Mora village near industrial
town of Haziraa.
“Over 100 workers were
detained after they took to the
streets, demanding that they
either be sent back home or
allowed to work at the industrial units they were employed
at in Hazira and paid salaries,”
joint commissioner of police
(Sector 2) D N Patel said.
Protesting workers came

smooth repatriation process.
He further thanked the
Government of Oman and its
Royal Police.
"In the coming days, we
will be organising more flights,
and I am sure all Indian nationals who wish to return to India
for compelling reasons will be
able to travel back," said
Mahawar.
Meanwhile, an Air India
flight from Sharjah in the
UAE left for Lucknow on
Saturday with 182 passengers
on board. The flight comprised mostly nurses.
This was the second round
of Indian nationals being repatriated from the Gulf kingdom.
On Thursday, two special
flights from the UAE carrying
a total of 363 Indian nationals,
including nine infants, left for
Kerala.
On Friday, almost 200
workers, 37 pregnant women
and 42 people with medical
issues travelled to Chennai on
two flights from the UAE.
India's Ambassador to the
UAE Pavan Kapoor was personally present at the Abu
Dhabi airport talking to passengers taking the flights to
India.
PTI

out of their homes in the workers’ colony at Mora village and
started walking in a large group
towards Hazira industrial area,
he said. The migrants demanded that the district administration should arrange for their
return to their hometowns in
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Odisha
and other states, Patel said.
“Some workers hurled
stones at the police, after which
four tear gas shells were lobbed
and we had to resort to baton
charge to control the unruly
mob,” Patel said.
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Later,
the
State
Government clarified its stance
saying it had already cleared the
entry of 8 trains to Bengal. The
respective Shramik specials
were bringing people from
Karnataka, Hyderabad Punjab,
Rajasthan and other places
were bringing 31,000 people
back to Bengal. Most of those
coming back are from Malda,
East and West Burdwan,
Howrah, Kolkata, West
Mindapore, Bankura and
Hooghly, sources said.
Clarifying the State’s stand
further Sougato Roy said the
delay in bringing the workers
back was caused because the
delay on the part of the Central
Government to allot us trains.
Now they have allotted the
trains and we are getting the
workers back.”
A statement from Congress
Lok Sabha leader Adhir
Chowudhury, however, tended
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The other serious Covid-19
affected patients will have to be
in the hospitals only, as per the
revised guidelines issued by
the Ministry.
For moderate cases, if fever
resolves within three days and
no oxygen support is needed,
the patients can be discharged
after 10 days of onset of symptoms.
However, if symptoms are
not resolved in three days and
the patients require oxygen
support, they can be “discharged only after resolution of
clinical symptoms and ability to
maintain oxygen saturation for
three consecutive days.
In all these cases, the
patients can be discharged as
their symptoms are relieved
without an RT-PCR test; they
have to be isolated at home for
seven days.
Those with severe symptoms will be “discharged only
after clinical recovery” and

to buttress Shah’s claim when
he said that he had himself
appealed to the Home Minister
to provide special trains for
Bengal when “he told me that
the State Government is not
allowing the trains to enter
Bengal.”
Meanwhile, Bengal witnessed 11 more corona deaths
in the past 24 hours taking the
total number of deaths to 99,
State Home Secretary Alapan
Bandopadhyay said adding
however that 72 more deaths
had been caused earlier on
account of co-morbidity conditions.
Apart from this, the past 24
hours saw 108 new infections
taking the total number of
cases to 1,786. The number of
active corona cases in the State
was 1,243. This included the
new cases noticed in the hitherto “green zone” district of
North Dinajpur in North
Bengal.

“after testing negative once by
RT-PCR (after resolution of
symptoms)”.
At any point of time during
his/her recovery at the health
facility, if the oxygen saturation
levels dip below 95 per cent,
patient will be moved to “a dedicated Covid-19 health centre”.
After discharge, if the
patient again develops symptoms of fever, cough or breathing difficulty he will contact the
Covid Care Centre or State
helpline or 1075. A follow-up
will be done on day-14 through
teleconference.
As per the global estimate,
around 81 per cent of Covid
cases are mild cases while
remaining 20 per cent may
develop complications which
would require hospitalisation.
Out of the hospitalised cases,
only 5 per cent may require
ICU care. Doctors said the primary treatment for viral infection is supportive treatment in
more than 80 per cent of the
patients and oxygen therapy in
around 15 per cent of patients
along with other drugs.
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“It may be noted that a large
number of Air India crew members
are staying in Gautam Buddh Nagar,
and they would be performing their
duties in bringing back Indian citizens stuck in other countries due to
the Covid-19 pandemic.
“And to perform their duties,
they will frequently go to Delhi and
come back to their respective homes
in Gautam Buddh Nagar, which may
trigger the spread of coronavirus
infection,” the officer was quoted as

saying in a statement.
“Since Gautam Buddh Nagar
falls under ‘Red Zone’, a request has
been made to the Air India CMD to
accommodate the crew members in
Delhi itself. They might come back
to Gautam Buddh Nagar after the
completion of this operation and
after following the protocol laid
down by the Centre,” the officer
added.
She said after consulting the district administration and the state’s
additional chief secretary (Home) in

this regard, a request has been
made to the Air India CMD that
crew members may be stationed in
Newaw Delhi during this operation.
In a bid to contain the coronavirus spread, the district administration had also sealed its border
with Delhi last month, banning
movement between the two cities
except for those under medical
emergency or engaged in fight
against coronavirus infection or
essential supplies, besides doctors
and media personnel.
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ndia is nearing its daily testI95,000
ing target of 1 lakh with
tests conducted on
Saturday even as the
Government sought to allay
Covid-19 fears saying it does
not anticipate the worst kind of
situation in India like other
developed countries, which are
badly hit by the contagion.
To substantiate its claim,
the Government cited the
country’s fatality rate which is
hovering around 3.3 per cent
while the recovery rate is
climbing up to 29.9 per cent.
The total cases on Saturday
crossed 60,000 while around
2,000 deaths have been reported till date.
“We do not anticipate a
very worst type of situation in
our country like many other
developed countries but still we
have prepared the whole country for the worst situation,” said
Union Health Minister Harsh
Vardhan while interacting with
Health Ministers and senior
officials of North-East State on
the current Covid-19 situation via video conferencing.
“Our fatality rate in the
country continues to be around
3.3% and the recovery rate
has climbed up to 29.9%, these
are very good indicators. The
doubling rate for the last 3 days
has been about 11 days, for last
seven days it has been 9.9
days,” he said.
Testing capacity for Covid19 has been scaled up to 95,000
per day and total 15,25,631 tests
have been conducted so far
across 332 Government and
121 private laboratories, said
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the Health Minister.
“We have dedicated 843
hospitals exclusively for Covid19 patients’ treatment, which
have about 1,65,991 beds in it
for the same. Across the country, there are 1, 991 dedicated
Covid-19 health centres which
have 1, 35, 643 beds. These
beds include isolation as well as
ICU beds,” he added. Vardhan
said that the Health Ministry is
continuously coordinating with
the states and monitoring the
data on a daily basis.
“There are 7, 645 quarantine centres across the country.
We have distributed 69 lakh N-
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n view of the Covid-19 pandemic and resultant lockIdown,
examiners will evaluate

95 masks have been to various
State Governments. A total of
32.76 lakhs PPEs have been distributed to State Governments
by the centre. We started from
one testing lab in Pune and
now we have over 453 labs in
the country,” he said.

“Yesterday evening we
evaluated the data from various
states and found that only 0.38
per cent of the patients were on
the ventilators. 1.88 per cent
requiring oxygen support and
2.21 per cent were on ICU
beds,” he added.

During the detailed interaction, the States highlighted
various issues related to testing
facilities, health infrastructure,
surveillance, contact tracing
etc. and also shared their best
practices, as per the statement
issued here by the Ministry.

over 1.5 crore answer sheets of
students, who took the CBSE
Class X and XII Board exams,
from their homes.
The Government on
Saturday identified 3,000 CBSE
schools in the country as the
centres from where the answer
sheets will be sent to the homes
of the teachers. This process
will be completed in approximately 50 days, HRD Ministry
officials said. The HRD
Ministry’s move followed the
MHA’s go-ahead in this regard.
Ministry officials said the
CBSE paper evaluation will be
resumed from Sunday and
CBSE board examiners will be
able to carry out the CBSE
board exam answer sheet evaluation from their respective
homes.
Union HRD Minister
Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’
took to Twitter on Saturday
evening to announce the news
and said that around 1.5 crore
CBSE board exam answer
sheets from around 3,000 exam
centres across India will be
delivered to the homes of the
board examiners who will carry
out the checking process.
After the paper evaluation
is done, officials will come
and collect the answer sheets to
take them back to the board
exam centres.
In a video statement on
social media, Nishank thanked
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the Home Ministry for giving
this permission in the lockdown so that students can get
the CBSE board exam results
2020 as soon as possible.
Pokhriyal said that the whole
process of CBSE answer sheet
evaluation should be over within 50 days.
On Friday, the HRD
Minister had announced on
Twitter that the remaining
CBSE board exams of Class XII
(all over India) and of Class X
(only students whose exams
were postponed due to North
Delhi violence) will be carried
out from July 1 to July 15.
The new CBSE board exam
dates for each of the 29 subjects
that are still to be conducted or
the full CBSE board exam
schedule after lockdown will be
announced in 1-2 days he had
said on his Twitter webinar on
Friday.
CBSE Secretary Anurag
Tripathy said due to the Covid19 lockdown which has now
been extended for the third
time and is set to continue till

May 17, CBSE has been forced
to put a complete halt to paper
evaluation.
“We will need 1.5 to 2
months to carry out the paper
evaluation. As soon as we get
the advisory from the Central
Government, we can start off
the paper evaluation process
while maintaining social distancing,” he said.
The CBSE paper evaluation
had started off around a week
after the board exams started in
February.
But after the Covid-19 pandemic started to spread, the
process had to be stopped
completely after 15 days of
paper evaluation.
Around 70 per cent of
CBSE answer sheets still need
to be evaluated even though
some of them were done in the
15 days of evaluation before the
Covid-19 lockdown was
imposed, Tripathy said .
There are around 35 lakh
students who appear for board
exams
and
2
crore
CBSE answer sheets need to be
checked, said the CBSE
secretary.
In this regard and to
expdite teh process, Nishank
had met the education ministers through webinar later last
month of all the states and
advised them to start off with
the paper evaluation of state
board exams.
He also asked the Ministers
to make provisions for CBSE to
carry out their answer sheet
evaluation in the respective
States as well.
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he CRPF on Saturday
reported 62 fresh cases of
Covid-19 patients in its ranks
followed by identification of 35
new infected persons in the
BSF, 13 in CISF and six in
ITBP, taking the tally of coronavirus-hit personnel in the
paramilitary ranks to 653.
On Saturday, 62 new cases
of coronavirus infections were
reported from Rapid Action
Force, an anti-riot Force under
the CRPF. All the 62 positive
cases are from 194 Battalion of
RAF deployed in the national
capital. They have been isolated at White Lee Public School,
Bawana in the national capital,
a senior CRPF official said.
Earlier, the CRPF had
reported 172 cases of Covid-19
infections. Out of the 234 cases,
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he Indian Navy warship
T
INS Jalashwa has started its
homeward-bound journey
after evacuating 698 Indian
nationals from Maldives and
was joined on Saturday by
some more Indian warship
missions deployed in the
Indian Ocean region, highlighting India’s unwavering
commitment to safeguarding
her diaspora anywhere in the
world. The ship carrying
Indians is expected to reach
Kochi, Kerala, late this evening.
This even as another warship INS Magar is about to enter
Male, Maldives’ capital to bring
out more Indians who want to
return to their country in the
wake of coronavirus pandemic.

The naval rescue effort is codenamed Operation Samudra Setu
which commenced on May 7
when the 17,000 tonne landing
platform dock (LPD) or
amphibious ship INS Jalashwa
set sail along with the 10,000
tonne INS Magar for Maldives.
The two ships are expected to
bring back more than 1,500
stranded Indians, sources said
on Saturday.
India’s High Commissioner
in the Maldives, Sunjay Sudhir,
had earlier expressed his deep
gratitude to the Indian Navy, the
Maldives Government and its
agencies for extending complete
cooperation for the success of
the operation. An Indian Navy
spokesman said there were a
number of pregnant women
and children among the Indians

who are travelling to Kochi in
Kerala.
Officials said the second
will leave for Tuticorin in Tamil
Nadu on Sunday with 200
Indians. He said the exercise
will be repeated next week by
the Indian Navy warships.
The deployment of warships in rescue effort is part of
the repatriation mission
launched by the Indian Navy to
bring Indian citizens home
from foreign shores, the Indian
Navy said in a statement. The
massive repatriation effort is
testimony to Maldives-India
friendship, the Indian High
Commission said in another
tweet. Several Indians who are
travelling by the warship lauded the exercise launched by the
Government.

ecognising the efficacy of
Indian herbs in helping
R
boost
immunity,
the
Government
enterprise
National
Research
Development Corporation’s
(NRDC) Compendium of
Indian Technologies for
Combating Covid-19 has evaluated herbal drug Fifatrol as
immunity enhancer being prepared from the extracts of
medicinal plants.
Launched by Dr Shekhar C
Mande, Director General, CSIR
here, the Compendium is compilation of about 200 Covid-19related Indian technologies,
ongoing research activities,
technologies available for commercialisation, initiatives and
efforts taken by the
Government to tackle the
deadly viral infection which has
caused havoc across the world.
The Compendium notes
that, “Researchers have suggested that Fifatrol, a natural
formulation providing fast relief
from nasal congestion, sore
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throat, body ache and headache
and is enriched with scientifically validated botanical
extracts and micro-nutrients
acts a natural antibiotic and
fights infection, flu and ache.”
The Compendium further
points out various benefits of
the herbal drug, stating that “It
is a rationale combination of
vital phytoconstituents,
immune-modulators and
antioxidants which justifies its
beneficial effect for the treat-

ment of viral upper-respiratory infections.”
Developed by AIMIL
Pharma, the key ingredients of
Fifatrol includes well-known
immunity enhancer herbs like
Guduchi,
Daruharidra,
Apamarga, Chirayata, Karanja,
Kutaki, Tulsi a few others.
Dr Mande after releasing
the Compendium said that
most of the technologies in the
document are proof-of-concept (POC) tested and can
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Four personnel of ITBP are
undergoing treatment at
AIIMS, Jhajjar, Haryana and
two personnel are admitted at
Safdarjung Hospital here.
At the CAPF Referral
Hospital, Greater Noida run by
ITBP, 94 ITBP personnel are
lodged followed by 27 personnel of BSF, two of CRPF and

one of CISF. Two family members of ITBP are also being
managed here. A total of 126
patients are admitted at the
referral hospital and the condition of all patients is stable.
Till now, five paramilitary
personnel have succumbed to
the viral disease — two
each in BSF and CISF and one
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mid Covid-19 lockdown, a
non-Government organisation ‘Sahely’, has decided to
provide ration to 1,000 families.
Shabana Khan, national president of Sahely NGO, said that
her organisation has already
provided ration to 500 families
in Mewat, Saharanpur,
Kashmir and Delhi. Khan said
that rations are being provided under ‘War Against
Corruption’ campaign.
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231 are active, two have recovered and a Sub Inspector had
died last week.
In the BSF, 25 corona virus
infected personnel were reported from Tripura and 10 personnel in the national capital
contracted the viral disease.
With 258 Covid-19 positive cases in its ranks, the
Border Security Force (BSF) is
the worst-hit paramilitary in
terms of number of personnel
infected by the pandemic followed by 234 cases in the
Central Reserve Police Force
and 100 in the Indo Tibetan
Border Police (ITBP).
With six fresh Covid-19
positive cases on Saturday, the
ITBP has now 100 Coronavirus
infections in its ranks.
All cases of coronavirus
infections in ITBP have been
reported from Delhi.

help the entrepreneurs to take
the product to market faster as
they do not have to reinvent the
wheel. It is very timely and
would benefit the MSMEs,
Startups and the public at large,
he said.
Dr H Purushotham, CMD,
NRDC, said that attempt has
been made to compile most relevant and emerging indigenously developed technological
innovations, including those
which are at research stage, to
fight Covid-19 for the benefit
of all stakeholders.
As coronavirus is fast
spreading its tentacles across
the country, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has been at
various platforms urging
AYUSH practitioners to pitch
in to tackle the coronavirus
pandemic. He has also been
exhorting the people to look
towards traditional home
remedies during times of such
a global health crisis to boost
their immunity. In India, over
61,000 people are infected with
the virus which has claimed
over 2,000 lives so far.

Marginalised people such
as migrant labourers, homeless
destitutes, scrap pickers, jobless
daily wagers, commercial sex
workers and others were the
focus of attention for the relief
work.
She also expressed gratitude towards Urdu poets
Manjar Bhopali and Popular
Meerathi for their appeal to
donate her organisation.
Sahely is devoted toward
the empowerment of women in
every field.
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New Delhi: Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR) has
partnered with Bharat Biotech
International Limited (BBIL) to
develop a fully indigenous vaccine for COVID-19, the apex
health research body said on
Saturday.
The vaccine will be developed using the virus strain isolated at the ICMR’s National
Institute of Virology (NIV),
Pune, a statement said. The
strain has been successfully
transferred from NIV to BBIL,
it added. “Work on vaccine
development has been initiated between the two partners.
The ICMR-NIV will provide
continuous support to BBIL for
vaccine development. ICMR
and BBIL will seek fast-track
approvals to expedite vaccine
development, subsequent animal studies and clinical evaluation of the candidate vaccine,” the health research body
said in the statement.
PTI
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he Union Ministry of
Minority Affairs, which
T
has trained 1,500 people as
healthcare assistants and put
them in the anti-coronavirus
services in the hospitals and
health centres, is planning to
train 2,000 more so that they
could also join the health services to contain the pandemic
in the country.
Giving this information,
Union Minister for Minority
Affairs Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi
said on Saturday that a batch of
2,000 would be trained this
year under the Ministry’s skill
development programme and
join the anti-Covid-19 services. He said health assistants
are being trained by the wellestablished hospitals and health
organisations in the country.
The Minister said 16 Haj
houses in the country have
been handed over to the different states to be used for
quarantine and isolation purposes. The healthcare assistants, 50 per cent of whom are
women, were trained under the
ministry’s skill development
programme and are now
employed in hospitals and
healthcare centres across the
country.
He said to create awareness
about the social distancing and
need to adopt healthcare protocols to prevent the spread of
the coronavirus, the Ministry
will soon launch the “Jaan Bhi,
Jahan Bhi” nationwide awareness campaign.
The Ministry is also to
create quarantine facilities in
States to cater to workers from
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India and abroad.
Waqf boards across the
country have contributed Rs 51
crore to the Prime Minister’s
and Chief Ministers’ relief
funds for the pandemic with
the support of religious, social
and educational organisations.
The Aligarh Muslim University
contributed Rs 1.4 crore to the
PM-CARES fund and AMU
Medical College arranged 100
beds for treating coronavirus
patients, according to a statement by the Ministry.
AMU also arranged Covid19 tests and more than 9,000
tests have been done till now,
Naqvi said.
The Ajmer Dargah
Committee and associated
organisations provided facilities
worth about Rs 1 crore, which
included arrangements to send
people back to their states, he
said. Nqvi said under Dargah
committee “Khwaja model
school” and “Kayad” rest house
has been opened up for the
coronavirus affected people
from across the country and
being used for quarantine and
isolation. He said 4,500 visitors
of all religions who were
stranded on account of the
lockdown were served with
food and medical services.

case in CRPF.
The Central Industrial
Security Force (CISF) on
Saturday reported 13 fresh
cases of corona virus infections
taking the total count of the
viral infection to 48. Out of the
48 cases, 31 were deployed at
Delhi Metro Rail Corporation
(DMRC) and 13 at Mumbai
airport, three at Delhi airport,
two at Ahmedabad and three at
Mumbai airport. The Sashastra
Seema Bal had contracted at
least 13 positive cases.
Officials said, all the protocols of Covid-19 infection
management are being scrupulously followed but the disease
is being contracted by the personnel as they are in the frontline of assisting the law enforcement agencies like the police
for ensuring lockdown measures and social distancing.
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he
Tamil
Nadu
Government on Saturday
T
moved the Supreme Court
challenging a Madras High
Court order for closure of
state-run liquor outlets on the
ground that there was total
violation of guidelines
meant to contain the Covid-19
pandemic.
The Madras High Court
had on Friday ordered closure
of liquor outlets noting that
there were huge crowds and no
social distancing was being
maintained by tipplers. It, however, allowed doorstep delivery
of booze through online mode.
The top court too had
taken note of crowding at
liquor shops and asked states
on Friday to consider nondirect contact or online sales
and home delivery of liquor
during the lockdown period to
prevent the spread of the novel
coronavirus.
The appeal against the high
court order has been filed by the
Tamil Nadu State Marketing
Corporation (TASMAC), a government firm which sells alcoholic beverages in the state,
seeking permission to sell liquor
through vends also.
The High Court order
restraining counter-sale of
liquor was passed on a miscellaneous petition filed by advocate G Rajesh, besides a plaint
from the Kamal Haasan-led
Makkal Needhi Maiam
(MNM). The HC had said
there was total violation of its
interim order issued on
Wednesday, when it declined to
stay a government order allowing resumption of sale of liquor
through outlets.
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he health authorities in Maharashtra
went into a tizzy on Saturday, as the
State recorded highest-ever day’s fatality
tally of 48 deaths and registered a phenomenal 11,65 infected cases taking the
total number of cases to 20,228.
On a day when the total number of
deaths mounted to 779 and the total number of infected crossed 20,000 mark in the
state, as many as 48 persons succumbed
to Covid-19.
Of the total deaths, Mumbai accounted for 27 deaths, while there were nine
deaths in Pune and eight in Malegaon. One
death each was reported from Pune district, Akola, Nanded and Amravati. The
eight deaths reported from Malegaon
took place between the period of April 25
and May 8.With the new 27 deaths, the
total number of deaths in Mumbai has
risen to 489, while the total number
infected cases has jumped to 12,864.
Of the dead, 21 were men while 27
were women. Twenty seven of them aged
over 60 years, 18 were from the age group
40 to 59 years and 3 were aged less than
40 years

T

While the Information regarding
comorbidities of 9 patients who died was
not available yet, 28 out of the rest 39
patients (72%) had high-risk co-morbidities such as diabetes, hypertension and
heart disease.
Out of 2,27,804 laboratory samples,
2,06,481 were negative and 20,228 have
tested positive for coronavirus until
Saturday.There are 1243 active containment zones in the state currently. “Total
12,388 surveillance squads worked today
across the state and surveillance of 55 lakh
population was done,” a state health bulletin said.
Meanwhile, 3,800 patients have been
discharged till date after full recovery.
Currently, 2,41,290 people are in home
quarantine and 13,976 people are in institutional quarantine.
Meanwhile, the Brihanmumbai
Municipal Corporationb (BMC) in an

advisory issued on Saturday urged the
people not to panic and asked “all positive corona patients” who do not have
symptoms not rush to the big hospitals
forØ admission when the test result is positive.
“Health department will guide you for
the same to nearby Corona care centres.
Please take the following precautions:
Asymptomatic Covid-19 positive non co
morbid patients can remain home isolated, if feasibility and assessment for the
same is ensured by the health department
& provided patients give undertaking
and abide to instructions given by the
health department. Citizens are requested not to panic,”, the advisory stated.
“if any close family member, neighbor
has turned outØ Covid-19 positive. As per
ICMR guidelines only very close high risk
contacts of the positive case can be tested
once between 5-14 days of exposure or earlier if they become symptomatic,” the BMC
advisory stated.
“ All contacts need to self-quarantine
at home, or will be quarantined in an institution if belong to slum like areas as per
the directions of Health Department,” the
advisory added.
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ithin two days after a
video showing at least
W
four bodies wrapped in black
plastic lying on beds next to
Covid-19 patients undergoing
treatment at the LTMG
Hospital at Sion in north-central Mumbai went viral, the
Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) has
appointed Dr Ramesh Bharmal
as the new Director and Dean
of the Hospital.
Dr Bharmal, who has
replaced Dr Pramod Ingale as
the new Dean of the Lokmany
Tilak Municipal General
(LTMG) Hospital at Sion, took
charge as the head of the Sion
hospital on Saturday.
Informed sources in the
BMC said on Saturday that in
a damage control exercise
undertaken after the receipt of
the report of an inquiry
ordered into the shocking inci-

dent of the bodies of the Covid19 deceased being found next
to the beds of Covid-19 patients
undergoing treatment at the
Sion hospital, Dr Ingale was
given marching orders on
Friday night.
It may be recalled that
Mumbai Mayor Kishori
Pednekar personally visited
the BMC-run LTMG Hospital
on Thursday and ordered an
inquiry into the disturbing
incident. Among other things,
the Mayor had disapproved the
incident, by saying that
“Whatever happened at the
Sion Hospital is totally
wrong”.
Her visit to the Sion
Hospital had followed a public
furore triggered by a chilling
video posted by BJP MLA
Nitesh Rane that showed at
least four bodies wrapped in
black plastic lying on beds
next Covid-19 patients undergoing treatment at the LTMG

Hospital. The Opposition BJP
had demanded a full-fledged
inquiry into the incident and
also the resignation of then
Mumbai
Municipal
Commisisoner
Praveen
Pardeshi.
Dr Ingale, who had himself
said that the inquiry ordered by
the Mayor would be completed within 24 hours, is understood to have been indicted in
the inquiry report.
While announcing an
inquiry into the incident, the
BMC had said in a statement:
“A video clip showing dead
bodies being kept on the trolleys in a ward of Lokmanya
Tilak Municipal General
Hospital where other patients
are being treated is circulating
on media.
To understand the reality
and confirmation of the facts,
an
inquir y
Committee has been constituted. Committee members

have been instructed to submit
the report within 24 hrs.
Depending
on
the report, disciplinary action
will be taken against the
guilty”.
Ironically enough, the
LTMG Hospital authorities had
admitted themselves that there
is already a guideline that the
body of a deceased Covid-19
patient should be handed over
to its family.
“In view of guidelines of
Govt. of Maharashtra, a circular was issued u/no.
LTH/108/Dean (L) dtd.
2.5.2020 which stated that a
dead body should be handed
over to patient’s relative within 30 minutes of death in the
suspect Covid and Covid positive wards. But it is found that
many a times relatives are not
available to handover the body
or they are not willing,” the
LTMG Hospital said in its
statement.
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ith death of 11 more coronavirus patients
in the last 24 hours, the death toll due to
the disease in West Bengal climbed to 99 on
Saturday, a senior Government official said.
"Eleven more fatalities have been recorded in
the last 24 hours, taking the total death toll to 99,
except those 72 comorbidities declared by the
death audit committee. This figure stood at 88 on
Friday," West Bengal Home Secretary Alapan
Bandopadhyay told a press conference at the state
secretariat Nabanno here.
He said that as many as 108 news cases had
been reported in the last 24 hours from across the
state. With this, the total number of confirmed
corona cases reached 1,786 in Bengal
"Altogether, 1,234 corona patients are undergoing treatments in various hospitals,"
Bandopadhyay said.
As for the return of migrant labourers and pilgrims stuck in other States, the Home Secretary
said that the State Government is taking necessary steps.

W

SOS message has gone
from Tirupur to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi with
a plea to save the cotton
knitwear industry in the district, popularly known as the
knitwear capital of India.
Tirupur knitwear industry
accounts for 90 per cent of cotton knitwear exports, employs
more than 6,00,000 workers
and earns anywhere more than
C200 billion by way of exports.
With the breaking out of
coronavirus and the resultant
national lockdown, Tirupur
wears a deserted look as most
of the migrant laborers working in the knitwear factories
have returned to their villages.
The industrial units were
forced to lay off a major
chunk of the workforce following large scale cancellation
of export orders from USA and
Europe, the main consumers.
The Tirupur Exporters'

Association(TEA) said in its
message to the Prime Minister
that though the Reserve Bank
of India had asked the Banks to
offer three months moratorium
on long terms loans taken by
the industry vide its order
dated March 27, many Banks
are yet to make this option
available to the industry on the
ground that either the respective Bank corporate office is yet
to take a decision on this or that
the Auto debit instruction in
the system cannot be undone
at the branch level or any such
flimsy reason.
The exporters pointed out
in the message that the textile
units in the district pay C100
crore ever y year to the
Employees State Insurance
Corporation (ESIC) . “Hence it
is fair on our part to expect the
ESIC to pay at least a month’s
salary to the workers employed
by us at this hour of crisis, the
type of which has not been
faced by the industry in the

known history. It is not for us
we are asking this concession
but to save the industry from
drifting away,” said S Sakthivel
, executive secretary, TEA.
Raja M Shanmugham,
president, Tirupur Exporters
Association in a letter to the
Prime Minister said the industrial cluster in Tirupur are
experiencing a never seen
before financial crisis and if no
urgent measures are taken and
that too on a war footing measure, the Tirupur Knitwear
Industry would become a thing
od the past soon.
“Almost all the buyers in
Europe and US has stopped
making payments for our supplies effected since December.
Most of them have officially
extended the payment terms
for our supplies effected since
December. Most of them have
officially extended the payment terms from 60-90 days to
150-180 days and beyond.
Orders in the pipelines are

being cancelled and suspended and even the finished orders
are not allowed to be shipped,”
said Shanmugham in the message to the PM.
More than the grievances
of the textile export units,
Shanmugham has lambasted
the financial institutions (read
Banks) for their callous and
indifferent attitude to the directives issued by the Reserve
Bank of India to the Banks in
the country asking them to take
appropriate measures to help
the industry to tide over the crisis caused by the coronavirus
pandemic.
According
to
Shanmugham and all members
of the TEA, the Indian bureaucracy works based on a Rule
Bound approach imbibed from
the British legacy in all spheres
of governance including
administrative, legislature and
judiciary. “The Britishers
implanted this Rule Bound
approach so that nobody could

easily comprehend the rules of
governance which also gives
the rulers to interpret the rules
in their favour,” he said.
Shanmugham has said in
the message that more than the
Rule Bound approach, what the
country needs at this critical
juncture is wartime strategies
to save the industry. “Let the
Reserve Bank of India issue
directions to the Banks whioch
should be implemented in letter and spirits instead of giving
them options to hel the Banks.
What we look forward is not
for freebees but some concession in the repayment mode.
We will definitely pay back to
the government what we owe
in the form of bank loans but
taking into account the seriousness of the situation, we are
asking for a moratorium on
loans repayment for a period of
one year. We will pay back all
outstanding loans over a period of five years,” said
Shanmugham.
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ourteen-day home quarantine for all
Keralites returning from other States
F
would be compulsory, said Kerala Chief
Minister Pinarayi Vijayan, here on Saturday.
"Kerala's home quarantine protocol has
been very effective. Hence top health expert
B. Iqbal suggested that in the present context
it would be best that those who arrive from
within the countr y and having
no symptoms be home quarantined," said
Vijayan.
According to the state-owned NorkaRoots web portal, around 200,000 people have
registered to return and a majority are from
neighbouring States and Maharashtra.
Those with symptoms would be tested
and, if needed, be isolated in hospitals, he said
and added, the PCR test would also be conducted.
The Chief Minister said all those waiting
to enter the state from the six border checkposts would be issued passes. "But none will
be allowed in without a pass," said Vijayan.
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espite enforcing lockdown
guidelines strictly on
D
ground zero, the total number
of positive cases of coronavirus
are recording a steady increase
across Kashmir valley for last
one week. Since May 1, 211
fresh cases of coronavirus were
detected from across different
districts of Kashmir while 117
patients have been discharged
during the same period.
Reporting of large number
of positive cases may be attributed to enhanced testing capacity. Over 7,000 samples were
tested in the last 48 hours in
J&K.
The five districts of
Bandipora, Srinagar, Anantnag,
Baramulla and Shopian alone
accounted for 71 percent cases
of total cases.
Out of a total number of
836 positive cases in Jammu &
Kashmir, 601 cases were spread
over these five districts with
Bandipora topping the charts at
134, Srinagar 131 and

Anantnag 122 cases. Baramulla
have reported 106 and Shopian
100 positive cases so far.
On Saturday, 13 fresh cases
were detected in Jammu &
Kashmir, 12 from Kashmir
and only one case was reported from Jammu division. A
total number of 29 more
Covid-19 patients were also
discharged from various hospitals, 01 from Jammu division
and 28 from Kashmir division
on Friday and four on
Saturday.
Relatively, the situation in
Jammu division remained
under control. At present, out
of 459 Active cases in Jammu
& Kashmir, Kashmir accounted for 446 cases and Jammu
only 13. Out of these 13 cases,
Five cases are active positive in
Jammu, 2 in Udhampur, three
in Samba and one each in
Kathua, Reasi and Ramban.
The Bulletin further said
that out of 44753 test results
available, 43917 samples have
tested as negative till May 09,
2020.

n an indication of his priorities, Mumbai’s new
Municipal Commissioner Iqbal
Singh Chahal on Saturday visited BYL Nair Hospital and the
coronavirus-hit Dharavi’s slum
and took stock of the situation
there, even as one more person
died and 25 more persons tested positive for Covid-19, taking the total number of deaths
to 27 and the total infected
cases in Asia’s biggest slum to
833.
Chahal -- who took over as
the new Mumbai civic chief
from senior IAS Praveen
Pardeshi late on Friday evening
within a couple of hours after
his appointment – hit the
ground running on Saturday
morning.
Chahal’s port of call was
the Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) BYL Nair
Hospital & TN Medical College
at Mumbai Central in south
Mumbai, where he wore protective medical gear and interacted with the Covid-19
patients there and advised
them to get in touch with the
administration in case they
faced problem of any kind
during their stay at the hospital.
The Nair Hospital, which
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has been functioning as a
Covid-19 medical facility since
April 18, has in all 531 beds –
all reserved for Coronavirus
patients. There are as many 53
Intensive Care Units (ICUs) at
the hospital. The hospital,
where 44 pregnant women
have delivered during the last
22 days, has 110 beds for pregnant women. It has 27 dialysis units for Coronavirus
patients.
While reviewing the situation at the hospital, Chahal
interacted with doctors, nurses and other medical workers
there on the availability of

Pe r s o n a l
Protective Equipment (PPE)
for medical staff, drug availability, facilities at the ICUs and
line of treatment adopted by
the doctors to deal with the
Covid-19 patients.
After his visit to Nair
Hospital, Chahal headed
straight to Dharavi slum, where
he visited worst-affected localities of Mukund Nagar and
Shastri Nagar and took stock of
the situation there.
Later on, the new
Municipal Commissioner visited a containment zone located near Tata Colony and inter-

acted with the residents there.
As part of the visit to the
Tata colony, Chahal visited a
public toilet and inspected it.
His inspection of the public toilet should be seen in the context of the fact that public toilets in Dharavi have become a
major source for the spread of
Covid-19 in Dharavi.
Interacting with the police
officials posted there, Chahal
advised them to enforce the
lockdown norms sternly in the
area in view of the rapid spread
of the pandemic in the area. He
also spoke to some private

doctors in the area.
Chahal advised the BMC
medical staff to intensify the
tracing of Covid-19 “contacts”
in the densely populated slum
and put them in an institutional
quarantine in a big way to prevent the rapid spread of the
Covid-19 in the area.
Meanwhile, one more
dweller of Dharavi succumbed
to Coronavirus on Saturday, 25
new infected cases were reported from this slum.
With the new death and
infected cases, the total number of deaths in Dharavi
mounted to 27, while the total
positive cases rose to 833 in the
area. On Friday, Dharavi had
recorded five more deaths.
These deaths came to light as
part of the BMC’s follow up
calls of cases. “We got to know
that the patients had succumbed to the pandemic on
different days earlier and not
Friday, “ a senior BMC official
said.
Significantly, as many as
five new infected cases were
reported from Mukund Nagar,
which incidentally was one of
the areas that the BMC’s new
Commissioner visited on
Saturday. Like in the past, positive cases were reported from
different localities of Dharavi
on Saturday as well.
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Lucknow: To help the migrant
workers stranded in several
states, the Congress, here on
Saturday, launched a web portal,
even as the political slugfest continued over rail fares of migrants
being ferried by Shramik Special
trains.
The
Congress
launched
chat
portal
tinyurl.com/UPmitra to help
UP workers stranded in other
states as well as those stuck in the
state. The portal has been developed by Valuefirst free of cost.
"We have launched this chat portal to provide help to those in
need. The problems raised by
them will be listed and the
party workers will help them,"
UP Congress chief Ajay Kumar
Lallu said.
The list of the problems
would also be shared with Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath, he
added. The Congress, he said,
was running community
kitchen in 17 UP districts since
the nationwide lockdown was
announced to combat the spread
of Covid-19. Meals and ration
had been provided to over 47
lakh people, he added. IANS
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he Rajasthan Government has set up a
panel, led by Additional Chief Secretary
Subodh Agrawal, to ensure ease of travel for
stranded labourers.
Agrawal has been keeping a tab on
movement of labourers and is in touch with
other states. "It's time to ensure that every
citizen is fed and reaches home without any
trouble. We are monitoring labourers'
movements every day. Several trains have
been deployed to shift labourers. Chief
Minister Ashok Gehlot is personally monitoring the developments and has said no
one should sleep hungr y," said
Agrawal.
The State Government is taking care of
travelling migrants' meals, masks and sanitizers, and is ensuring strict implementation of social distancing norm. Passengers
are also being checked by medical teams on
railway stations.
Till now, 96,000 migrant labourers
have been taken to their home states. Of
this, 4,292 labourers travelled to Gujarat,
MP (37,442), Punjab (7,774), Haryana

T

(5,580), Bihar (5,942), Uttarakhand (1,589),
West Bengal (677), Maharashtra (554) and
Odisha (79).
Similarly, 2,12,006 Rajasthani migrants
have returned from Gujarat, 36,814 from
Maharashtra, 17,233 from MP, 1,128 from
Punjab, 3,713 from Haryana, 5,614 from
UP, 1,132 from Uttarakhand, 863 from West
Bengal, 398 from Bihar and 272 from
Odisha. As soon as the government got the
nod for migrants' transportation, 8,12,423
registered themselves to travel via trains to
their home states. Similarly, 10,64,417
labourers registered to reach Rajasthan from
across India.
"In the coming days, thousands of
workers will be sent to their home states and
brought back to Rajasthan. We hope things
will go hassle-free. After an unfortunate incident in Aurangabad, we have taken strict
measures to ensure safety of stranded workers," Agrawal said. The State Government
started registration of stranded people
through eMitra. Any stranded person could
register on eMitra portal by providing relevant details along with documents or using
+181/18001806127, Agrawal said.
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he number of Covid-19 cases in
Agra surpassed the 700 mark on
T
Saturday, with 26 more people testing positive for the coronavirus in
the past 24 hours a health official
said.
The total tally now stands at 706
and the overall death toll at 23, the
official added. District Magistrate
P.N. Singh said that so far a total of
303 patients were discharged from
various hospitals after recovery.
The new cases were mostly
from the 42 hotspots and those who
had come in contact with some
infected persons. The district health
department has so far collected
8,835 samples.
In Firozabad, the tally has
climbed to 174, while in Mathura
two new cases have been admitted
to the district hospital. The number
of cases has gone upto 38 in the holy
city which continues to see a

drought of pilgrims as a result of the
lockdown.
The Agra administration on
Saturday announced new quarantine centres for the incoming
migrant labourers who will be
required to spend 14 days before
entering villages.
Meanwhile,
Divisional
Commissioner Anil Kumar visited
several hotspots and government
hospitals to review the state of preparedness and facilities being
offered.
Senior physicians and homeopaths of the city have been urging
citizens to change lifestyles and follow the guidelines for their safety.
"The coronavirus, was not likely to be controlled soon, till medicines or vaccines were developed.
The only remedy or antidote,
according to them was personal
hygiene, social distancing, healthy
food and regular exercise", said
senior doctor Ashok Viz.

Amaravati: With just 43 cases
reported on Saturday, Andhra
Pradesh reported it's lowest
daily tally of Covid-19 cases in
weeks. A steady decline in the
number of positive cases over
the past one week, combined
with increasing numbers of
people getting cured, has resulted in the state's active cases dipping below the 1,000 mark.
The State Nodal Officer has
reported that of the 8,388 samples tested, 43 cases were
detected in the 24 hours ending 10 a.m. on Saturday.
However, the death toll
increased further, with two
persons reported dead in
Krishna district and one in
Kurnool district.
The state's top Covid-19
hotspot of Kurnool district
continued to register very low
positive cases. Only six cases
were reported from here, while

Krishna district reported the
highest daily tally of 16 cases.
Visakhapatnam reported five
cases, while Anantapur and
Chittoor districts reported
three and two cases respectively.
In a reversal of sorts, a
decrease in the number of positive cases over the past week

has been observed in Andhra
Pradesh. 54 cases were detected on Friday, while the 24-hour
tally on Thursday was 56. The
daily tally was 60 cases on
Wednesday. Similarly the tally
on Tuesday and Monday was
67.
Prior to this, the daily tally
of positive cases used to range
between 70 and the highest single-day tally of 81.
On an average, the state
tests around 7,500 samples per
day and has the country's highest test ratio of 3,091 tests
conducted per million population. So far, the state has conducted 1,65,069 tests. The
state's positivity rate stands at
1.17 per cent, while the Covid
mortality rate is 2.28 per cent.
The death toll on Saturday
increased to 43, with three
deaths reported in the past 24
hours.
IANS
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Washington: President
Donald Trump says he’s in “no
rush” to negotiate another
financial rescue bill, even as
the Government reported
that more than 20 million
Americans lost their jobs last
month due to economic
upheaval caused by the coronavirus.
The president’s low-key
approach came Friday as the
Labor Department reported
the highest unemployment
rate since the Great Depression
and as Democrats prepared to
unveil what Senate Democratic
leader Chuck Schumer calls a
“Rooseveltian-style” aid package to shore up the economy
and address the health crisis.
Some congressional conservatives, meanwhile, who
set aside long-held opposition
to deficits to pass more than
USD 2 trillion in relief so far,
have expressed reservations
about another massive spending package.
“We’ve kind of paused as
far as formal negotiations go,”
Larry Kudlow, the director of
the National Economic
Council told reporters Friday.
He said the administration
wanted to let the last round of
recovery funding kick in before
committing to hundreds of
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billions or more in additional
spending.
“Let’s have a look at what
the latest round produces, give
it a month or so to evaluate
that.” Kudlow added that talks
were in a “lull” and that administration officials and legislators would “regroup” in the
next several weeks.
Still, White House aides
are drawing up a wish-list
for a future spending bill,
including a payroll tax cut, liability protection for businesses that reopen and potentially
billions in infrastructure
spending.
Kudlow added that the
White House was also considering allowing businesses to
immediately expense the costs
of modifiying their facilities to
accommodate public safety
measures necessary to reopen.
The notion was brought up on
a call with House members
advising the White House on
reopening plans Thursday
evening and drew bipartisan
support.
“We’re in no rush, we’re in
no rush,” Trump told reporters
Friday during an event with
House Republicans. He called
on Democratic-controlled
House to return to
Washington, adding, “We want

to see what they have.”
The emerging Democratic
bill is expected to include eyepopping sums, centered on
nearly $1 trillion that states and
cities are seeking to prevent
mass layoffs as governments
reel from the one-two punch of
skyrocketing costs from the

pandemic and dismal tax
receipts in the shuttered economy.
The package being compiled by House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi — the fifth from
Congress in a matter of weeks
— draws on requests from governors for $500 billion, and
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hina continues to hide and
obfuscate Covid-19 data
C
from the world, US Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo has said,
asserting that he has seen a significant amount of evidence
suggesting that a laboratory in
the Chinese city of Wuhan
was “underperforming” and
the virus may well have
emanated from there.
By Friday, more than
78,000 Americans had died
and 13 lakh tested positive for
the coronavirus. Globally, more
than 2,74,000 people have died
and 39 lakh have tested positive

for the disease, according to
Johns Hopkins University data.
“I have seen a significant
amount of evidence that suggests that the lab was underperforming, that there were
security risks at the lab and that
the virus could well have
emanated from there,” Pompeo
told Ben Shapiro in an interview on Friday.
“But I am happy to suspend the decision about that.
What we need are answers.
There are still people dying,”
he said.
The American economy
and that of the rest of the world
have come to a standstill.

from cities and counties for up
to $300 billion to prevent
widespread layoffs of police,
fire and other frontline workers during the pandemic.
“No one could look at
today’s jobs report, the highest
unemployment since the Great
Depression, and say we should

hit the pause button on further
government action,” Schumer
said in a statement.
He compared Trump and
his GOP allies in Congress to
former President Herbert
Hoover, who is often seen as
failing to respond adequately to
that crisis. “We need a big, bold

approach now to support
American workers and families,” Schumer said.
But the package has had
little input from Republicans
and is finding scant support,
even as some in the party
support certain provisions,
including the local aid. PTI
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Washington: Democratic
Party’s presumptive presidential nominee and former US
vice president Joe Biden alleged
on Friday that President
Donald Trump utterly failed to
prepare for the Covid-19 pandemic and said his entire economic strategy is focussed on
helping the wealthy and big
corporations.
Referring to the record
2.05 crore jobs lost in April
alone, resulting in an unprecedented unemployment rate of
14.7 per cent now — the highest since the Great Depression
— Biden, in a major policy
speech, said it is an economic
disaster, worse than any in

decades, and it was made all the
more worse because it did not
have to be this way.
“Donald Trump utterly
failed to prepare for this pandemic and delayed in taking
the necessary steps to safeguard
our nation against the nearworst-case economic scenario
we are now living in,” he said
in his remarks on “Trump’s
Disastrous Economy”.
Covid-19 caused a massive
economic challenge, but the
crisis hit the US harder and will
last longer because Trump
spent the last three years undermining the core pillars of the
American economic strength,
Biden alleged.

Many small businesses
have closed because of the
stay-at-home orders. But a lot
of them will not open again as
they do not have a cushion due
to three years of Trump’s policies that reward the biggest
companies, he rued.
“Trump’s economic agenda has three unmistakable failings, failings that have been
present since day one, but are
coming into sharp relief in the
current crisis: first, Trump’s
main measure of economic
progress is the state of the stock
market, second, his entire economic strategy is focussed on
helping the wealthy and big
corporations.
PTI

S Vice President Mike
Pence’s press secretary has
U
the coronavirus, the White
House said on Friday, making
her the second person who
works at the White House
complex known to test positive
for the virus this week.
President Donald Trump,
who publicly identified the
affected Pence aide, said he was
“not worried” about the virus
spreading in the White House.
Nonetheless, officials said they
were stepping up safety protocols for the complex.
Pence spokeswoman Katie
Miller, who tested positive on
Friday, had been in recent contact with Pence but not with the
president. She is married to
Stephen Miller, a top Trump
adviser. The White House had
no immediate comment on
whether Stephen Miller had
been tested or if he was still
working out of the White
House.
Katie Miller had tested
negative on Thursday, a day
before her positive result.
“This is why the whole
concept of tests are not necessarily great,” Trump said. “The
tests are perfect but something
can happen between a test
where it is good and then
something happens.”
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Beijing: China has reported 15
new asymptomatic coronavirus
cases, taking their total to 836
while one new imported
COVID-19 infection was confirmed, health officials said on
Saturday.
According to China’s
National Health Commission
(NHC), as for Friday 836
asymptomatic cases, including 63 from overseas, were
still under medical observation.
The NHC said one imported case of coronavirus was
reported on Friday and 15
new asymptomatic cases, all
domestic ones, were confirmed
in the country.
Most of the asymptomatic
cases were being reported from
first coronavirus epicentres
Hubei province and its capital
Wuhan where no confirmed
cases were reported for the 35
days, the local health commission said.
Normalcy is returning to
the province as the lockdown

gypt’s President AbdelE
Fattah el-Sissi has approved
amendments to the country’s
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New York: In a worrying development, a five-year old boy has
died in New York from a rare
inflammatory illness linked to
the coronavirus, while the death
of another seven-year-old boy is
being investigated for possible
links to the mysterious pediatric
syndrome. The New York State
Department of Health is investigating several cases of the
severe illness in children and
child deaths that may be linked
to the serious inflammatory
disease called “Pediatric MultiSystem Inflammatory Syndrome
Associated with COVID-19.”
There have been 73 reported
cases in New York where children are experiencing symptoms
similar to Kawasaki disease and
toxic shock-like syndrome possibly due to COVID-19. PTI

power, and unauthorized
protests have been banned for
years. The amendments, which
el-Sissi signed off on Friday,
also allow military prosecutors
to investigate incidents when
army officers are tasked with
law enforcement or when the
president orders it. The country’s chief civilian prosecutor
would have the final decision
on whether to bring matters to
trial. The amended law would
also allow the president to
postpone taxes and utility payments as well as provide economic support for affected
sectors.
Parliament, which is
packed with el-Sissi supporters,
approved the measure last
month.
Egypt has been under a
state of emergency since April
2017, and the government
extended it late last month for
another three months.
The law was originally
passed to give the president
broader powers to combat terrorism and drug trafficking.

Rome: South Korea’s capital
closed down more than 2,100
bars and other nightspots
Saturday because of a new cluster of coronavirus infections,
and Germany scrambled to
contain fresh outbreaks at
slaughterhouses, underscoring
the dangers authorities face as
they try to reopen their
economies.
Elsewhere, Belarus, which
has not locked down despite
increasing case numbers, saw
tens of thousands of people turn
out to mark Victory Day, the
anniversary of Nazi Germany’s
defeat in 1945. That was in contrast to Russia, where a muted
event took place over an empty
Red Square.
Around the world, the US
and other hard-hit countries are
wrestling with how to ease
curbs on business and public
activity without touching off a
deadly second wave of infection.
Germany and South Korea
have both carried out extensive

testing and contact tracing and
have been hailed for avoiding
the mass deaths that have overwhelmed other countries. But
even there, authorities have
struggled with finding the balance between saving lives and
saving jobs.
In South Korea, where a
decline in new cases had
prompted the government to
loosen up, Seoul shut down
thousands of nightclubs, hostess bars and discos after dozens
of infections were linked to
clubgoers who went out last
weekend as the country relaxed
its social-distancing guidelines.
Many of the infections were
linked to a 29-year-old man
who visited three nightclubs
before testing positive.
Health officials in Germany
faced outbreaks at three slaughterhouses in what was seen as
a test of the government’s strategy for dealing with any resurgence of the virus as restrictions
are eased. Meanwhile, govern-

ments came under fresh scrutiny over their handling of the
crisis. German Foreign Minister
Heiko Maas said Europe must
acknowledge that it “wasn’t
well-prepared” for the outbreak. In the US, internal government emails obtained by
The Associated Press show that
a decision to shelve detailed
advice from the nation’s top disease control experts for reopening communities during the
epidemic came from the highest levels of the White House.
Worldwide, the virus is
confirmed to have infected
over 3.9 million people and
killed more than 275,000,
according to a tally by Johns
Hopkins University based on
data reported by Governments.
Hard-hit Italy saw people return
to the streets for their traditional aperitivos and revel in
fine weather as restrictions
there have eased. In some cases,
people went too far for the
authorities.
AP
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Berlin: German Foreign
Minister Heiko Maas says
Europe must acknowledge that
it “wasn’t well-prepared” for the
coronavirus pandemic.
In a statement marking
Europe Day, Maas said that initially most countries, including
Germany, were focused on
coping with the outbreak at
home.
While defending the national response as “necessary, in
order to safeguard our ability to
act and then also help other,”
Maas said the European Union
had “grown in the crisis.” The
EU’s sluggish response has given
way to cross-border medical
aid, a massive financial support
package and coordinated scientific research programmes. AP
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has been lifted and offices,
business and factories have
been opened since last month.
The province still has 628
asymptomatic cases under
medical observation, after 13
new cases were reported on
Friday, the commission said.
Death toll in China
remained at 4,633 as no new
fatalities have been reported on
Friday while the total number
of cases stood at 82,887,
including 208 patients who
were still being treated, the
NHC said.
PTI

Colombo: Muslim theologists
in Sri Lanka have urged the
government to reconsider its
decision on cremating the
Muslims who died due to the
coronavirus, saying the revised
rule goes against the Islamic
tradition.
Sri Lanka has made cremations compulsory for coronavirus victims, ignoring
protests from the country’s
Muslims, who make up 10 per
cent of the 21 million population.
In a letter to the Director
General, Health Services, the
All Ceylon Jamiyyathul Ulama
(ACJU) claimed that more
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Karachi: At least six security personnel, including an Army major, were killed when a roadside bomb struck a patrol vehicle in southwestern Pakistan’s restive Balochistan province,
close to the border with Iran.
The Army on Friday said in a statement that
a vehicle of paramilitary Frontier Corps was targeted through a remote-controlled improvised
explosive device (IED) in Kech district’s Buleda
area, about 14 km from the Iran border.
“A major and five soldiers were killed while
one soldier was injured,” according to the Army.
No one took responsibility but Baloch militants often target the security forces in the
province.
Security sources said the route where the
explosion took place was monitored round the
clock because of suspected movement by smugglers and insurgents in the border area.
A search operation was launched by the
security forces in the area to trace the elements
involved in the attack.
PTI
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Houston: The U.S. Government has awarded a $275
million border wall contract for construction that
would begin in South Texas in January, at the start
of President Donald Trump’s second term if he is
re-elected.
Caddell Construction Company, based in
Montgomery, Alabama, won the contract to build
14 miles (22.5 kilometers) of barriers in and around
Laredo, Texas, a city of 260,000 people on the Rio
Grande, the river that runs between Texas and
Mexico. US Customs and Border Protection
announced the contract award Friday night using
funds it had previously received from Congress
rather than military funding re-directed to the wall.
The CBP said construction would begin in
January 2021 “pending availability of real estate.”
There is little existing wall separating Laredo and
its sister city of Nuevo Laredo, Mexico. Much of the
planned construction would cut through private
land in neighborhoods close to the edge of the Rio
Grande, requiring the government to take property through its power of eminent domain.
PTI

than 180 countries in line with
the guidelines of the World
Health Organisation have
allowed burials for Muslims
who die of COVID-19.
“It is our moral and ethical
duty to abide by the law of the
country and to guide people
towards it. But it does not
imply that we endorse or give
consent to this ruling as it is
against our religious principles”,
the letter said.
They urged the health
authorities to reconsider the
decision. The Muslim clerics in
Sri Lanka had earlier also made
an appeal regarding their opposition to cremations.
PTI

ounting a strong defence
of the ruling Communist
M
Party of China, President Xi
Jinping has said the Covid-19
fight has once again shown
that the CPC leadership and
the country’s socialist political system can overcome any
challenge.
Xi’s comments came as
China faced global criticism for
its initial inaction to act against
the novel coronavirus, which
according to Chinese officials
emerged in the central Chinese
city of Wuhan in December last
year.
Pressure is also mounting
on Beijing to agree for an
international probe on the ori-

state of emergency that grant
him and security agencies additional powers, which the
Government says are needed to
combat the Covid-19 outbreak.
An international rights
group condemned the amendments, saying the government
has used the global pandemic
to “expand, not reform, Egypt’s
abusive Emergency Law.”
The new amendments
allow the president to to take
measures to contain the virus,
such as suspending classes at
schools and universities and
quarantining those returning
from abroad. But they also
include expanded powers to
ban public and private meetings, protests, celebrations and
other forms of assembly.
The government has
waged an unprecedented
crackdown on dissent since
2013, when el-Sissi rose to

gins of the vicious virus, including from the Wuhan Institute
of Virology (WIV), as claimed
by the US leadership.
China curbed the spread of
the coronavirus in over a
month and brought COVID19 under control at its first epicentre in Wuhan in about
three months, Xi, also the
General Secretary of the CPC,
said at a symposium held on
Friday to get suggestions from
non-ruling Communist Party
of China (CPC) parties on
COVID-19 prevention and
control. He termed the curbing
of the COVID-19 pandemic as
“hard-won achievements” for
the world’s most populous
country and the secondbiggest economy.

The COVID-19 fight has
once again shown that the
CPC leadership, China’s socialist system and its governance
system can overcome any challenge and make big contributions to the progress of human
civilisation, he said.
Xi said China had basically curbed the spread of the
virus in over one month, managed to bring the daily number
of new domestically-transmitted cases down to single digits
in about two months, and
secured decisive achievements
in protecting epicentres Wuhan
and Hubei province in about
three months. “For a huge
country with 1.4 billion people,
these are hard-won achievements,” he said.
PTI
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Bouda (Burkina Faso):
Jihadists burst into the gold
mine where Moussa Tambura
worked in Burkina Faso, forbidding everyone from smoking
and drinking. It wasn’t long
before the men returned and
leveled the place to the ground.
“They attacked the site,
killed people and burned houses,” said Tambura, 29, clenching his fists.
He was able to find work
again after fleeing to Bouda,
another town in country’s north
that still has small-scale mining.
Still, he struggles to provide for
his family since his new job isn’t
as lucrative as his old one.
Jihadists linked to al-Qaida
and the Islamic State organization have been overrunning
gold mines like Tambura’s one

by one as they try to gain control of Burkina Faso’s most
lucrative industry.
The extremists are then
collecting a “protection tax”
from communities living
around the gold mines and also
forcing the miners to sell them
the gold exclusively, which is
then smuggled and sold across
the border in places like Benin,
Ghana or Togo.
The violence already has
shuttered many small mines
across the volatile north and
the government also has tried
to shut down other small-scale
mines in the east so that they
can’t be used by extremists to
finance more attacks.
Mining Minister Oumarou
Idani has called the measure a
necessary step in the “fight

against terrorism.”
But some of the remote
sites continue running anyway
as they escape the reach of the
national government in
Ouagadougou, other officials
and analysts said.
Some are warning too that
the government’s strategy to cut
off the flow of money from the
east may also backfire, as
unemployed miners falling
deeper into poverty could
become more sympathetic to
the jihads’ recruitment messages of marginalization.
“You’re opening up the
gates to push people to the terrorists,” said Oumarou
Ganemtore, secretary for the
National Union of the
Artisanal Miners Association
of Burkina Faso.
AP
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Moscow: Russian President
Vladimir Putin marked Victory
Day, the anniversary of the
defeat of Nazi Germany in
World War II, in a ceremony
shorn of its usual military parade
and pomp by the coronavirus
pandemic.
In neighboring Belarus,
however, the ceremonies went
ahead in full, with tens of thousands of people in the sort of
proximity that has been almost
unseen in the world for months.
Putin on Saturday laid flowers at the tomb of the unknown
soldier just outside the Kremlin
walls and gave a short address
honoring the valor and suffering of the Soviet army during the

war. Victory Day is Russia’s
most important secular holiday
and this year’s observance had
been expected to be especially
large because it is the 75th
anniversary, but the Red Square
military parade and a mass procession called the Immortal
Regiment were postponed as
part of measures to stifle the
spread of the virus. The only vestige of the conventional show of
military might was a flyover of
central Moscow by 75 warplanes and helicopters.
The ceremony was the first
public appearance in about a
month for Putin, who has
worked remotely as the virus
took hold.
PTI
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hree promoters of Ram
T
Dev International, recently booked by the CBI for
allegedly cheating a consortium
of six banks to the tune of C 411
crore, have already fled the
country before the State Bank
of India reached the agency
with the complaint, officials
said on Saturday.
The CBI had recently
booked the company engaged
in export of Basmati rice to the
West Asian and European
countries and its directors
Naresh Kumar, Suresh Kumar
and Sangita on the basis of
complaint from the State Bank
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everal companies across sectors ranging from textiles to
Sconsumer
electronics and
liquor to pharma on Saturday
informed that they have partially resumed operations after
getting permission from local
authorities in the third phase of
the lockdown. The manufacturers have assured to adhere to
safety precautions mandated by
the Government and respective
local administrations. The Govt
had last week permitted the
companies to restore their
manufacturing operations in
red, green and organ zones
with certain riders.
Auto parts and equipment
maker Rane Holdings Ltd in a
regulatory filing said it has partially resumed operations at
most of its plants and offices
with restricted manpower.
It, however, said that the continuance of operations in these
places depends on directives
from local authorities, issued
from time to time. Liquor
maker IFB Agro Industries has
also resumed operations
at its distillery and select bottling plants.
“The company has partially resumed operations at its
distillery and some of its IMIL
bottling plants wherein
lockdown restrictions have
been eased,” it said.

of India (SBI), which suffered
the loss of more than C173
crore, they said.
The company had three
rice milling plants, besides
eight sorting and grading units
in Karnal district with offices
in Saudi Arabia and Dubai for
trading purposes, the SBI complaint said.Besides SBI, other
members of consortium are
Canara Bank, Union Bank of
India, IDBI, Central Bank of
India and Corporation Bank,
they said. The Central Bureau
of Investigation (CBI) did not
carry out any searches in the
matter because of the coronavirus-induced lockdown, the
officials said.
The agency will start the
process of summoning the
accused, incase they do not join
the investigation, appropriate
legal action will be initiated,
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they said.
According to the complaint filed by SBI, the account
had become non-performing
asset (NPA) on January 27,
2016.
The banks conducted a
joint inspection of properties in
August and October, nearly 79 months later only to find
Haryana Police security guards
deployed there, they said.
“On inquiry, it has come to
notice that borrowers are
absconding and have left the
country,” according to the
complaint filed on February 25,
2020, over four years after the
account had become NPA.
The complaint alleged that
borrowers had removed entire
machinery from old plant and
fudged the balance sheets in
order to unlawfully gain at the
cost of banks’ funds, it said.

fuel demand dipped
45.8 per cent in April from a
Iyearndia’s
earlier, as a nationwide
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he Internet peak traffic saw
40 per cent rise in March in
India and there was significant
spike in downloads and
uploads per user, owing to the
high volume of work and
streaming content across all
major cities including tier II
markets, says a new report.
While the average downloads increased by 66 per cent
per user per month, the average uploads surged at 37 per
cent per user per month,
according to ½State of Internet
Traffic Trend’ report by ACT
Fibernet, one of India’s largest
wired Internet Service Provider.
The data is based on overall traffic data measured from
February-April 2020 from 19
cities.
One of the most interesting
revelations was that on a particular day in March, 98.7 per
cent of entire ACT Fibernet
subscriber base was concurrently online.
“In the last two months, we
have seen a significant shift in
data consumption across cities
as people moved to working
from home, spending more
time streaming content,
indulging in online gaming,
taking online classes/course,
video conferencing etc,” said

T
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Bala Malladi, CEO, Atria
Convergence Technologies Ltd.
While there has been an
overall surge of 55 per cent in
streaming traffic, there was no
significant difference between
weekday and weekend streaming and/or traffic now.
There was an overall traffic increase by 73 per cent on
weekdays and 65 per cent
increase on weekends, said the
report.
India now has 504 million
active Internet users, out of
which about 14 per cent are in
the age bracket of 5-11 years,
according to a new report from
the Internet and Mobile
Association of India (IAMAI).
Based on data from the
Indian Readership Survey
(IRS) 2019, the research also
found that nearly 70 per cent of
the active Internet population
in India is daily users.
The time spent on the
Internet continues to be higher in urban India compared to
rural India.

inance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Saturday
said C18,253 crore has been disbursed to 9.13 crore farmers
under the PM-KISAN scheme
during the ongoing nationwide lockdown.
Under the PM-KISAN
(Pradhan Mantri Kisan
Samman Nidhi) scheme, each
farmer gets C 6,000 in a year in

three equal installments directly in bank account.
Front-loading the release of
the first installment under the
PM-KISAN scheme was part of
the C1.70 lakh crore Pradhan
Mantri Garib Kalyan Package
(PMGKP) announced on
March 26 to protect the poor
from the impact of the coronavirus lockdown. The lockdown was imposed by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on
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fter announcing on Friday
that it was reinstating pay
cuts of up to 25 per cent for its
senior employees, IndiGo airlines said the reduction in
salary would remain effective
through the 2020-21 financial
year. It said it would take a decision on restoring original salary
“closer to the end of this financial year”.
The countr y’s largest
domestic airlines had on Friday
announced pay cut ranging
between 5 and 25 per cent, in
addition to its leave-withoutpay programme for May, June
and July, for senior employees.

A

The announcement, made
through internal emails, came
after a series of flip-flops on the
matter as India’s largest domestic airline struggled to stay
afloat amid grounding of all
commercial passenger flights
due to the coronavirus-triggered lockdown.
In the emails accessed by
PTI, the airline said the salary
cut will be effected from May till
the end of the 2020-21 financial
year. It has already paid full
salary of April to its employees.The airline had first
announced its decision to cut
salaries on March 19 when the
economic fallout of the Covid19 pandemic was apparent.

March 25 to curb the spread of
COVID-19, and since then it
has been extended twice.
With regard to further
assistance to farmers, the
Finance Minister said that 3
crore farm loan borrowers have
opted for a three-month moratorium. “Since March 2020,
9.13 crore farmers have been
paid C18,253 crore under PMKISAN during the #lockdown,”
Sitharaman said in a tweet.
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yundai Motor India on
H
Saturday said its Chennaibased manufacturing facility
rolled out 200 cars on the first
day of resuming production.
The company re-started
manufacturing activities at its
plant in Sriperumbudur (near
Chennai) on May 8. The auto
major has commenced production at the facility adhering
to 100 per cent compliance of
safety and social distancing
norms, Hyundai Motor India
said in a statement. In line with
the government’s objectives of
reviving the economy and
company’s global vision of
progress for humanity.

lockdown and travel curbs to
combat the spread of novel
coronavirus (COVID-19)
eroded economic activity.
Consumption of fuel, a proxy
for oil demand, totalled 9.93
million tonnes - its lowest
since 2007, Government data
showed on Saturday.
State fuel retailers in the
country sold 50 per cent less
refined fuel in the first two
weeks of April than the same
time a year earlier as the country came to a standstill due to
the lockdown that was put in
place on March 24.
The Government last week
extended the lockdown until
May 17, with some relaxations
in lower-risk areas, although
travel by air, rail and metro and
inter-state movement of people
by road was still banned.
The International Energy
Agency (IEA) in its latest report
said the country’s annual fuel
consumption will decline 5.6
per cent in 2020 compared with
growth of 2.4 per cent forecast
in its March report.
Consumption of diesel,
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CICI Bank on Saturday
IMarch
reported a 6.91% growth in
quarter net at C1,251

crore on a consolidated basis,
after setting aside over C 2,000
crore in provisions for potential impact of the COVID-19
pandemic.On a standalone
basis, the second largest private
sector bank’s profit grew 26 %
to C1,221 crore as against C 969
crore in the year-ago period.
For fiscal year 2019-20, it
reported a 135% jump in standalone profit to C 7,930.81 crore.
From an asset quality perspective, the bank reported an
improvement in gross nonperforming assets (NPAs) ratio
to 5.53% as against 6.70% in the
year-ago period and 5.95% as
of Dec 2019, despite over
C5,300 crore in fresh slippages
during the reporting quarter.
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he rights issue of Reliance
Industries Limited (RIL) is
T
expected to open on May 22. It

will be priced at C1,257 per
share with a share ratio at
1:15. The issue amount is C
53,125 crore.As per the payment terms, 25 per cent of the
amount will be on application
and the balance on more calls.
Market sources said there
is a strong repositioning of RIL
as consumer/technology company with Jio and retail platforms.
As new strategic investors
participate in growth engines,
the rights issue will reward
existing shareholders by
enabling them to participate in
consumer/technology business
value creation.
The rights issue ensures
minority
shareholders’
participate in next wave of
value creation.
The price of “Right” shares
to maintain the earnings per
share (EPS) is C1,077. At 8 per
cent discount on the market
price of C1,427, the rights issue
will be at C1,314 with a total

size of C55,533 crore.
If the discount is 10 per
cent, the price will be C1,284 at
a total size of C 54,265 crore. If
the discount is 12 per cent, the
rights issue price will be C 1,257
with a total issue size of Rs
53,124 crore.
Market sources said that
RIL is well-positioned to navigate the macro headwinds
and diversified earning streams
but with conservative gearing.
It has a robust and resilient
business model, as 35 per cent
of EBITDA is coming from
consumer businesses.
In addition, the investment cycle has been completed and it has stronger cost positions across products and
reduced Capex intensity.
Sources point out that new
business models create disproportionate value and the golden decade of value creation lies
ahead.
They point out that asset
light technology companies
have created more value over
the last decade than the aggregate market capital of energy
companies in the S&P.
They cite the examples of

Amazon, Apple, Microsoft, and
Google.
The strategic investments
in digital services and organized retail platforms underpin
RIL’s participation in the next
leg of value creation in India.
There has been a significant re-rating of the stock with
the launch of Jio in September
2016, with growth in the consumer business visibility.
Sources say the re-rating
will continue with increasing
share of consumer businesses
in earnings.
Giving the rationale for
the rights issue, market sources
said the global pandemic is
reshaping the way the world
lives and works.
There is a visible acceleration in digital ser vices,
heightened need for robust
supply chain-led new commerce model.
Market sources say this is
a value accretive rights issue
and the first rights issue by RIL
in three decades.
The rights issue will ensure
all investors get to participate
at the same level as promoters
in upcoming opportunities.
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Kolkata: Metro Railway,
Kolkata has been carrying out
various
maintenance
activities during lockdown
period arising due to Covid-19
pandemic.
During this period, various
safety measures like sanitsation,
disinfection activities are being
carried out in the Carshed.
Dry and wet cleaning on
both outside and inside of
rolling stocks are also being
carried out for proper disinfection and sanitization maintaining social distancing and
other specified safety norms. .
The communication system and display boards in each
of the six coaches of every rake
are being checked and kept in
working condition.
Cleaning of the escalators
and lifts at all Metro stations is
also being carried out at 15 days
interval and functional testing
is being checked at 3 days

interval. Visual inspection of
the third rail of the entire section is also being carried out
and the battery sets at all the
stations are kept in working
condition.
Rolling out of rakes is
being done inside the carshed
premises on alternate days and
speed trials on test track are
being conducted fortnightly
to ensure healthiness of traction system as well as to detect
and rectify any abnormalities in
any of the equipment.

which is widely used for transportation as well as for irrigation needs in the country, was
down about 55.6 per cent yearover-year at 3.25 million
tonnes.
Sales of petrol dropped by
60.6 per cent from a year earlier to 0.97 million tonnes.
Cooking gas or liquefied
petroleum gas (LPG) sales rose
about 12.1 per cent to 2.13 million tonnes, while naphtha
sales fell 9.5 per cent to 0.86
million tonnes.
State-retailers sold 21 per
cent more LPG in the first
fortnight of April from a year
earlier.
The Government is providing free cooking gas cylinders to the poor for three
months to June to help
them weather the impact of the
lockdown.
Sales of bitumen, used for
making roads, slumped 71 per
cent, while fuel oil use dipped
40 per cent in April.
However, the country’s fuel
demand is set to recover with
easing restrictions on industrial
activity and transport in areas
that have contained the spread
of coronavirus, oil minister
Dharmendra Pradhan said earlier this week.
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ust because it is a lockdown,
doesn’t mean that one has to
give up live concerts. It could
be a Lady Gaga or Chris
Martin from Coldplay or even
Pink who let the world in as she
learnt how to play the piano. Back
in India, B-town celebs Shah Rukh
Khan, Abhishek Bachchan, Karan
Johar, Varun Dhawan, Hrithik
Roshan and many others came on
Facebook live for a four-hour charity event to raise funds for COVID19 warriors and keep people entertained.
Then there are others who are
making fans laugh away their woes
by either holding live ticketed shows
on Zoom app or posting audio clips
or videos on Insta.
Take Amit Tandon. He has
been busy not only holding workshops on comedy writing to those
who are willing to learn for a fee that
goes towards charity, but is also
making people laugh on Zoom
app.
“There were two-three things
that started the minute the lockdown began. First, I knew there will
be no live physical performances for
the next three-four months. So, I
started online workshops for a fee;
the money goes to a charity. I knew
that teaching was easier than doing
a show on a digital platform. We had
people from five countries taking
these five-hour classes spread over
two days. In the process, I learnt
how to use the app effectively.
Second, I started getting offers to do
corporate shows online and did
them. Third, I had to do a mindset
change, to do online shows,” Tandon
says.
For this, he had to change his
body language. In the beginning, he
would perform as a stand-up artist.
Now, he sits and acts like he is having a conversation with his friends
in his drawing room. This has
helped him get his body language
right. He has also had to concentrate
on getting his facial expressions correct.
“On stage, one has to focus on
the body posture as the stage is six
feet away. For online, one has to take
care of facial expressions as the camera is only two feet away. I had to
master all these changes including
how to use the app. We have a group
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of stand-up artists; the 35 of us got
together to learn how the it worked
and shared our experiences and
came up with best practices. Now I
am regularly holding ticketed shows.
We are also trying to rope in open
micers. After the lockdown, their
source of income has disappeared.
We get a comedian to open the
show. He then he also administers
the call for some money. On the app,
when I keep everyone on, if one of
them has a cranky kid, there is a disturbance, this person mutes all
that. I have also started doing shows
for the US audience as per their
time,” Tandon tells you.
Tandon also had to change how
he delivers content online. He tells
you, that while the content is more
or less similar, there are some
changes. “The jokes have to different. One has to repeat lines online
since sometimes, the sound quality may not be good. One has to
louder and be closer to mic,” Tandon
says whose ticketed show are not for
more than 50 people but for corporates it can go up to over 2,500.
Stand-up artist Anubhav Bassi
has been keeping his fans entertained by posting audio clips on
Insta.
“People ask me to post videos
from my previous shows. They
don’t realise that it is not always possible to record all live performances.
Though, I am not creating any new
content, I am posting behind the
scene clippings from many of my
shows. I am trying to edit them,
make sense out of it and posting
them. Also, people who are on this
social platform are keener to know
me personally. I don’t have any
intentions of creating anything new
but if I find something funny for
that day, I post it,” Bassi says who is
busy thinking of content and penning it down for his shows once the
lockdown opens.
“The content obviously revolves
around lockdown. It also depends
on what my mood is on a particular day. Like I had tweeted: If you
think that your house is small, koi
pochcha laga kar dekhe. While I am
busy writing, I am not sure how
much of it will actually find itself in
my live shows,” Bassi tells you.
People call him a storyteller, but he
disagrees. “I only do one kind of

comedy, it is anecdotal,” Bassi says.
Actor Nitin Arora who hosted
online Gratitude Concerts, to salute
the medics featuring artists like Sonu
Nigam and Sunil Grover, tells you
that the idea to hold the concert
came while he was walking the terrace and talking over the phone
about the lockdown and that there
was need to do something for frontline warriors. “It took us two days
to organise the first show. The
minute the idea took root, I called
Sonu Nigam. In fact, he was the first
one to recommend that we do
something digitally once the lockdown began. But since we are a
company that does large events, I
was not too sure. But once the idea
stuck, I called him. The problem was
that he was in Dubai so he had to
set up the equipment himself and
play the instrument. But he worked
hard and came through beautifully,” Arora recalls.
It was not easy for Arora to have
a mindset change. To do a show digitally was not something that the
actor had even thought about. But
there is an adage: Necessity is the
mother of invention. “It was the
need of the hour and I jumped right
into it. The show had to reach 20,000
doctors so we planned things
accordingly and were able to pull it
off. We have done 10 shows and the
response has been overwhelming,”
Arora says who hosted the show as
well.
He tells you besides having to
wrap the mind around doing an
online show, it was stranger to host
it with no audience.
“It was so strange. When we did
the first show, it was just Sonu
bhaiyya, Sunil Grover and me. I
knew there were some 19,00020,000 medical staff was watching
but for me there were just the three
of us. On Zoom, when you are talking, you are the bigger picture and
the others are smaller one. I have
hosted over 4,500 shows, I had never
looked at the script. But here, I was
scared and had to practice in front
of the mirror. But the three of us
cheered for each other and it became
easier,” Arora says.
Whether this is going to be the
norm for the industry is early days,
Arora opines. “Every day there are
different reports. But we do know
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that things are not going back to
what they were given social distancing for the next few months.
However, the charm and thrill to
watch a live performance can’t be
replicated digitally. A Sonu Nigam
or Shaan or Katrina Kaif dancing
live gives a different high. We will
bounce back but it will take time,”
Arora says.
Besides the live performances
and the concerts, the digital space
is helping people celebrate birthdays
and anniversaries. A case in point
is Zee TV’s Sa Re Ga Ma Pa, which
is turning 25. The channel is organising a Live-a-thon and an Ek Desh,
Ek Raag event on May 23-24, 2020.
It is a 25-hour digital music
marathon with over 350 performances by singers that include the
likes of Himesh Reshammiya, Javed
Ali, Kamal Khan singing from confines of their homes.
Shaan, the host the concert, tells
you that he feels honoured to be a
part of this. “Sa Re Ga Ma Pa has
been close to my heart since the
beginning. Seeing it complete 25
years is surreal. I believe that music
has a power to uplift people’s moods
and am sure the concert will be able
to help people rise above the gloom
of this pandemic,” he says.
To add to the entertainment factor, Vodafone, as part of its initiative #RechargeForGood, in partnership with BookMyShow has been
organising live sessions since April
24. Nine artists perform live from
their homes to yours for free. Lift
your spirits with great musical performances by artists like Prateek
Kuhad, Dhvani Bhanushali, Ankur
Tewari and Indian Ocean.
Those interested in classical
music need not feel felt out. The
National Centre for the Performing
Arts (NCPA) has been organising
digital series — NCP@Home on its
YouTube channel. Last month, the
series had seen stalwarts likes of
Girija Devi, Mallika Sarabhai and
Ustad Zakir Hussain and many
more take centrestage. If you missed
this fret not. Tune into Kathak performance by Pandit Birju Maharaj
on Monday, May 10, 2020 at 6 pm.
Swapnokalpa Dasgupta, head of
dance department, NCP, Mumbai,
a renowned Odissi dancer and disciple of Guru Late Kelucharan

Mohapatra, tells you that in India,
there are some challenges to have
digital shows. “The bandwidth being
one of them. But the good is that the
artists adapt to changing situations
and take things in their stride. It is
also strange to see reverse of gurushishya parampara; during COVID19, it is the shishya teaching the guru
how to use technology,” Dasgupta
says.
She also tells you that dancers
like herself have had to change
teaching methodology and gives an
example. “If one is taking a Zoom
class, one has to keep in mind that
the student is not behind you imitating your moves but in front. If I
say raise the left hand, I have to raise
my right hand on-screen,” she says.
Murad Ali Khan, sixth-generation sarangi player from the
Moradabad gharana and son of
Ustad Ghulam Sabir Khan, says that
for an artist a live audience sets the
mood but here, there was nobody in
front so it was a tad strange.
“But technology has made some
many things possible. While I has no
audience, I was able to read comments and took cues from it. My
reason for coming on the digital
platform was to make people take a
break from their normal routine. If
we can, through our music, make
people stay at home, we have done
our bit,” Khan says.
Ustad Shujaat Khan, who was
part of the HCL Concerts Baithak
series opines that the idea of performing with no audience was
extremely strange.
“Any kind of music, as oppose
to cinema or painting, is a live interaction with humans. When one is
performing the energy that comes
from notes of the ragas goes to the
people and back. But this kind of live
performance was really strange.
My only apprehension to be part of
the digital space stemmed from the
technical side and the anxiety that
came with it,” Shujaat tells you.
Despite no audience, the sitarist
tells you that since he has been performing for nearly 55 years on
stage, experience came into play as
over the years he has learnt the art
to tune out distraction and be in
place where he taps into himself and
is in a place where he rises above all
this and is in a zone where he uses

his energy and emotions to play for
himself.
Yamini Reddy came onboard
the digital platform because even
though she has done a lot of stage
shows, she wanted to be part of the
virtual world. “I was intrigued and
then curious how the whole would
work. Being on the digital platform,
one can reach out to a much wider
audience. With virtual concert, one
can be anywhere and watch the performance, it transcends borders
and time zones,” Reddy says.
There was preparation as well.
She had to see where the lighting
was good, how to place the camera
and what background to choose
including curating a background
score for the dance performance.
She also had to choose music that
had a balance of North and South
to give an edge to her Kuchipudi
performance and even though it was
strange to get ready, not wait backstage and wait for the name to be
called out, the entire experience was
interesting.
Maalavika Manoj aka Mali,
who released her single on Spotify’s
Radar cover says that she got the
inspiration for her single after she
watched an episode of Conan
Without Borders with a reference to
the Syrian war.
“This got me thinking and
wrote this single. It is pure coincidence that the song sits perfectly
under present situation. I had
already recorded the song but we
had to get a video done. I reached
out to a lot of family and friends
from across the globe who sent me
five to 10 second videos. I used this
footage for my song,” Mali tells you.
However, for her, the digital
platform is not something that she
would subscribe to.
“What I have observed, presence of people on social media is
going down, People are saturated
and don’t want to open their apps.
There is no replacement for live performances even though there are
people who are looking at ways to
monetise the digital space. For
artists, performing in front of a live
audience gives a different feel and
the energy can’t be recreated. It is
good to have an alternative but
everything that is happening right
now is temporary,” Mali says.
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ndia skipper Virat Kohli is in a good
frame of mind which gives him confidence of being able to pick up from
where he left as and when cricket
resumes in the post Covid-19 world.
The Covid-19 pandemic has shutdown all cricketing activities across the
globe and Kohli said though he is keeping himself physically fit, his main
focus has been working on the mental
aspect of the game.
“Well, fortunately I have all my
gym equipment at home, so I am
able to train and that’s not a
problem for me. As far as the
game goes, luckily, I am
someone who has always
been very keen on
improving my mental
state and not really focus
on practising long hours
in the net over a period
of time,” Kohli said on
Star Sport’s show Cricket
Connected.
“So I know, once I
am in good frame of
mind and I am keeping
myself positive and
happy, just looking forward in life, whenever I
return to the game, I
know I will be in good position to start again from where
we left.”
The health crisis, which has
so far killed nearly 2K people and
infected more than 59K in India,
had forced the Government to
enforce a national lockdown, which
will end on May 17.
Kohli admitted it was not easy in
the initial days.
“It was a bit tough initially but
you start looking at things from a
different point of view as the time
goes on more and more, because
eventually you realise that nothing
is in your control,” Kohli said.
“So what you can control to an
extent is your own mindset and just
looking at things with positive frame
of mind and the only good thing is
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ormer India captain and coach Anil
Kumble compared the fight against the
F
dreaded Covid-19 pandemic to the “second
innings” of an intense Test match where people can’t afford to let their guard down.
The coronavirus outbreak has
wreaked havoc, claiming over
2,76,000 lives so far while
infecting more than four
million people.
Among other things,
the unprecedented health
crisis has also brought
sport to a standstill,
leading to cancellation
and postponement
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ormer Pakistan captain Rashid Latif
has lavished praise on Virender
F
Sehwag, saying the former Indian opener was a fearless cricketer who had a great
influence in the team.
“He used to play to dominate. We are
used to openers who were a bit circumspect at the beginning, gauging how the
pitch is, who the bowler is whether
(Glenn) McGrath, Brett Lee, Wasim
Akram or Shoaib Akhtar,” Latif said in a
YouTube show called Caught Behind.
“But Sehwag was someone who
feared none. He was an impactful player, had a great influence in his team and
players like him succeed in world cricket,” he added.
Latif, who played 37 Tests and 166
ODIs for Pakistan, further said that contrary to popular belief that Sehwag did not
have a good foot movement, the former
Indian opener had a unique technique
which helped him dominate the bowlers.
“It’s wrong to say his feet didn’t move.
He had unique technique with a very

of several events, including the Tokyo
Olympics and European Football
Championships and the Indian Premier
League.
“If we have to fight this coronavirus pandemic, we need to be in this together. It’s like
a Test match. Cricket Test matches are of five
days but this has been longer,” Kumble said
in a video posted on his Twitter account.
“Cricket Test matches are only two
innings each, but this can be even more. So
don’t be complacent that we had a slender
lead in the first innings because the second
innings can be really rough.”
“We have to win this battle, it cannot be
won just by a first-innings lead, we need to
win this battle by registering an outright victory,” he added.

that I have been able
to train, practice was
not such a big problem for me even
before, so that is what
I am doing, I am
training, I am keeping
fit.”
The highly contagious disease also saw
the indefinite postponement of the 13th
IPL, which was set to
start in March.
Kohli said he
“absolutely loves” to play
in the IPL because it is different from other ICC events
in terms of the camaraderie that
cricketers of different nationalities
share and the connect that the players have with their fans.
“You do play all your tournaments, which is one team versus
another, ICC tournaments come every
now and then, but even in ICC tournaments, you don’t really interact with
the other team players or you see the
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strong base. He was superb on the backfoot, used to cut, pull, hook with ease,” said
Latif.
“He had beautiful balance. People say
that he had limited feet movement but
that was perhaps the reason why he was
so successful. And coaches nowadays have
started to say that keep your balance with
minimum foot movement,” he added.
Sehwag represented India in 104
Tests, 251 ODIs and 19 T20Is in which
he scored 8586, 8273 and 394 runs
respectively.
According to Latif, Sehwag played
with batsmen like Sachin Tendulkar and
Rahul Dravid and remained under their
shadow.
“He played with Sachin, played with
Rahul and remained under their shadow.
If he was playing for any other country
then he would’ve easily crossed 10 thousand runs, only one and a half thousand
runs were remaining,” said Latif.
“Maybe his team had bigger names,
bigger players but opponents were always
wary of the impact that Sehwag could
have on a game,” he added.

other teams so often every now and
then,” Kohli said.
“But in the IPL, you are just probably meeting another team every second
or third day and that's the beauty of the
IPL, you are playing in a different
mahol (atmosphere).
“I absolutely love that tournament
and also for the camaraderie which you
share with so many new players that you
play with, so many players that you have
known for a long time now, not from
your own country, those who you don't
see often, and there is one reason why
everyone loves the IPL too, there is a connect, of players and fans and of viewers.”
Asked about his favourite match
apart from 2011 World Cup, Kohli said:
“It’s a very difficult question because so
many matches happen but I think from
the point of atmosphere and importance
of match, the quarterfinal match against
Australia in 2016 T20 World Cup in
Mohali, that was my most favourite
match.
“Because that day, we won from a
difficult situation and I realized many
things about myself.”
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sman Khawaja has added
his voice to those calling for
U
a re-think to the way pitches are
prepared at domestic level,
warning that a lack of spin-bowling options behind Nathan Lyon
could leave Australia exposed
like it was when Shane Warne
retired from the game almost 15
years ago.
Khawaja
rates
his
Queensland teammate Mitchell
Swepson as the best spinner in
Australia apart from Lyon, but
says he’s reluctant to bowl him
at domestic level because conditions often don’t suit spinners.
A month after former Test
tweaker Steve O’Keefe said the
lack of exposure to spin bowling
at domestic level was “a matter
of urgency”, Khawaja has joined
calls for more spin-friendly
pitches to be produced in the
Marsh Sheffield Shield.
“It’s really hard, even for me
as a captain, to get (Swepson)
into the game when the ball is
hooping around corners and
you’re playing on really green
decks,” Khawaja told Fox Sports
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News.
“He’s always been a part of
our team and he’s always there
no matter what the wicket is
because he’s such a good bowler.
But it’s really hard to get him in
the game sometimes because the
wickets weren’t really favouring
spin.
“I feel for spinners in
Australia and we need to be
careful here because we have an
absolute genius in Nathan Lyon
… but who’s coming after him?”
O'Keefe, who announced
his retirement last month, finished the truncated 2019-20
Shield summer as the most successful spin bowler with 16
wickets at an average of 22.25,
with the top 20 places among the
leading wicket-takers filled by
swing and seam bowlers.
Both O’Keefe and Khawaja
say the effectiveness of spinners
is reduced even further in the
second half of the Shield season
when Dukes brand balls are
used, a move introduced to help
Australian players become better accustomed to the type of
seam bowling they encounter in
England.

But with Australia not due
to play Tests in England until
2023, and with away series
against India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka
and Afghanistan scheduled in
the interim as well as a rescheduled tour of Bangladesh, O’Keefe
says time is running out to promote spin bowling at Shield
level.
And he has even suggested
radical measures, such as scarifying pitches to make them
more spin-friendly, should be
considered.
Lyon is just 32 years old and
is expected to lead Australia’s
spin attack for many years to
come, but Khawaja is concerned
about the Warne-sized gulf
forming behind the off-spinner.
Australia tried 14 different
spinners in the decade following Warne’s retirement before
they finally settled on Lyon, and
Khawaja says the seam-friendly pitches that were a feature at
domestic level immediately after
Warne farewelled the game are
being replicated now.
“Tasmania was a green
monster (last season) ... the
Gabba was tough work especially in the back end of the season
when the Dukes balls came into
it,” he said.
“Spinners just went out of
the game.
“Unless we have spinners
playing day in and day out, getting involved in those match
scenarios across the country,
we're going to suffer.
“Just like we suffered when
Warnie (Shane Warne) left. I
think we had a similar situation
where Tassie (Tasmania) was
really green, they were trying to
make really green wickets.
“These guys need to bowl so
hopefully this year we’ve got
wickets that are favourable for
everyone.”
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rounder Moeen Ali feels
he can play at the highest level for 2-3 more
years and that is why he
wants to play as much as
possible.
Moeen expressed
his desire to play all
three formats for the
Three Lions considering
he doesn’t have too
much time left on the
international arena.
“Since the whole
pandemic thing I want
to play as much as I can,”
Moeen said during a
Doosra podcast.
“Cricket at the highest level will probably
finish for me in two or
three years.
“I want to make the
most of it and play as
much as I can. I only did

it (stepping away from
international cricket) for
a bit of a break, and I've
had that now.”
Moeen also spoke
about being part of the
England team that lifted
the ICC World Cup last
year. He gave an insight
into the minds of players who were under

immense pressure to
end their trophy drought
in front of home support.
“It was an amazing
time,” Moeen said about
England historic victory
last year.
“I think the whole
emotion of four years
build up to it and so
much went into it... so
much pressure for us to
win it at home.
“It took us couple of
seconds to think we
have won the game
(final). I wasn’t playing
the game but it didn’t
feel like I wasn’t playing.
“I can’t describe the
feeling but just to see all
the guys celebrating and
to be part of that journey
was simply unbelievable,” he said.
IANS
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ustralia batsman Usman
Khawaja on Saturday said
A
that playing India behind
closed doors at the end of the
year might end up working in
favour of the hosts. India are set
to tour Australia for three
ODIs and four Tests in
December and January.
“It’s definitely an advantage,” he told Fox Sports News.
“I remember the last time they
came over for a one-day series,
the roar for India was much
bigger.”
“Especially in Melbourne,
the amount of expats they have
over there, they flock in. And
when India’s on top they really let you know it,” said
Khawaja.
“It’s a really weird feeling.
When you’re in India, you
expect to be outnumbered
massively but you can be out-

numbered in Melbourne, as
well as Sydney to some extent
also.”
Australia were without talismanic duo David Warner
and Steve Smith in that series
and were still in the process of
recovering from the 2018 ball
tampering scandal. Khawaja
admitted that India were the
better team in the series.
“They were clearly the better team last time, we hung in
there but (Cheteshwar) Pujara
was outstanding and Kohli led
from the front as a captain,” he
said.
“Their bowling unit was as
good as I’ve ever seen an Indian
bowling unit, they really went
toe-to-toe with our bowlers.
“Our bowlers are still in
great form, though, and this
time Steve Smith and Davy
Warner will be in the side too,
so a little bit of difference in the
batting line-up.”
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Bangladesh wicket-keeper
he Mongoose bat video which read:
“I am of course
Mushfiqur Rahim feels his team is
was made famous “#Thala Dhoni to
T
missing MS Dhoni.
more than capable of entering the topby Chennai Super Kings Haydos: “I’ll give you
mar Akmal did not seem presix in the longest format. He also rued
opener Mathew Hayden anything you want in
pared to show remorse nor did
U
ndia spinner Kuldeep Whenever you play
the fact that despite having talented
during the Indian life, to not use this bat! IYadav feels Mahendra with a senior player,
he seek an apology for failing to
players in the team they somehow
Premier League, but the Please do not use this Singh Dhoni remains in you become fond of
report corrupt approaches, chairman
80=B Q 274==08
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of the Pakistan Cricket Board’s disciplinary panel has observed in his
detailed judgement after imposing a
three-year ban on the temperamental batsman.
Justice (retired) Fazal-e-Miran
Chauhan submitted his detailed
judgement to the Pakistan Cricket
Board, which made it public on
Friday on its official website.
Akmal was found guilty of two
charges under the PCB AntiCorruption Code, rendering him
ineligible for cricket activities till
February 19, 2023. The 29-year-old
has 14 days to appeal against the
punishment of two three-year bans
which will run concurrently and the
PCB will appoint an independent
adjudicator to hear it.
“It appears that he (Umar
Akmal) is not prepared to show
remorse and seek apology, make
admission that he failed to fulfill his
responsibility under AntiCorruption Code...,” Justice Chauhan
said in the judgement.
“...Rather he tried to take refuge
under the pretext that in the past
whenever any such approaches were
made, the matter was reported by
him,” he said.
Akmal was provisionally suspended on the eve of the Pakistan
Super League. He was charged with
two breaches of Article 2.4.4 of the
PCB Anti-Corruption Code in two
unrelated incidents on March 17.
On April 9, the PCB referred the
matter to the disciplinary commit-

under-achieved in the last two decades.
Mushfiqur also raised concerns
over Bangladesh’s form in foreign
conditions. He expressed his satisfaction over the team’s show at home but
urged the team to produce similar level
of performances overseas as well.
“I truly believe that there is much
more to be achieved as a team. Despite
having talented players, we have not
been able to achieve that in the last 20
years. But our performance have been
going up on home soil” Mushfiqur was
quoted as saying by bdcrictime.com.
“Our main concern is to do well
outside the country. There are many
big challenges ahead. The Test
Championship is also a big challenge

?PZXbcP]QPcb\P]D\Pa0Z\P[ 05?5X[T?XR

tee after the batsman opted not to
request for a hearing before the AntiCorruption Tribunal.
“The charge as framed is proved
and the participant (Umar Akmal)
has rendered himself liable to be
punished for breach of Article 2.4.4,”
Justice Chauhan said.
“"It is also admitted by him
(Umar Akmal) that he failed to
report the approaches and invitation
to the PCB Vigilance and AntiCorruption Department, as required
by the PCB Code, Article 2.4.4.
“In view of the above charge as
framed, stood proven and participant
has rendered himself to be punished
under Article 6.2 of the PCB Code,”
he added. Akmal is the younger
brother of former Pakistan wicketkeeper-batsman Kamran Akmal,
who played 53 Tests, 58 T20s, and
157 ODIs for Pakistan, and cousin
of current captain Babar Azam.
The right-hander, who last
played for Pakistan in October, has
featured in 16 Tests, 121 ODIs and
84 T20s, scoring 1003, 3194 and 1690
runs respectively.

80=B Q =4F34;78

for us. We have the ability to come in
the top-six in Tests.”
Bangladesh are currently placed at
the last spot in the World Test
Championship table. They have played
two series so far and lost all three
matches to be rock-bottom in the
nine-team championship.
Bangladesh, alongwith West
Indies, are the only two teams who are
yet to open their Test championship
account.
IANS

former Australia batsman has revealed that
CSK skipper MS Dhoni
had pleaded with him
not to use the bat.
In a chat with CSK
on their official Twitter
handle,
Hayden
revealed the same. “I
will (MS Dhoni)
give you anything you
want in life,
to not use
this bat.
Please do
not use
this bat,”

bat!”@HaydosTweets
#AnbuDenLions
@RuphaRamani”

very good shape and
can still play for Team
India. He also stated
that the final decision
regarding his future
rests with Dhoni and
there is no point in
constant speculations.
Rumours have
been doing the rounds
regarding Dhoni’s
future,
however,
Kuldeep believes the
former India captain
can still turn out for the
team as he makes
things easy for others
around him.

them and start missing
them and their presence,” Kuldeep said during a Live video session
with Sportskeeda.
“As far as his retirement is concerned, it is
MS Dhoni’s decision
and it should be left to
him. There is no point
for us to debate on that.
“He is very fit and
I personally feel he
should play for India.
As a fan, I absolutely
love him. If he plays, it
would be easier for us,”
he added.
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Australia captain Meg Lanning
has used the extra time in
hand amid the Covid-19 pandemic to provide a virtual batting class to Ireland women’s
cricket squad.
Lanning was joined by former Ireland skipper Isobel Joyce
in the initiative that took place
this week to help the players
keep their skills sharp during
the forced break from cricket.
The duo touched upon a
number of topics, including
the mental preparation going
into a big game, shot selection

B^dcWTa]BcPabRP_cPX]<TV;P]]X]V 0?

and an analysis of the
Australian captain’s T20I century against England last year.
The session was chaired by
Irish women’s team head coach
Ed Joyce and also featured
Australia boss Matthew Mott.
“Any time you can pick the
brains of experienced cricketers
such as Meg and Isobel is valuable, and I know that our entire
squad enjoyed this unique
opportunity,” Ireland skipper
Laura Delany said.
“People often underestimate the mental aspect of the
game, and both players spoke

about the importance of mental preparation before a game
and how to keep a clear mind
and focus when on the field,”
she said in a Cricket Ireland
statement.
“It’s frustrating for all of us
to be not playing, but the unexpected opportunity of this session is a great offset,” she added.
“It was exceptionally generous of Meg to contribute her
time to the session, particularly given that it was the evening
in Australia when she joined the
masterclass,” said coach Ed
Joyce.
IANS

ustralia’s World Cup
winner Megan Schutt
A
has said she is ready to play
less games this season if it
helps cricket get past the
financial uncertainty created by the Covid-19 pandemic.
“There’s obviously
going to be reductions
somewhere, there kind of
has to be,” she was quoted
as saying by cricket.com.au.
“As long as we’re not
taking too big a hit, women

specifically, I’m okay with
it.
“It’s about finding a
balance in terms of how
we can get cricket going
again on the national
scene and the international scene.
“Cricket around the
globe is going to be affected by this and I have no
doubt that women’s cricket is also going to suffer.
Whatever kind of season
they can muster together,
I’m going to be happy
enough with.”
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=4F 34;78) Indian pistol ace Manu

Bhaker is “very hopeful” of the
Olympics taking place next year and
maintaining her terrific game and
poise too until then, despite the uncertainty gnawing at the world of sports
due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
A medallist at ISSF World Cup,
Commonwealth Games and the Youth
Olympics, Bhaker was primed for success at sport’s grandest and biggest stage
in Tokyo later this year, but the unprecedented health crisis intervened and
forced a postponement of the Games
by a year.
With the world still far away from
bringing the situation under control,
there are doubts if the Games would be
held even next year.
“Yes, the Indian shooters were in
great form heading into the Games, but
health is a bigger concern,” Bhaker said.
“I am very hopeful of the Olympics
taking place next year and also confident of maintaining my game and hitting peak form there. This is a difficult
time for the world but I have no negative thoughts and I am mentally prepared.”
Bhaker has recently got an electronic target system installed at her
makeshift shooting range in Haryana’s
Goria village home at the expense of an
archaic manual machine that was
prone to frequent breakdowns.
The old machine was causing her
“immense irritation” of late.
Delighted by the reboot in her
training after waiting for the machine
to be transported from Faridabad, the
teenaged star has got down to preparing with renewed vigour and optimism.
The multiple medallist is not only
hopeful of the Olympics taking place
next year, despite the uncertainty
gnawing at the world of sports, but also

<DVKDVZLQL5XGUDQNNVK
FODLPVWRSSRVLWLRQV
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okyo Olympics quota holder
Yashaswini Singh Deswal and
teen prodigy Rudrankksh Patil on
Saturday claimed top spots in 10m air
rifle and 10m air pistol event finals at
the third International Online
Shooting Championship.
Rudrankksh from Maharashtra
won the 10m air rifle event with a
world record score of 252.9 but it will
not be registered by the International
Shooting Sport Federation (ISSF) as
it was not a recognised event.
Another young Indian shooter
Yash Vardhan claimed the second
spot with a score of 250.8, while
France’s Etienne Germond finished

T

maintaining her form until then.
“I have recently got the machine
installed at my home and this will be
surely more beneficial in my training,”
Bhaker said during an interaction over
phone from her home, where the
range had been set up by her father after
she showed exceptional skills in the precision sport.
The target HS10 machine from
Swiss company SIUS Ascor is designed
for all airguns for distance ranging from
10 to 20 meters. Some of the salient features of the machine are its accuracy,
integrated high-intensity LED target
illumination, low operating costs (no
paper rolls/rubber rolls) and it is also
suitable for outdoor shooting.

third after scoring 228.5.
In the 10m air pistol final,
Yashaswini, who had claimed a Gold
medal at World Cup in Rio de Janeiro
last year to secure an Olympic quota,
shot 243.8 to claim the top spot.
Gaurav Rana and Manu Bhaker,
a medallist at ISSF World Cup,
Commonwealth Games and the
Youth Olympics, finished second
and third with scores of 240.6 and
218.3 respectively to make it an allIndian affair.
It is the third edition of the
championship where the participants logged on to the Zoom platform from their respective locations
and shot electronic targets, set up in
their houses.

F^a[S0aRWTahaT[TPbTbd_SPcTS>[h`dP[XUXRPcX^]_a^RTSdaT
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released its updated qualification procedures for the
postponed Tokyo Olympics
and Paralympics. It confirmed in its statement that
no further qualification
events will take place this
year. Furthermore, the period in which athletes can
shoot minimum qualifying
scores has been extended
until June 28, 2021.
“Continental qualifica-

tion events in the Americas,
Europe and Oceania are
delayed until spring/summer 2021,” said World
Archery. “The final qualification tournament is
delayed until summer 2021
and is planned to take place
as a separate tournament
alongside the Paris stage of
the 2021 Archery World
Cup.”
World Archery also said
that National Olympic

Committees (NOC) will
retain quotas that have been
won thus far by athletes in
competitions. Eighty-seven
of the 128 quota places for
the Olympics have already

been awarded. Ninety-three
of the 140 spots for the
Paralympics have been distributed to date.
The deadline for NOCs
to confirm places won at all
events except the final qualifier is tentatively set as June
1, 2021 and for the final
qualifier “is tentatively set as
July 2, 2021.”
“The entry deadline for
the Olympic Games is 5 July
2021,” it added.
IANS
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ustralia’s Daniel Ricciardo
anticipates “chaos”, “rust”
A
and “adrenaline” should the
2020 Formula One season start
at last.
Officials at the FIA, motorsport’s world governing body,
are hoping to launch the season
behind closed doors in Austria
on July 5.
“(It will be) some form of
chaos, hopefully in a controlled manner,” the Renault
driver told BBC Radio Five Live.
“I am not really referencing
cars everywhere. But there is
going to be so much rust, a
combination of emotion,
excitement, eagerness.”
Ricciardo, waiting out the
crisis on his farm near Perth,
Western Australia, believes a
dramatic season-opener is in
prospect at the Red Bull Ring.
“Everyone is going to be
ready to go,” he said. “You are
going to get some guys who
perform on that level of adrenaline and others who might
not.

“So you’re going to get
some bold overtakes, some
miscalculated ones.
“You’re going to see a bit of
everything, I’m sure.”
Even though the pandemic means it has been several
months since Ricciardo was on
a race track, the 30-year-old
believes his experience of eight
full seasons of Grand Prix racing means he will be in the
right physical condition should
the 2020 campaign finally get
underway.
“If this was my first year or
two in F1, if I was still not completely adapted to it, my answer
would be yes (it would take me
time to get used to driving
again),” he said.
“But winter testing is normally a good reference point.
My first few winter testings, day
one always felt like a bit of a
shock to the system again.
And the further my career has
gone on, the less of a shock that
has been.
“The rookies, the firstyear, second-year guys, will
feel it a little bit more.”
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016 Olympics Bronze medal
winning wrestler Sakshi
2Malik’s
qualification to the
2020 Games has been a story of
an ever-narrowing window.
After her defeat to 18-year-old
Sonam Malik in the trials for
the Asian Olympic qualifiers,
Sakshi was left with a nervy
wait for the results of the tournament, which would decide if
she would be able to compete
at the last gasp world qualifiers.
All of this however was
before the coronavirus pandemic took truly global proportions. Eventually, the Asian
qualifiers was shifted twice
before being postponed altogether and eventually, the
Olympics itself got postponed
to July 2021.
India went into a lockdown
on March 25 that has been
extended twice. Sakshi has
been at her home in Rohtak,
Haryana all this while, where

BPZbWX<P[XZX]PRcX^]SdaX]V0bXP]FaTbc[X]V2WP\_X^]bWX_

she fixed an old akhada in her
backyard and, in the absence of
a sparring partner, has been
keeping her shoulders down
and training individually.
Sakshi says that she had
slacked off in the early days of
the lockdown but eventually
realised that this could be a
long haul. “Yes, in the beginning I took it easy thinking it’s
just a 15-day lockdown,” Sakshi

?C85X[T?XRcdaT

said. “I was thinking it’s fine if
I have no partners for this
amount of time because training is anyhow not going to take
place properly.
“But then obviously it kept
getting extended and I changed
my mindset accordingly. We all
have to try and adapt to our situations or else we will all have
all sorts of mental problems. So
I just changed my mindset

according to the situation.”
Life for the 27-year-old
has mostly revolved around
travel for wrestling over the
past 15 years, whether it be for
competitions or training camps
in the country and abroad.
“This is the first time in my life
I am experiencing anything like
this — being quarantined at
home. Life is completely different,” said Sakshi.
“I rarely spent more than
15 days in one place. Either I
would be travelling to camps or
abroad for training or for tournaments. So yes, negative
thoughts do come sometimes.
I wonder sometimes if I have
gone too far away from
wrestling. But then I remember
that this situation is not something that only I am facing.
Everyone around the world is
going through this or worse.”
Sakshi says that she is
maintaining her normal routine — training in mornings
and evenings and rest during

the day.
“As I said, there is no sparring partner so I do individual
work on the mat. I have an area
where I can do strength-based
exercises. I have maintained my
usual schedule that was there
before and a good part of the
day still goes in training, there
have been no changes on that
front,” she said.
Sakshi also follows advice
that women’s foreign coach
Andrew Cook sends on
Whatsapp. For now, she is not
thinking about the risk of
injuries whenever wrestling
returns after the unusually
long break.
“He keeps sending videos
of what sort of training we can
do on an individual basis.
Right after the lockdown they
plan to hold a camp with all the
girls in one place. The risk of
injury is there for everyone. So
this situation is not something
that we are thinking too much
about,” she said.

;>=3>=) Six-time world cham-

pion Lewis Hamilton has said he
feels “fresher than ever” following an unexpected break from
Formula One.
The start of the 2020 Grand
Prix season has been delayed
until July by the coronavirus,
with 10 races out of what should
have been a record 22-event
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rance defender
Samuel Umtiti has
picked up a calf injury in
just the second session
since
Barcelona
returned to training
from the coronavirus
quarantine, the Spanish
champions announced
on Saturday.
Barca said that
Umtiti picked up an
injury to his right calf
during Saturday’s individual training session at
the club’s Joan Gamper
facility, but did not specify how long the 26-

F

year-old would be out for.
Spanish media report that he will be unavailable for
two or three weeks, so will likely be back in time for a
potential June 20 restart for football in Spain as the country attempts to loosen coronavirus restrictions.
The 26-year-old Umtiti joined Barca from Lyon in
2016 after he helped France to the final of Euro 2016. He
had further success with France in their successful 2018
World Cup campaign.
He played 16 times for the Catalan giants this season
before play was suspended in March, and was twice injured
earlier in the campaign, causing him to miss 10 matches
between September and November last year.

%DUFD(YHVZLQ/LJD,EHUGUROD
<03A83)Barcelona’s women’s team have been declared

as champions of Spain’s Liga Iberdrola after the national football federation’s executive committee agreed to end
all non-professional competitions due to the Covid-19
pandemic.
With nine rounds of matches still to be played, FC
Barcelona Femeni topped the table by nine points ahead
of Atletico Madrid and with the season unable to be completed, the Catalans (unbeaten in their 21 games) have
been awarded the title.
The Spanish Football Federation (RFEF) also
announced that there will be no relegation, with Santa
Teresa and Eibar promoted to make it an 18-team competition in 2020-21. After earning a fine third place in
the Reto Iberdrola, the reserves will be staying in the second division.
IANS
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=4F H>A:) The US women’s national
team on Friday filed an appeal against
a legal setback in their equal pay lawsuit, saying they are being paid less than
the men even though they win twice as
much.
In dismissing their equal pay claim
last Friday, Judge Gary Klausner said the
case was unwarranted because they had
previously turned down an offer in the
Collective Bargaining Agreement negotiations to be paid along the lines of the
US men’s team.
“The argument that women gave up
a right to equal pay by accepting the best
collective bargaining agreement possible in response to the Federation’s
refusal to put equal pay on the table is
not a legitimate reason for continuing
to discriminate against them,” said
USWNT spokesperson Molly Levinson
on Friday night.
She listed a series of grievances in
the motion to appeal which was filed in
a federal district court in California and
is part of a larger lawsuit for equal pay.
Levinson said the women are being
discriminated against because they are

eal Madrid attacker Luka Jovic has
fracture his right heel, the La Liga
R
giants have announced.

not getting as much as the men on a per
game basis and that making “close to the
same amount” is not valid.
“Equal pay means paying women
players the same rate for winning a game
as men get paid,” Levinson said.
“The argument that women are
paid enough if they make close to the
same amount as men while winning
more than twice as often is not equal pay.
“The argument that maternity leave
is some sort of substitute for paying
women players the same rate for winning as men is not valid, nor fair, nor
equal.
“Today, we are filing a motion to
allow us to appeal immediately the district court’s decision so that the Ninth
Circuit will be able to review these
claims.”
AFP

In a statement, Real said the 22year-old’s injury had been diagnosed
during tests at the club’s medical centre, but didn’t say how long they
expect him to be out of action.
According to Spanish media,
Serbia’s Jovic picked up the injury
while training at home shortly after
returning to Spain from his home
country at the start of the week.
Jovic caused controversy in
March when he left for Serbia while
Real were in quarantine after some of
the club’s basketball players tested positive for coronavirus. He subsequently explained his test for the virus was
negative.
He arrived at Real last summer
from Eintracht Frankfurt for a reported fee of 60 million euros ($65.1 million). Before the season was suspended due to the Covid-19 pandemic, he
had played 22 times for the capital city
club in all competitions, scoring
twice.
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C Milan president Paolo
Scaroni revealed on
A
Friday that some of his
squad members were still
recovering from coronavirus.
Serie A has been on
hold since mid-March but
Italian Sports Minister
Vincenzo Spadafora said on
Thursday he was hopeful
group training could resume
on May 18.
“We have some infected
players in the process of

recovery,” Scaroni told local
media.
Scaroni believes Italian
football must live with
Covid-19 and take an example from the Bundesliga
which will restart on May
16.
“We have to get used
to living with the virus
and this also applies to
football,” he said.
“It is not possible
to stand still until
there is zero infection. Basically we can
adopt the German for-

mula that provides that those
who are sick go into quarantine while their teammates
continue.”
Milan technical director
Paolo Maldini, together with
his 18-year-old son Daniel,
a youth team player, have
both recovered from the
virus.
“Maldini father
and son are doing
well. There are players who are improving, but we want to
start playing again,” said
Scaroni.

championship either cancelled
or postponed.
Hamilton, however, is trying to make the most of the
downtime ahead of his bid for
a record-equalling seventh
world title.
“There have been times in
the past five years that I thought
a rest would be good for body

and mind,” he said in a video
released by his Mercedes team
on Saturday.
“For an athlete in their
prime, it’s never a good thing to
step away for a year but we have
been handed a part-sabbatical,
which I am enjoying.”
The 35-year-old British driver added: “I feel fresher and
healthier than ever.”
Hamilton explained his
enforced absence from the track
was “almost a blessing on one
side because it gives you even
more appreciation for the things
you love and do” and had left
him “excited for the future”.
Hamilton said the prospect
of racing without spectators
“gave me a really empty feeling
because the fans make the race”.
Nevertheless, he understood
racing of any kind would be a
boost for GP enthusiasts amid
the pandemic. “I don’t know
how exciting it’s going to be for
people watching it on TV but it’ll
be better than nothing.” AFP
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atford have become
the latest English
W
top-flight club to hit out at
proposals by the Premier
League to end the season at
neutral venues, with chairman Scott Duxbury worried about the impact of a
“distorted nine-game minileague”.
Clubs are due to meet
on Monday to consider
the Premier League’s controversial Project Restart
plan, which seeks to play
the season to a finish following its suspension
because of the coronavirus
pandemic, with Watford
joining fellow relegation
candidates Brighton and
Aston Villa in voicing their
opposition.
Duxbury, while accepting fans cannot attend
because of Covid-19, is
unhappy with a proposal
that would see 17th-place
Watford denied the “familiarity and advantage” of
playing at Vicarage Road.
“There is no altruism
in the Premier League,”
Duxbur y wrote in
Saturday’s edition of The
Times.
“There are 20 different
vested interests, which
sometimes align but more
often than not work purely to protect each individual club.
“That is why some
clubs are happy to sign up
to Project Restart because
arguably there is only an
upside in participating in

this compromised format;
it means (leaders)
Liverpool can win the title,
other clubs can book their
place in Europe next season.”
“But when at least six
clubs — and I suspect
more — are concerned
about the clear downside
and the devastating effects
of playing in this kind of
distorted nine-game minileague, then I believe the
Premier League has a duty
of care to address those
concerns.”
Duxbury said it was
wrong to switch to neutral
venues three-quarters of
the way through a season.
“How can the longterm future of clubs be
determined under these
fundamentally changed
conditions? How is there
any semblance of fairness?
To wave aside all the fears
and concerns is too simplistic.
“Surely all 20 clubs
must agree the fairest way
forward to complete the
season?”

A 14-6 majority of
would, however be enough
for Project Restart to be put
into action.
Duxbury also insisted
it was wrong to play matches when society was “probably still facing the kind of
restrictions unenforceable
on a football pitch”.
“And with all these
compromises and health
risks we are asked to finish
a competition that bears no
resemblance to the one we
started, which could end a
small club like Watford's
time in the Premier League.
“So is this fair? Does it
have any semblance of
sporting integrity? Of
course not.”
The Premier League is
facing a colossal estimated
loss of around 1 billion
pounds ($1.25 billion) if no
more football is played this
season.
Playing the 92 remaining games behind closed
doors would mitigate that
loss, avoiding the loss of
hundreds of millions of
broadcast revenue.
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QHow worried are you to get back to

work once lockdown opens?
I have no apprehensions. I am not
even worried right now. These are testing times and we are all facing it. It is
not as if one person is going through it.
It doesn’t scare me. I am prepared
and am a positive kind of person. I know that it will take
time for us to get back to the
sets. But I also know that the
makers will ensure that each
one of us is going to be safe.
I am sure we will start
only when things are
safe.

QWhat is the teleplay Court Martial

about?
It is a classic play in the world of
theatre that was staged back in the 80s.
It is one of the much appreciated plays.
Doing a pay was always on top of my
bucket list. When people would ask
what my dream role was or whom I
wanted to work with, but I knew I wanted to do theatre. While this is not a play
in front of the live audience, it has been
shot like a play. For me to work with
actors from National School of Drama
and to be part of the 90-minute play was
a huge challenge but I jumped right into
it. I was very nervous but I took the
plunge. Then began rehearsals and I am
proud that I was part of this project.
QWere there challenges that came with
playing a defence lawyer?
I play an Army officer who is a
defence lawyer. There were plenty of
challenges but not when it came to
the Defence part of it. I come from
5$-((9.+$1'(/:$/
Defence background; my bother
and father are in the Army. I didHe shot to fame with Sujal in Kahiin Toh Hoga.
n’t need to work on body language
Since then he has been part of many TV shows
or how to salute. I would help othincluding a teleplay — Court Martial for Zee
ers. We also had a senior retired
Theatre and films, the latest being Ateet. He
Army officer who was part of the
speaks with SHALINI SAKSENA
play and helped with ay technical
about how he ended up an actor
aspect. The challenge came because I
and if he has been typecast
had 300-400 word dialogues. I had to
walk to each character and have these
lengthy monologues. I had to look in
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front since it is a play. One couldn’t fumble since it was a collective effort. But
it was fun.
QWould people find a connect?
Definitely. Court Martial shows a
side of the Army that few are aware of
— how things were back in the 80s. The
paly is issue-based and the imbalance

between the officers and other ranks
when it comes to previleges. In the last
decade or so things in the Army have
changed. The play is set four decades
back and there will many takers even if
they don’t agree with the subject.
QCan you tell us about your film —
Ateet?
The film belongs to the director
Tanuj Bhramar. It is in the horror-suspense zone. When Tanuj came to give
me a narration, I liked the screenplay.
He told me that even though he was a
first-time director, he knew each technical and action aspect of the film and
needed to be trusted. I play Captain
Ateet Rana who is in the Army and disappears during a mission and is believed
to be killed. In the meantime, the wife
has moved on and so has his best friend.
The film is about what happens when
he comes back.
QYou have done TV, films, web series
and theatre. What made you work on
different platforms?
It is not about platform but for the
project that drives me. I am an actor and
hence not limited to a medium. How
many actors are there who has done
projects for all mediums including
hosting a show. There is a personal high
— whether I can hold the attention of
people across platforms.
QHave you managed to move from
Sujal Grewal as far as your fans are
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concerned?
I will never move on for Sujal fans.
I can understand that. Women don’t
gush over me but over Sujal. They are
in love with the image that he portrayed.
Women have an image of an ideal man
and Sujal fit the bill — their idea of love.
This is what has stuck in the minds. But
I have moved on but have pocket of fans
of some of the shows that I have done.
QHow does a person with a Bachelors
in Chemistry end up acting?
I realised even back then that my
future would be all about chemistry
when it comes to performance. I am a
graduate in the subject and therefore
have a great on-screen chemistry. I am
smart guy that way (laughs). On a more
serious note, I always wanted to be an
actor but there was something about the
subject that I loved and when it come
to picking up a subject for graduation,
I took it up.
QThe industry is quick to typecast. Do
you think that applies to you?
I have been typecast — people don’t
know what I will do next. I am an enigma and have an unconventional
approach.
While I was hosting, I was doing
TV, while I was doing TV, I was doing
films with varied subjects and genres.
Then I do Marzi and a stage show. Each
project has been different. It is just my
image that has been typecast.
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e have UVC-LED system to
sanitise homes and public
places and a locket that will
send an alert if the six feet distancing
is breached. Doctors advise that people continue to wash hands regularly or
sanitise them and maintain social distancing. Still there are apprehensions as
to what will happen when the lockdown
is lifted and people are out in the streets
and social distancing will be difficult to
maintain given our vast population. Fret
not. There are people who have come
up with protecting gear — smart fabric and antiviral/antibacterial sprays to
prevent spread of infection.
At the Indian Institute of
Technology Guwahati, a team of
researchers have developed affordable
antimicrobial (antiviral/antibacterial)
spray-based coating for Personal
Protective Equipment. The idea has
been developed by Dr Biman B Mandal,
Professor, Department of Biosciences
and Bioengineering along with his PhD
scholars, Bibhas K Bhunia and
Ashutosh Bandyopadhyay.
Prof Biman tells you that it is a
nano-based technology. The metal
nanoparticle cocktail like copper, silver
and other active ingredients, present in
the spray acts as an antimicrobial
agent. The aim is to tied over the shortage of Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) and masks.
“We came up with this innovation
that will protect wearer from infection.
There is a protocol to follow when it
comes to PPE and masks but the common man doesn’t adhere to it leading
to growth of microbes. We wanted to
create an active barrier. Earlier, the
microbe was sitting on the surface for
further spreading. With this antiviral/antibacterial spray, there is no accumulation since the spray disrupts the
membrane of the microbe. It can no
longer proliferate and survive therefore
increasing the protection level. The
innovation is affordable and can be used
easily on any kind of surface including
textiles and other medical device sur-
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faces to get rid of microbial load,”
Biman explains.
He tells you that it is not just for the
healthcare workers. One is told that
microbes are not just limited to
Coronavirus. “Microbes are all around
us. We are touching surfaces and going
to hospitals. Now, we have a personal
spray that will clean the surface, drastically reducing the chances of catching infection,” he says.
Biman says that this technology can
be used to make clothes smart as well.
“The clothes we wear get dirty in two
ways. First, dirt like mud. Second,
microbes from sweat, etc. What if there
is fabric that restricts microbial growth?
When we wash woolen garments, we
put it in a special solution to keep it soft.
This technology can be applied in a
similar manner. After washing, we put
the garment in the additive to make the
cloth smart. It is like a knife. Once you
have the gadget, it can be used to cut
a fruit, or vegetable or even herbs,”
Biman says.

Yatee Gupta, founder of Fabiosys
Innovations, an IIT Delhi incubated
start-up, tells you that his smart clothes
are all about providing coveralls for the
healthcare workers, for the time being,
since they are at the forefront when it
comes to treating COVID-19 patients
and need the protection.
This company uses a technology
that is commonly available in the textile industry — machines through
which the fabric passes making it
infection proof. He tells you that the
machine has a combination of chemicals that the fabric passes through. This
process involves three-four steps where
coagulant agent that are antiviral are
combined with the fabric in order to
retain functionality of the fabric.
“We take the entire bundles of cotton fabric. It is a combination of treatment and process. The fabric is then
passed through the machine that has
three-four chemicals which react with
the material to make it antiviral. For
now, we are concentrating on cotton

and cotton polyester and looking at a
launch in the next one month,” Gupta
says. Then there is concrete Corona suit
designed using cement fabric. The
uniform is air-tight only allowing the
air to flow and blocking everything else
that is less than 0.05 microns as
COVID-19 carries particles ranging
from 0.06 microns to the largest is 0.14
microns. The suits offer 95-99 per cent
protection. It also has a chip embedded
so that there is no need to carry
mobile phones. The uniform also has
an inbuilt sanitising process.
Elsewhere, Neo Tech — a unique
technology — developed by the Donear
group of companies under Grado, has
designed anti-viral and anti-bacterial
fabrics that inhibits growth and retention of micro-organisms, making them
safe and hygienic. The fabric has been
certified by laboratories like NABL
accredited Bio Tech Services, an
autonomous body under the guidance
of the Department Of Science &
Technology.

Rajendra Agarwal, mentor, Grado
tells you that they have been investing
in R&D for a very long time. They have
been pioneers in introducing a lot of
innovative products in the market like
a four-way stretch fabric, Ice-touch
making the fabric five degrees cooler
and uncrushable —wrinkle resistance.
The antiviral fabric is just a step ahead
given the present situation.
One is told that the Neo technology has been in use for the last twothree years. “We use two-three chemicals that are applied to the fabrics. It
acts on the bacteria and microbials
(viruses) protecting the wearer from
infection to a great degree. In some
cases, we are taking the fibre and then
treating it, increasing their protective
value. In other cases, we are treating the
fabric which has a shelf life of up to 50
washes. The treatment will also be different depending on the sector. If it is
healthcare, the treatment will be different as opposed to if the fabric is for
daily wear,” Aggarwal says.
The idea of antiviral fabric came up
after three years of R&D since there are
harmful bacteria and virus in the air
and there were people who were looking for protective fabric. “Earlier, there
were only a few people who were aware
of it. But now, due to Coronavirus, it
has become the need of the hour. Also,
people were not willing to pay a price
for it. But things are different now,”
Aggarwal tells you.
He is quick to point out that there
is nobody who can guarantee that doing
a certain thing will disintegrate the
virus. “Washing hands with soap acts
as a protection. Similarly, we also
guarantee that our fabric can provide
protection up to 50 washes after which
it will lose its functionality. After that,
one can wear the garment as one would
any other normal garment,” Aggarwal
says and tells you that the cost of the
fabric would range between C250 to
C10,000 per metre depending on what
fabric one would buy — whether it is
cotton or silk.
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here is a reason why our
elders insisted that we burn
T
an agarbatti while offering a
prayer or for that matter when
there is a death in the family.
Believe it or not, but the simple of act of burning an incense
stick brings with it a sense of
calm and peace. Therefore, it is
not surprising that during this
pandemic — COVID-19 —
there has been a sharp rise in
the demand of agarbatti and
not just in India but all over the
world.
Several Indian incense
products manufacturers have
been exporting incense to the
US, the UK, United Arab
Emirates, Belgium, Brazil and
even Argentina. In 2018, the US
incense market size was $128
million and is expected to reach
$281 million by 2025, growing
at a CAGR of 11.89 per cent.
The agarbatti market is pegged
at C6,000 crore for India. It is a

figure that the companies in the
country may achieve sooner
than later given the lockdown
blues that Coronavirus has
brought with it.
Ankit Agrawal, a partner
with Mysore Deep Perfumery
House (MDPH) tells you that
there are several reasons for the
recent peak in the demand for
agarbattis. “The fragrance in
the incense stick helps to
relieve, anxiety, stress and has
calming effect,” Agrawal says.
One is told that there is a
German study that suggests
burning of incense not only has
soothing effect but it is useful
for treating anxiety, insomnia,
depression, restlessness and
brings peace of mind. The
study also suggests that in
homes where incense is brunt,
the atmosphere is more relaxed
and calms kids as well. The
only catch is that it has to be a
good quality branded agarbatti.
Agarbattis have been

around for centuries and is an
integral part of our religion and
tradition. “Not only is India,
but incense is used in China,
Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam
and Taiwan. Then there is the
whole idea of catering to the
masses as a disinfectant.
Lavender oil has anti-septic and
anti-inflammatory properties.
Therefor there is demand for
it,” Agrawal explains.

When one looks at the
figures — four factories, 30
regional sales offices, a work
strength of over 2,500 people,
a kitty of 1,200-plus products
that are exported to over 10
countries across four continents and processing over 30
million incense sticks daily
and still there is a demand —
means there are a lot of stressed
out people out there.

The company’s flagship
brand Zed Black, which is
endorsed by MS Dhoni, is
available at over 7.5 lakh retail
outlets across India. Daily more
than 15 lakh retail packs were
sold before the lockdown.
Even with the lockdown,
the demand has not decreased
and people have been calling
up Agrawal wanting to know
how they can buy it under present situation.
More than the religious
purpose and the fragrance that
an incense emits, the rise in
demand due to lifestyle needs.
“People tell me that they buy
our product more out of
lifestyle needs rather than religious. The lavender incense
sticks, Orva essential oils for
diffusers and Sambrani are a
lifestyle enhancement. They
lift the mood. Such is the
demand in the given the present
situation the stocks that were
exported for a period of sixmonth consumption have

already been sold out leading to
a 100 per cent growth especially
when it comes to the US market,” Agrawal says.
He tells you that for the
domestic market, there is a high
demand for Sambrani Dhoop
as it has benzoin (loban).
“Loban is a well-known disinfectant and naturally occurring
hence there are no side effects
to it.
In today's situation with the
pandemic, fumigating the
house with this dhoop will help
keep germs and viruses at bay
since it gives a lot of smoke. In
the essential oils section, lavender is best seller as it is said to
have antiseptic and anti-inflammatory properties.
This has led to increased
sales volume both in domestic
and global markets,” Agrawal
says. While there is no scientific
study nor any research that has
gone into it, Agrawal tells you
that burning two incense sticks
will do the needful.
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Y Tell us about yourself.

I am a TikTok star and make videos for the platform in order
to change their mindset and have 26 million followers. I also have
11 million followers on Insta. My work is to make videos that
will inspire people through content that has a message to it.
Y I understand that you have started shooting new content.
What is it on?
I just completed a song for T-Series YouTube channel —
Bewafai, the song has recently been released and has garnered
over 16 million views. Then there was another song —
Aeroplane — in which I feature. Basically, I either make videos
or feature in songs.
Y What is your group Team 07 about?
First, I would like to say that the No 07 has been lucky for
us. This group has been around for six-seven years and has five
members. We have great bonding and we work well together and
that is why people like the content we post.
Y What made you take to TikTok?
Usually people take to a social media platform because something happened and they wanted to share that and other stuff.
Nothing like this happened with me. Three years back, when I
was in college, I used to make content (videos) for Dustmatch
since TikTok was not there. We used to do dubbing of 15 seconds for the former. We loved it and people loved it. Then came
Musical.ly app. We posted content there as well. Then we started posting content with messages.
Y Tell us about the videos you have been uploading on COVID19?
All the messages and videos that we have been doing these
days are related to COVID-19. These were related to how to wash
one’s hands. This video was in collaboration with WHO — to
tell people that they needed to wash their hands for 20 seconds.
Then there are other videos that I have posted like save electricity.
In this video I am sitting at home and yet all lights are open even
though there is good day light. I switch all those lights and then
sit to enjoy the bright day outside.
Y I understand you have been approached by the WHO. What
for?
I have some great review and views on Insta. Hence, they
approached me to make the hand wash video just as the lockdown had started. I had also made a blog which I have just started where I tell people that one should maintain social distancing even with family and friends.
Y TikTok has come under a lot of flak recently. Should social
media platforms not be used judicially?
It is wrong if people are using social media platforms like
TikTok to spread false information about COVID-19. An official maker on Tiktok will tell you why he is making the video
and what it is about. He will always give out a positive message.
There are of course, many unofficial makers (who use fake ID
and post) on the platform who are promoting wrong things which
is so not right.
Y Almost all celebs have been trolled or roasted on social
media. Your take.
Those celebs who are being roasted or trolled, it means that
they are getting popular. I too have been trolled and roasted. In
fact, the first video that I had posted, I was roasted a lot and that
went viral.
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ut for a stroll on the grounds of
Dimple, his tall shadow sauntering alongside, Rajendra Kumar
paused in mid stride, cupping his
hand around the flame of his silver lighter. Inhaling the nicotine from his cigarette and enjoying the warm, comforting feeling it gave him, he resumed walking. Moths
fluttered around the garden lamps and nocturnal insects chirped happily. An owl called in
the distance. The actor, however, was absorbed
in his own thoughts. No films in hand, he pondered, his handsome face flushed with the
winter chill. The year has ended. It’s unbelievable. And yet, I am the jubilee star. He drew
deeply on the 555, expelling rings of smoke.
There is so much enthusiasm, so much passion
within me, and there are so many stories! First
thing tomorrow, I will call up all my industry
friends. My dear film industry will respond.
They will not turn me down.
But for all his efforts and enthusiasm, what
eventually landed in his kitty was a handful of
special appearances in Punjabi films like Dukh
Bhanjan Tera Naam and Do Sher, both with
Dharmendra as his co-star, although in the
second film, where the younger actor appeared
in a song sequence and one scene, Rajendra
Kumar played a central role as a dacoit. The
films released in 1974. Thereafter, sleepwalking
into 1975, Rajendra appeared in Teri Meri Ik
Jindri, a Punjabi film made to launch
Dharmendra’s cousin Veerendra. What did
perk up the jubilee star a bit, though, was the
release of two of his Hindi films.
The first was the remake of a Telegu film,
Sunehra Sansar, directed by Adurthi Subba
Rao and helmed by women actors, with Mala
Sinha playing Rajendra Kumar’s wife and
Hema Malini his former flame. In the publicity posters of Sunehra Sansar, superstar Hema
Malini featured quite prominently. Though
the film was not a commercial success, she
was much appreciated in a rare negative role.
This was followed by Rani aur Lalpari, a children’s musical with a melee of stars, such as
Rajendra Kumar, Asha Parekh, Jeetendra,
Feroz Khan, Reena Roy, Neetu Singh and others.
The year ended with Do Jasoos, a film that
chalked up average profits. Produced and
directed by Naresh Kumar, the film starred Raj
Kapoor and Rajendra Kumar. Playing bumbling detectives, they were mere caricatures of
their former celebrated selves. The adulation
they had once enjoyed, the fame and stardom
that had been at their fingertips had all but
faded away. Of the two stars who were used to
fans screaming, ‘Raj! Rajendra! We love you!’,
Rajendra Kumar was still taken aback when he
overheard somebody remark, ‘I saw that actor
and he looks old.’
I’ve seen it happening to others over and
over again, and yet… Rajendra brooded one
night, allowing his despondent mood to get
the better of him.
‘Biwi,’ he said, turning to his wife, ‘I’m not
worried about growing old. But there is so
much more that I want to achieve. I also have
to keep the money coming in. All my money is

invested, but to maintain this lifestyle, we will
need more.’
‘Hmm…’ Shukla murmured, her eyes moving around their spacious home as she listened
to her husband voicing his ambitions and
fears.
‘Tonight, I need a few pegs of good Scotch,’
Rajendra was saying, ‘but I am worried about
using up our Black Label stock.’
Shukla shook her head in exasperation.
Actors, she thought to herself. Always so dramatic! But all she said was, ‘Miyan, go ahead
and drink to your satisfaction and leave the
money management to me. We have enough.’
In the days that followed, a lethargic calm
descended over Rajendra Kumar’s life. But the
underlying tension of having no work
remained, surfacing ever so often. At times like
these, he would feel helpless, broken. Lying in
bed one night, Rajendra reflected that in the
current scenario the world was backing away
from him, disinclined to professionally engage
with a star who, they all felt, was past his
prime. He sighed, turning on his side. Like his
fellow actors, he too had struggled constantly
to ensure that he wouldn’t lose track of his real
identity — the human being that lay at the
heart of his star persona. Now he was caught
in a dilemma: what was real — the elevated
status he had enjoyed earlier, the glorification
he had revelled in, his decreasing relevance in
the world of films, the growing obscurity he
now faced? With a multitude of defeatist
thoughts vying for space in his mind, the former star shut his eyes and fell into a troubled
sleep.
The next day was a Saturday. Rajendra
awoke, feeling surprisingly refreshed and
charged. As part of his routine, he dressed in
shorts and a striped T-shirt, ready to sweat it
out on the courts with a game of tennis.
Bounding down the staircase of his magnificent bungalow, he called out to Kaajal, his
younger daughter, who always accompanied
him to the club.
‘I’m going for a run. Let me know when
you are ready,’ he told her, before jogging down
the narrow paths that cut across the grounds of
his house. A cow mooed, bringing a smile to
his lips. Imagine, he reminded himself, in
Bombay city, in Pali Hill, on the grounds of my
luxurious bungalow, I have a cow, six dogs, a
monkey and deer! Rajendra smiled to himself,
waving back at his neighbour who stood at the
back gate.
‘How’s the cow doing?’ Mr Choraria asked.
‘Choraria Saab! What a gift you send over
every morning!’ the actor responded. ‘A cow of
our own to milk!’
‘Of course! Growing kids need fresh milk,
don’t they?’ Choraria remarked with a smile.
By this time, Kaajal, a sports lover like her
father, had come running down the stairs.
Father and daughter left for the club. Rajendra
Kumar truly enjoyed playing tennis, because it
offered him a reprieve from the depressing
thoughts that seemed to preoccupy him much
of the time. But once back home, even as he
sat down to a hearty breakfast, his vacillating
mind went into overdrive again. Perhaps I
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should call it a day. I am at peace, he reasoned.
But then, the workaholic in him raised its
head. No, I can’t just sit at home all day doing
nothing, he told himself. I have invested years in
films and I am sure they will keep coming my
way. Maybe not the choicest ones, but…
Stubbing out his third cigarette, he lit up afresh
as the houseboy brought out a tray of fruits.
What an industry, the actor reminisced, biting
into a crisp apple. It gave me so much and I too
gave back wholeheartedly. I never played politics. On the contrary, I helped and advised
many newcomers. Ramesh Behl lived with my
family from the age of fourteen. It was for him
that we started Rose Movies. And we signed
Kaka [Rajesh Khanna] even before Aradhana
[released and the actor’s fame and popularity
peaked]. Rose Movies also gave Daboo [Randhir
Kapoor] a new lease of life with Jawani Diwani,
which became such a huge success. And Manoj
[Kumar]… He is as dear to me as my younger
brother. He also lived with us, until he made it. I
helped him too…

‘Chai.’ Bahadur interrupted the flow of
memories with a cup of tea and Rajendra
Kumar accepted it absent-mindedly, still deep in
introspection.
He recalled how it was through him that
actor Manoj Kumar had finally got his break as
a hero in H.S. Rawail’s Kanch ki Gudiya opposite Sayeeda Khan. Rajendra had even recommended Rakesh Roshan for his debut role in
Ghar Ghar ki Kahani. Then there were the filmmakers J. Om Prakash and Mohan Kumar. They
had remained his dear friends.
The star sighed, still lost in the past,
attempting to convince himself that his filmindustry friendships had endured, despite the
downward curve of his career graph. But a deep
frown continued to furrow his brow.
Time ticked on. The trees in the garden cast
long morning shadows over the solitary star as
he sat in contemplative silence.
Excerpted with permission from Jubilee
Kumar: The Life and Times of a Superstar, by
Seema Sonik Alimchand, Hachette India, C599
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ife brings us many disappointments and challenges.
It is easy to fall victim not
only to others who may hurt
or mistreat us, but also to our
own anger. When someone hurts us
and we grow angry, we suffer two-fold.
First, we have to bear the pain that
others may cause us. Second, we have
to bear the pain and suffering that
comes with feeling angry.
Anger not only upsets us emotionally, but it has a deleterious effect
on our physical body. It causes stress,
which in turn contributes to stressrelated ailments. This can affect us by
increasing our risk of heart disease,
cancer, stroke, high blood cancer, and
other diseases. It takes a great amount
of strength to withstand the temptations to overcome anger. We may
think the angry person is strong, but
actually they are succumbing out of
weakness to this trick of the mind. It
takes one who is brave of heart to say
no to anger.
Let us trace what happens to us

L

when we do not forgive. Each of our
personal stories generally begins with
something that happens to us that we
do not like. Some person has wronged
us in some way. Maybe someone has
said something to hurt our feelings or
has hurt us physically. Maybe someone we love has stopped loving us and
caring for us or has cheated on us.
Maybe someone has taken our power,
position, or wealth or has been dishonest with us.
We can safely assume that all of
us go through life with some incident
happening that we do not like or that
hurts us. So, what happens next? We
are upset, hurt, annoyed or angry. We
think about what had happened. We
do not like it and we cannot seem to
forget it. We think about it again and
again. We may speak about it repeatedly either to the person who hurt us
or to others. Some person who has less
control over themselves may lash
out physically to the person or take out
their anger physically on someone
else. As the incident escalates, we find
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our thoughts and words occupied with
how to rectify the situation. Some people will try to solve the problem peacefully by talking it over with the person who they felt has done them
wrong.
Sometimes they try that but the
other person is not willing to listen or
change. Then, we feel we have to do
something drastic. This may lead to
retaliation or revenge. We begin to
think about ways to get back to the
person who hurt us or we think about
ways to get even with them. We want
to see justice done. Our mind refuses to forget what had happened until
we retaliate or see justice done. Thus,
in response from one incident we end
up creating more scenarios and situations . The other person then may get
back at us for retaliating. A cycle of
action and reaction may go on and on
escalating a small situation into a
major problem.
What has happened in the
process? We have lost our peace of
mind. The initial incident may have

lasted a few moments or a few hours,
or a day, but we have now spent hundreds of hours and countless days
replaying what happened and thinking about how to get even.
In this process, the precious
moments of our life have been wasted. Instead of keeping our attention
on what can help us become better,
happier in life, we have wasted the
time in replaying a bad movie. Thus,
we lose more than the person to
whom we are directing our anger. A
Chinese proverb says that when we
seek revenge, we dig two graves, one
for the other person on whom we seek
revenge and the other one for ourselves.
We become nothing more than a
tape recording or video recording that
plays the same bad scene over and
over. How many of us want to see a
bad movie twice, or hear a song we
don’t like played again and again? How
many of us want to eat the same food
we don’t like again? We usually say,
“This is yuck”. That is what happens
when we repeat in our minds all the
wrongs done to us. The solution for
protecting the body against the hormones released by hatred, anger and
vengeance is simple: forgiveness. It is
only through forgiveness that we can
calm ourselves down and avoid the
reactions of hatred and violence.
What are the keys to developing the
power of forgiveness?
One of the keys is to let go. When
we forgive and forget, we are letting
go the past and what has happened.
We are saying, “I forgive the person
for what has happened. Then I am
going to forget about it.” In this way,
we are letting it go. When we let go
of the past and the wrongs done by
others, the gain is that we achieve
peace in our life. If we want to succeed
on the spiritual path we need to have
a pure and clean heart and mind .The
way to do this is through forgiving and
forgetting, letting go, and getting
God.
Let us learn to forgive and forget.
It is time to wipe the slate clean and
begin anew. Let us let go of all anger.
Let us let go of all hatred. Let us let
go of all feelings of vengefulness. Let
us let go of all animosity. Let us devote
ourselves to forgiving and forgetting,
letting go and getting God.
We can tell our mind that we need
to forgive everyone and everything
from past and make a conscious
decision to forget all the previous
hurts. By sitting in meditation, free
from all worldly desires and attachments, we can let go and find ourselves free to soar back to God. In this
way, we can spend all our time in
enjoyment, bliss, laughter, happiness,
and love.
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or something as apocalyptic as the present times, the
typical American slang is SHTF, that is, when the Shit
Hits the Fan. A rather crude expression for a catastrophe. Nevertheless, as the whole world is in such a situation,
let’s examine what is happening. Two old time parables paraphrased here may help. First is the one I read in standard 4,
some 5-and-a-half-decades back, in English Literature. It is
titled the Timid Hares. The story goes that there lived in a
jungle, a hare, that would always worry about the earth falling
in. One day, as it was sleeping under a palm tree, a big coconut
fell with a thud. The hare jumped in panic and started running, shouting that the earth is falling in. His fellow hare also
followed suit. Coming across other animals, they frantically shouted the same message. Soon, all animals were running, creating a big commotion. The lion saw this and roared
ferociously, asking what the matter was. The animal in front
said that they were running because the earth was falling in.
The lion asked where did he see that. The animal pointed
to the one behind. When that animal was asked he also pointed to the one behind. This way, the first hare was traced. He
then took the lion to the place where he thought the earth
was falling in. As he pointed out to the palm tree, another
coconut fell. The hare jumped again, wanting to run. But the
lion asked him to stop and look. The hare saw the coconut
and realised what the fact was. The lion asked him to tell
this to all animals. The lesson here is that rationality usually takes a back seat in crisis situations. But that is where reassuring leadership is needed. A leadership that is firm and
maintains a scientific approach. The second parable
summed below will help the self-styled experts who are advocating more scare than care understand that fear also kills.
There was an ascetic living in a hut on the outskirts of a village. One night he saw a dark shadow moving menacingly
towards the village. The ascetic picks up the courage to ask
the shadow who was he and what his motive was. The shadow replied that he was Death and was going to the village
to pick up people who were to die due to an impending
endemic that was about to hit. The ascetic asked how many
people would die. The shadow said 1,000 and moved towards
the village. In a few days, the endemic struck and a few thousand died. The ascetic was shocked. He thought The Death
had lied. He decided to wait for the shadow to return. As
the shadow returned, the ascetic charged him saying he had
not kept his word because not 1,000 but several thousand
had died. The shadow said that it did not lie. The endemic
had killed only a thousand. The rest died out of fear. The
moral of the story is clear. Fear of death can be more dangerous than death itself. In these times of distress, old time
parables are more educative and informative than the socalled real time information that is being disseminated incessantly and copiously. Psychologists have long believed that
good reading helps. It motivates people, and encourages them
to face crisis in a better way. The world needs such people
today. We must forget fear. It is time to get back to work.
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n ancient times, we used to have simple idols made of wet clay of Gods and
Goddesses. But as time passed, we
started using colours in these clay sculptures. As a result, the magnificence of the
idols of gods and goddesses enhanced.
Today, instead of those clay-coloured
idols of God, idols of gods in the form of
plastic, POP, metal, silver, gold, glass,
photos, and calendars, etc. are being available in the markets.
Such sculptures are more luminous,
beautiful, artistic, grand, and durable than
those ordinary sculptures made of clay. At
present, most of the people have seen that
people put idols, photos and calendars of
gods and goddesses in their house, shop
and office in any place and any direction,
where spinning them is not appropriate.
The name of God is considered to be
a symbol of positive and constructive
energy and just as everything has a limit,
similarly positive energy also has a limit.
It is not right to place idols of God in
your home, office, etc. as a showpiece,
because God is worthy of worship rather
than a decorative item. A man should also
follow his power, purity, and dignity completely.
Today, we get the idols of gods and
goddesses on many occasions. In such a
situation, we keep them at any place in
our home and office. Apart from all these,
most of the matrimonial invitation cards
now have a small plastic statue of Lord
Shri Ganesh, we remove these plastic statues from the invitation letter and place it
anywhere at our house, and we do not
even realise that is this the right place or
not?
According to Vastu Shastra, idols,
photos, calendars, etc. of Gods and
Goddesses should not be applied mainly
in the kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, lawn,
etc. These idols, photos, calendars should

hope that we can return to the normal mood sooner than later. But this
does not mean that we can eliminate
the danger of Coronavirus in a hurry.
No, we cannot do that. The danger is
very real and must be accepted as such.
Our problem is that we have forgotten
the difference between fear and caution.
We must always be cautious as we are
personally being advised also, but no
one is remotely suggesting that we
should become fearful or paralysed with
fear. This is not human intelligence.
Therefore, let us separate caution
from fear. Cautious we must be always
including now but fearful we should
never be. But we become fearful helplessly. We do; don’t we? Let us understand the mechanics of how fear works
in our minds. Something fearful comes
into our minds, and we give it shelter,
i.e. do not deal with it rationally. This
means that our minds have turned into
our enemies, about which Lord Krishna
has spoken in the Bhagawad Gita. (6.56) Sure enough, this affects our bodies
like it affected Arjuna’s. Gandiva was
slipping out of his hand, his skin was
also burning, he was unable to remain
standing and his mind was reeling.
(1.30) Now we have a serious problem,
that is the mind is generating negative
energy, which is affecting the body
adversely.
How should we counter it? We can
learn from Arjuna’s example. Arjuna
became fearful due to the likely deaths
of his relatives and friends and that too
on a very large scale. We are also placed
similarly. There is danger of the virus
affecting our friends and relatives. So
what did Arjuna do? To begin with, he
accepted his condition. Then, he
requested Lord Krishna to guide him;
help him. He said, “Please instruct me,
who has taken your shelter.”(2.7) Lord
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be installed only at the place of worship of
home and office.
At the same time, idols of God larger
than 6 inches should not be installed in
the place of worship of the house. Also, in
any way, a broken (idol/image) or torn
photo of God should not be installed in
the home or office. Statues and photos
should not be kept crooked at any place,
as well as full care should be taken of the
dignity of the idols.
It is considered very inauspicious to

keep idols of some deities in the house.
These mainly include idols of Shani dev,
Bhairav dev, Rahu-Ketu, Nataraja.
An idol of gods and goddesses made
of metal, plastic, glass, silver, and gold is
not a showpiece, but a symbol of positive
and constructive energy. This is the reason that we should follow their power,
purity, and dignity completely by keeping
this energy symbol in the right place.
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Krishna did exactly that. He told
Arjuna about how the human mind
works; it can become one’s friend and
also an enemy. Then, the Lord went on
to tell Arjuna how this mind can be
made a friend by turning to God — the
ultimate solution. The Lord said,
“Develop My consciousness; become
My devotee and offer obeisance to Me.”
(18.65) Arjuna wisely accepted God’s
instructions and said, “I am free from
doubt, I am composed, and I shall follow your instructions now. (18.73)
Though we are not faced with any
war but are similarly face to face with
a pandemic. And our minds are generating fear, a lot of it. Our bodies are getting affected due to the negative energy generated by our fearful minds.
There is an overarching mood of sadness. So we should follow Lord Krishna’s
instructions by developing God consciousness, becoming devotees of God
and pay obeisance to God. As we are all
different, we can choose to do in our
own ways what the Lord has instructed, that is what suits us. I will cite my
personal example. I have placed pho-

tos of God of His many incarnations in
my room. I also chant God’s names and
also some mantras. When I look at
God’s photo/photos or chant God’s
names or some mantras or do both
simultaneously, a miraculous change
begins to take place. My soul, that is, me
— a higher entity than my mind gets
into act. The soul is now connected to
God. This brings the ananda characteristic of soul to the fore. The process generates positive spiritual energy and the
negative lower mental energy is countered and made ineffective. I gradually become composed and peaceful.
Believe me this is that simple but the
practice must be done with faith and for
some period till the effect is felt. But it
will surely happen. It cannot fail. Both
God and souls are realities. The moment
we link with God, His energy begins to
flow into us. Our ananda part is activated. Fear — a lower energy form is
countered and we become peaceful,
become composed. Just do it and reap
its benefits as I am blissfully doing.
1XbW]^XXbPb_XaXcdP[faXcTaP]SRP]QTaTPRWTS
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he “unrivalled power, presT
tige and influence” is how
the USA of the 20th century
has largely been defined. As
Henr y Kissinger rightly
echoed, “In the 20th century,
no country has influenced
international relations as decisively and at the same time as
ambivalently as the United
States. No society has more
firmly insisted on the inadmissibility of intervention in
the domestic affairs of other
states, or more passionately
asserted that its own values are
universally applicable.” This
was how Kissinger defined
American power under the
newly emerged rubric of “New
World Order” in 1994.
Even when the historic
Paris Peace Conference was
held in 1919, the differences in
decision making between the
European and American leaders became evident. The
European representatives advocated in favour of maintaining
the status quo whereas the US
was firm on highlighting that
the First World War was not
the result of “intractable geopolitical conflicts, but from flawed
European practices”.
Therefore a new sign of
statesmanship was demonstrated by the American peacemakers by intervening in the
existing European hegemony in
diplomacy and policy making
in international relations.
Through his famous Fourteen
Points, Woodrow Wilson said
the international system should
not be based on balance of
power but on ethnic self-determination. And the security of
the nations should not depend
on military alliances but on collective security. Further their
diplomacy should no longer be
conducted secretly by experts
but on the basis of open agreements, openly arrived at. It was
clear from these historic lines
that Wilson, instead of discussing the terms for ending
the First World War and to
henceforth restoring the global order, was indeed busy
recasting a purely new order
wherein the US was projected
to lead the world. But then thesis put forwarded by Wilson
came into reality in a much
stronger way only after the end
of the Second World War.
Since 1945, as America
moved on, it has experienced
ups and downs. Even at the
height of the Second World
War, Henry Luce, the founder
of the Time magazine, advocated that America had
amassed too much wealth and
power that the 20th century
would come to be known simply as “the American Century”.
Surprisingly, his prediction
proved prescient. After almost
seven decades of hegemony,
though it had to live with the
Cold War till 1990s,
Washington has brilliantly
managed to stay in prominence, prestige and relevance.
But with globalisation, postglobalisation and especially,
globalisation of terrorism, the
US had to encounter new realities wherein its trade, security and stability have been badly
challenged. With the Iraq War,
the Afghan War, Syrian civil
war, the Arab Spring, the emergence of al-Qaeda (September
11 terror attack) and finally, the
arrival of the Islamic State
(ISIS) have altogether altered
the global power dynamics.
China’s gradual and quiet rise,
the Eurozone crisis, the fast
growth of nationalist regimes
around the world have come as
the last blow to the US-led liberal order once and for all.
Around the same time, both
the fantasies and credentials
around which the global liberal leviathan has been constructed are badly exposed.
This is because the liberal
democracies have really
become worse at improving
their citizens’ living standards
leading to major public outcries
against their leaders and ageold institutions. And this has
culminated into the rise of
populist movements and leaders that disavow liberalism.
These kinds of regimes have
shown their ugly heads starting
from Warsaw to Washington
and from Brussels to Brasilia.
And one such regime, many
say is undoubtedly headed by
Donald Trump at the citadel of
democracy.
Trump, who took up reins

as the 45th President of the US
in 2017, has ushered the White
House into a new age to
American politics. With him,
starting from his campaign till
the day he assumed office on
January 20, 2017, it was nothing but political populism that
simply drove people around
him. The middle class white
Americans have really found in
him a leader who could transform their agony into comfort
and a good living. In some of
the speeches made during his
Presidential election campaign
of 2016, Trump directly
addressed the major concerns
of the white working class with
their sudden declining position
in the national pecking order.
Probably, his media advisers
were smart and sensitive
enough to locate a possible
winning constituency left
unaddressed by successive
genre of Republicans and
Democrats in the past elections. Therefore, Trump did
rightly pick them up while
moving towards the White
House. He debated core concerns and raised their moral
status by emphatically underlining them as truly hardworking Americans who were
outright victims of an era of
globalisation and post-globalisation. Much more than that,
he courted them as “people
above the politicians, professionals and the elite”. This
indeed drew them not only
closer to the Republican vote
bank but also exposed a wound
left unattended by the previous
leaders. Capturing the current
social dynamics of social engineering, he started drawing
strong moral boundaries
towards undocumented
Muslims, refugees and immigrants across America. This
was how Trump catapulted
himself to power by transforming symbolic boundaries
into engines of change in 2016
presidential campaign. What
happened in the last four years
of his presidency has constructed a new dimension of
American power and influence,
largely drawn towards “Make
America Great Again”.
Threatening to cut traditional
ties with many of the US allies,
suddenly withdrawing from
historic global treaties, forums
and dialogues, Trump has redefined an illiberal order symp-

tomatic of political populism,
crude business tactics and
sheer arrogance. So he has
remained an unpredictable
statesman with whom many of
America’s friends and democratic partners have dealt too
cautiously till date.
Sadly, Trump’s pugnacity
has not worked in America’s
favour. It has brought only
peril to his party, country and
gentry along with the most
common people of his dear
land. His recklessness has largely eroded the US dominant
position across the world.
Saddest part of the Trump
presidency is that his authority as a global leader has
declined not because other
leaders or nations have together or single-handedly challenged him; it’s clearly as a
direct result of his unwelcoming actions and untimely commentaries. At home, Trump has
significantly lost his ground
after
the
House
of
Representatives approved
impeaching him.
It’s not that Trump has
solely made America weak. It
is a long drawn process that has
come to fruition over the years.
Though globalisation of trade
has proved to be tremendously profitable to for the US, it
could hardly deliver to the
country’s middle class. While
making globalisation work, the
American policy makers advocated Russia to adopt privatisation and China to enter into
the newly established World
Trade Organization in 1995.
Despite
International
Monetary Fund pushing for an
agenda of privatisation, deregulation and severe austerity
measures, leading to sharp fall
in public faith over both the
credentials of democracy and
workability of capitalism, they
backed such institutions to
promote global trade and free
market. To their utter dismay,
these and many more such initiatives, instead of bringing
open markets and free societies, have created a vast aura
of opportunities for America’s
rivals to simply rise and challenge its traditional dominance
around the globe. Elizabeth
Warren, a Democratic US
Senator, wrote in 2019 that as
a result of such policies “Russia
became belligerent and resurgent. China weaponised its

economy without ever loosening its domestic political constraints. Other countries’ faith
in both capitalism and democracy eroded. A programme
once aimed at promoting the
forces of freedom ended up
empowering the opposite.”
True. Absolutely true. Today
China has turned out to be
America’s competitor number
one. How to surge America
ahead of all, with an ever
growing democratic spirit is a
matter of serious concern.
Amid all these complexities,
Trump has echoed wrong
notes, even at right moments.
Around this Covid-19
time, what is milling around is
that China might take over the
global leadership from the US.
Many say that this has already
taken place. And with the
coming of Trump at the White
House, the final countdown has
begun. But then is it going to
be only economic yardsticks
and growing military prowess
of China that could be matched
with the current US strength to
decide the outcome. However,
America’s longstanding liberal
order and traditions cannot
simply be undone by one
Trump and his populist policies.
What advantages the US
has over China? Perfectly,
Washington has much more
advantage over Beijing. Liberal
ideology offers a significant
advantage to the US over
China. As a free and open society that advocates for safeguarding basic premises of
human rights and freedoms,
America can be a much better
ally of the nations of Asia,
Africa and Latin America. The
reason behind is that many in
these countries clamour for
basic freedoms and they can
directly draw inspiration from
their daily struggle for reclaiming these liberties. When it
comes to China, its dealings are
accompanied by sharp abuse of
the ally’s people and their
resources. But for America, its
decision making is transparent
in regard to its allies unlike
China that quietly digs debt
traps in the name of economic aids.
America has been a dominant power since 1945 and it
wants to continue with this status. And this primacy has
brought immediate and long-

term benefits to the country.
This also offers Washington the
capacity to shape regional balance of power. America’s
prominence in global stage
has also guaranteed a tranquil
environment for the rest of the
nations to operate within their
own independent spheres.
It has been argued very
well that when a country
reaches the top, it has nowhere
else to go but simply downwards. Way back in 1950, when
the Soviet Union acquired
atomic weapons, the National
Security Council warned that
this advantage to the USSR
might alter the geopolitical
equations among the nations.
Again when the Sputnik was
launched by the Soviet Union
that led many to prophesise
that Nikita Khrushchev’s
pledge to bury “Western capitalism” may turn into reality.
John F Kennedy in his heyday
strongly believed that the USSR
could be richer than the US.
And Richard Nixon famously
argued that America was
becoming a “pitiful helpless
giant”. In the meantime,
America’s defeat in the
Vietnam War provoked many
experts to argue and write
works like “After Hegemony:
Cooperation and Discord in
the World Political Economy”.
This all showed a persistent fear
among both the leaders and
intellectuals in the West that
America might fall from the
grace. And the Russophobia
helped Ronald Regan to justify a major military buildup in
the beginning of the 1980s.
However with the coming of
Paul F Kennedy’s “Rise and Fall
of Great Powers” wherein he
advocated that the US is in the
danger of “imperial overstretch”, the perception about
its decline has taken a new
turn. However Kennedy’s new
America decline narrative was
aptly countered by Joseph Nye
in his “Bound to Lead: The
Changing Nature of American
Power”. Nye strongly put forward his view that America has
distinct strengths and hence it
would remain as leading power
for many years to come.
Afterwards, a number of books
and essays such as Charles
Krauthammer’s “The Unipolar
Moment”, G John Ikenberry’s
“Liberal Leviathan”, Nial
Ferguson’s “Colossus” and

Fareed Zakaria’s “The PostAmerican World” have emphasised that American dominance would continue.
However what Dan
Nexton, an American political
scientist, has just revealed is
absolutely more convincing.
In his book “Exit From
Hegemony: The Unravelling of
the American Global Order”
published by the Oxford
University Press, this year, he
emphatically says, “I do not
doubt that the United States is
capable of remaining and likely to remain a global power.”
And for him, “China is only at
the very beginning of its effort
to develop the political infrastructure for power projection
and it is capable of engaging in
some limited overseas operations.” This kind of an analysis
situates China as a regional
power wherein it could be able
to rise as little more than a challenge for America’s continued
dominance in East and South
China Sea.
Is there any possibility that
China may bypass the
American juggernaut or may
come closer to it in a postCovid-19 economic downturn?
There could be possibilities that
for some time, China may take
lead in the economic front. But
certainly, the whole world
would wake up to the call
given by this virus and realise
the fact that too much dependence on China may be disastrous. And this is not even conducive for China as well.
China’s capacity to lift millions
out of poverty and adjusting
the market dynamics to its
socialist roots must be harnessed further to resolve the
conflicts within and overseas
territories of the country. May
be a life President like Xi
Jinping would be able to do a
better job in this regard unlike
his immediate predecessors.
Instead of encircling the neighbourhood and expanding
undeterred money and muscle
power to the rest of the world
in the guise of soft power, he
can easily bring democratic
reforms within his own country. This will ensure at least the
basic minimum human rights
to his brethren. Why is he
unnecessarily creating animosity and repeating the same
mistakes committed by earlier
great powers? While advocat-

ing multi-polarity, China
should not head for the same
unipolar world order nurtured
by the US.
Frankly speaking, a
Chinese-led order will have few
takers. The western liberal
order offers enough space both
for open society and even for
its enemies as well. Beijing’s
tutelage will nowhere guarantee free speech and open dialogue. In the name of stability
and economic development, a
socialist authoritarian system
would be imposed on all. One
can simply witness the apprehension generated by such “red
fear” among the Hongkongers
since July 1997. The young
generations and the most of the
islanders are rejecting the
mainland system whenever
and wherever imposed by
Beijing. This is more than sufficient for the international
community to learn what an
Asian order led by China can
herald to all of us. Mere economic guarantee offered by
Beijing will not simply ensure
safe keeping of our basic freedoms.
Hope what President
Franklin Roosevelt once
echoed in 1941 comes into
reality: “America is not a country which can be confounded
by the appeasers, defeatists, the
backstairs manufacturers of
panic…This will of the
American people will not be
frustrated, either by threats
from powerful enemies abroad
or by small, selfish groups or
individuals at home.”
Hopefully, the American leadership will be back with a
renewed strength. But Trump,
when he comes back in 2021
for his second term, should not
further jeopardise the liberal
order that its forefathers built
in the past. He must realise that
only with this order, the country can retain its traditional
leverage over other nations.
And for its old allies, and particularly for the global governance system, America needs
to be sensitive.
Finally, it’s not only about
a US-led order. But about a
democratic world order wherein emerging nations like India
would be able to rise and share
its world view with the rest.
(The writer is an expert
on international affairs)
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7TP[cWfXbTh^dUTT[PbT]bT^UUd[UX[\T]cH^dPaTX]
cWTaXVWc_[PRTS^X]VcWTaXVWccWX]Vc^QTX]V^^S
WTP[cWH^dPaTU^[[^fX]VcWTbcaXRcaTVX\T^USXTc
TgTaRXbTP]SaT[PgPcX^]CWT\^cc^^UWTP[cWh[XeX]VXb
P[b^aTU[TRcTSX]h^da_Tab^]P[Xch>eTaP[[h^dfX[[T]Y^h
cWTfTTZ>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dPaTUX[[TSfXcW
aT]TfTST]TaVhP]ST]cWdbXPb\0QaTPZcWa^dVW
\^\T]cXb^]cWTRPaSbH^dPaT[XZT[hc^T\QPaZ^]P
]TfY^da]Th^UcWTbT[U\PST_Tab^]0]XSTP^a
_PbbX^]fX[[X]b_XaTh^d>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^d
WPeTPRadbW^]P]d]P__a^PRWPQ[T_Tab^]CWTSP]VTa
XbWXSST]X]X[[dbX^]bP]SRWP]RTbPaTcWTaTcWPch^d
\PhUPRTSXUUXRd[cXTbX]cWTUdcdaTC^\^eTU^afPaS
Pe^XSSPhSaTP\X]V

CWXbfTTZh^dPaTUd[[^UT]TaVhH^dPaTPeXbX^]PahP]S
^UcT]SaTP\QTh^]Sh^daRdaaT]c[X\XcPcX^]bP]S\^eT
R^]UXST]c[hX]c^]TfPaTPbCPZTcWXb[TP_^UUPXcWc^
STeT[^_cWTaTP[h^dCWX]ZQXVX]cTa\b^UfWTaTh^d
fP]cc^QTP]SfWPch^dfP]cc^SXbR^eTaP[^]VcWTfPh
>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dUTT[X\\T]bTbPcXbUPRcX^]^]RT
h^dUX]Sh^daf^aZXb^]cWTaXVWc_PcWPUcTaP[^]VcX\T
0[[cWXbfWX[TSTb_XcT_dccX]Vh^daWTPacP]Sb^d[X]c^
h^daf^aZb^\TWdaS[Tb[TUch^dUadbcaPcTS=^fh^dRP]
QXSPSXTd c^cWTUPX[daTbP]SPRR^\_[XbWh^dacPbZbH^d
RP]bcPacPQdbX]TbbcWPcbT[[bXcT\bU^aRWX[SaT]cWXb
fTTZCWXbfTTZWP__hR[^bTZ]XcUP\X[hP]ST]Y^h\T]c
X][^eTaT[PcX^]bPaT^]cWTRPaSbH^dT]Y^hPWP__h
UP\X[h[XUTTeT]XUh^dPaTbX]V[T

CWXbfTTZh^dPaTPSeT]cda^dbP]SRdaX^dbH^dfX[[QT
UX[[TSfXcWPVaTPcP\^d]c^UT]TaVh[XZTPRWX[SDbTcWXb
T]TaVhX]RaTPcXeT_dabdXcP]Sc^W^]Th^dabZX[[bAXbZ
cPZX]VP]SRaTPcXeTT]TaVXTbfX[[^_T]d_]TfeXbcPb8U
UPRX]VS^dQccWT]QT[XTeTX]h^dabT[UP]SU^[[^fh^da
WTPac>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dUTT[ZX]Sc^fPaSb^cWTab
P]S\PhSTRXSTc^dbTPQd]SP]RTX]h^da[XUTU^acWT
QT]TUXc^U^cWTabH^dPaT[XZT[hc^f^aZU^afT[UPaT
bRWT\Tb^a\PhQTe^[d]cTTaU^acWTaT[XVX^db
^aVP]XbPcX^]U^ah^daWP__X]Tbb8cfX[[VXeTh^dX\\T]bT
bPcXbUPRcX^]H^d\Ph[T]S\^]Thc^b^\T^]TX]]TTS
>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dfX[[Tg_TaXT]RTPb_XaXcdP[
b_PaZP]SSXeX]TUTT[X]VfX[[UX[[h^dfXcWUPXcWCWXbXbP
cX\TfWT]h^dbTTZb^[XcdSTP]SXb^[PcX^]Ua^\^cWTab

;dRZh]d\QTa
;dRZhR^[^da ?X]Z
;dRZhSPh <^]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da BZh1[dT
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa #
;dRZhR^[^da 1a^f]
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^d]TTSc^WPeTPR^]ca^[^]h^dacPbcT
c^dRW_PbbX^]b[dbcP]SX[[dbX^]b1Tb\PacP]SZ]^f
W^fc^\PZTcWTQTbcdbT^UTeTahcWX]VH^dfX[[QT
WTP[cWhRWPaXb\PcXRP]SX]b_XaX]V?T^_[TPa^d]Sh^d
fX[[QTX\_aTbbTSQhh^dab_^]cP]TXch1T_^bXcXeTP]SX]
R^]ca^[>eTaR^]UXST]RTRP]QTWPa\Ud[0cf^aZh^dUTT[
\^aTbcPQ[TP]S\PcdaTX]cTa\b^UUX]P]RTbPbfT[[Pb
T\^cX^]bH^dcPZTbXcdPcX^]bcWPcR^\TP]Scda]cWT\X]
h^daUPe^daH^dPaT\^aTcaPSXcX^]P[X]h^dafPhb^U
f^aZX]VP]SQT[XTeTX]ad[TbP]SaTVd[PcX^]b4]Y^hcWT
R^]UXST]RTcWPch^dabT[UR^]ca^[P]SU^RdbQaX]VbH^d
]TTSc^cPZTcX\Tc^\TSXcPcTP]Sb_T]Sb^\TcX\TP[^]T
TeT]XUh^dPaTX]PR^\\XccTSaT[PcX^]bWX_<PX]cPX]X]V
h^daX]]TaQP[P]RTXbT`dP[[hX\_^acP]c

H^d\Ph]TTSP\TSXRP[TgP\X]PcX^]cWXbfTTZ3^]^c
XV]^aTh^daWTP[cWCPZTcX\T[hPRcX^]8cf^d[SQTc^
h^daPSeP]cPVT;TPa]c^[XeTX]cWT\^\T]cP]SbTXiT
cWTcX\TH^dfX[[QTaPSXPcX]VV^^ST]TaVhH^d\dbc
bWPaTcWTbTV^^ST]TaVXTbfXcWcWT_T^_[TPa^d]Sh^d
fW^PaTUTT[X]V[^f?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^dPaT[XZT[hc^
\PZTSTRXbX^]bfXcWh^da\X]ScWP]WTPacP]SQTeTah
SXbRX_[X]TSH^dPaTX]ST_T]ST]cX]cW^dVWcP]SPRcX^]
5^aPQTccTad]STabcP]SX]V^UcWTbXcdPcX^]P]SP_Tab^]
h^d[XZTc^Z]^fcWTW^ffWPcfWhfWTaTfWT]P]S
fW^^UTeTahcWX]VH^daaT[PcX^]bWX_XbcPZX]VPcda]cWXb
fTTZ4eTahcWX]VfPbV^X]VUX]TQdcb^\TbdSST]
RWP]VTbR^d[SPUUTRch^da[XUTH^dab_^dbT^a_Pac]Ta
bcPacbS^dQcX]V^]h^d^aQTR^\Tb^eTaST\P]SX]V

CWXbfTTZh^d\PhQTcT\_cTSc^T]cTaX]c^R^]U[XRcc^
_a^eTh^dabT[UaXVWc^ac^STUT]Sh^dabT[UH^dUTT[
PVVaTbbXeTP]]^hTSQh^cWTa_T^_[T³bPccXcdST1TfPaT^U
PR^]b_XaPRh0]P[hbTP]SX]ca^b_TRc_TaWP_bh^d\Ph
QTPcUPd[cBcPhRP[\P]SXcXbPQTccTafPhc^STP[fXcW
PSeTabXch>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dPaTSTcTa\X]TS
c^fPaSbh^daV^P[bH^dPaTR[TPaX]h^daR^\\d]XRPcX^]
P]SbcaPXVWcU^afPaSfXcWh^daR^[[TPVdTb0e^XSQTX]V
adSTX]h^daR^\\d]XRPcX^]BcPhPfPhUa^\R^]U[XRcb
P]S^eTaR^]UXST]RTDcX[XbTh^dabcaT]VcWP]SaTPb^]X]V
_^fTabU^aV^^SRPdbT8Uh^dPaTPcP]PdcW^aXcPcXeT
_^bXcX^]cWT]cWX]ZPQ^dccWTQT]TUXcb^Uh^da
bdQ^aSX]PcTb>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^da\T]cP[bcPQX[Xch
Xbh^dabcaT]VcWH^daUP\X[h]TTSbh^dabd__^ac

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da Cda`d^XbT
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa!!
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTh
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa 
;dRZhR^[^da 2P\T[Qa^f]
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh
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4]Y^h\T]cT]cTacPX]\T]cP]SR^\\Xc\T]cPaT^]cWT
RPaSbH^dfX[[UTT[R^]cT]cQ^cWT\^cX^]P[[hP]S
\T]cP[[hH^da_WhbXRP[WTP[cWfX[[QTV^^S;Xcc[T
RPaT[Tbb]Tbb[XZT^eTaTPcX]V^a^eTaR^\U^acR^d[S
_a^eTWPa\Ud[1TRPaTUd[PQ^dch^daSXTcH^dPaT
_a^]Tc^1?P]SPRXSXch_a^Q[T\b?a^UTbbX^]P[[h
\^]ThfX[[R^\TUa^\ePaX^dbb^daRTbP]Sh^df^d[S
fP]cc^b_T]S[PeXbW[h8cXbPSeXbTSc^bPeTh^da
X]R^\TcWXbfTTZP]SUTT[WP__hCWXbXbcWTcX\Tc^
STRXSTcWX]Vb^]UX]P]RXP[cTa\bXcf^d[SQT_a^SdRcXeT
P]SUadXcUd[X]cWTUdcdaTCWXbfTTZh^daaT[PcX^]bWX_
\PhbdUUTaH^dUTT[SXbP__^X]cTSP]SfP]cc^fP[Z
PfPhUa^\TeTahcWX]Vh^dWPeTQdX[cd_b^UPaH^da
PccXcdSTXbcWTaTPb^]U^ah^dabXcdPcX^]c^SPh

CWXbfTTZh^dUTT[X]b_XaTSc^bcPacPRaTPcXeT_a^YTRcbdRW
PbP]PacR[Pbb^abX\_[hT]WP]RTh^dabZX[[bH^dUTT[
R^\U^acPQ[TfXcWh^daXST]cXchH^dPaT]^cPUaPXSc^
Tg_aTbbh^dabT[UBcX\d[PcX]Vh^daX\PVX]PcX^]fX[[P[[^f
h^da]TfcP[T]cc^d]U^[SH^dfX[[T]Y^hV^^SWTP[cW
2PaTTafXbTcWXbXbcWTcX\Tc^SaTP\P]ST]Y^hcWT
_[TPbdaTb^U[XUTH^dPaT[XZT[hc^b_T]S\^aTcX\T^]h^da
WP__X]Tbb4gTRdcX]Vh^daXSTPbc^PRWXTeTPcPaVTcfX[[_dc
h^dX]h^dabT]X^a³bV^^SQ^^ZH^dPaTaXRWUX]P]RXP[[h
P]SQhWTPacc^^H^daVT]Ta^bXchP]SZX]S]TbbfX[[
]dacdaTh^daaT[PcX^]bWX_bCWXbfTTZh^dPaTPcTPbTfXcW
h^dabT[UP]S^cWTabH^dPaT[XZT[hc^RaTPcTP_^bXcXeT
T]eXa^]\T]cPcW^\TCadbcfX[[VXeTh^dbcaT]VcWP]S
R^]UXST]RTc^^eTaR^\TcWT^QbcPR[TbX][XUT

CWXbXbP_TaX^S^UbT[UTeP[dPcX^]P]Sc^aTU[TRc^]h^da
\XbcPZTb8cfX[[WT[_h^daT[TPbTcWTVdX[cP]Sb^aa^f
PQ^dccWT_PbcCWXbXbPV^^ScX\Tc^cPZTUaTbW
STRXbX^]bBWPaTh^daTg_TaXT]RTbfXcW^cWTabP]SX]
WTP[X]VfXcWX]PVa^d_?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^dWPeT[^VXRP[
aTPb^]X]VP]SP]P[hcXRP[bcaT]VcWP]ScWTR^daPVTP]S
X]cT[[TRcc^PRR^\_[XbWP[[cWPch^dSTbXaTH^d]TTSc^
STcPRWh^dabT[UX]Pb_TRXUXRbXcdPcX^]c^PbRTacPX]cWT
cadcWP]SbTTZ^dc^][hcWTUPRcbH^d]TTSc^dbTh^da
X]cT[[TRcc^_a^eTh^da_^X]cP]SbdRRTTSH^dRP]P[b^
b^[eT_a^Q[T\bcWa^dVWSX_[^\PRh>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]ch^dPaTUX[[TSfXcWd]Q^d]STST]TaVh0]ScWXb
T]TaVh]TTSbc^QTQP[P]RTSfXcWPaTP[XbPcX^]^U
aTb_^]bXQX[XchP]SR^\_PbbX^]

;dRZh]d\QTa 
;dRZhR^[^da BX[eTa
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !'
;dRZhR^[^da >aP]VT
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTT]
;dRZhSPh CWdabSPh
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1TRPaTUd[PQ^dch^daWTP[cWcWXbfTTZ0[[f^aZP]S
]^aT[PgPcX^]RP]RPdbTWPa\H^daQ^Sh]TTSbaTbc
CWXbXbcWTcX\Tc^RaTPcTPSTcPX[TS_[P]P]Sc^U^[[^f
PbRWTSd[T6^^ScX\T\P]PVT\T]cfX[[_Ph^UUP]S
h^dfX[[T]Y^hQ^cWf^aZP]SWTP[cWCW^bT_[P]]X]VP
UP\X[h]TTSc^QT_TabXbcT]cP]SU^RdbTS>]cWT
RPaTTaUa^]ch^dPaT]^fWTPSTSc^fPaSbP\dRW
QTccTa_^bXcX^]DbTcWT^__^acd]XcXTbU^aRWP]VX]V
h^daQT[XTUbPQ^dch^dabT[U0cb^\T_^X]ch^d\Ph
UTT[^UUT]bXeTQdcRW^^bTc^bcPhPfPhUa^\bdRWP
bXcdPcX^]CWXbfX[[VXeTh^dP]TSVTX]cWTcX\Tbc^
R^\TA^\P]RTXb^]cWTRPaSbP]Sh^dUTT[ST[XVWcTS
Cadbch^da_Pac]Tac^_a^eXSTh^dcWTbcaT]VcWP]S
R^]UXST]RTc^^eTaR^\TcWT^QbcPR[TbX][XUT

H^dfX[[PS^_cPUaTbW_Tab_TRcXeT^][XUTP]Sb^\T
_^bXcXeTRWP]VTbPaT[XZT[hc^QT\PSTH^dfX[[UTT[
aTYdeT]PcTSH^dPaT[XZT[hc^V^^]PSTT_Tab_XaXcdP[
Y^da]ThcWPcfX[[QaX]VVaTPcTa\TP]X]VP]S_da_^bTX]c^
h^da[XUTP]SaT]Tfh^daX]]TaT]TaVh7^_TU^aPQTccTa
UdcdaTP]S^_cX\Xb\XbaTU[TRcTSX]h^daf^aZbCWTaTXbP
RP[[^USTbcX]hcWPc\^cXePcTbh^dc^V^^]
?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^d\PhWPeTc^QaX]VRWP]VTbX]h^da
bRWTSd[T8Uh^dPaT]^cPQ[Tc^\TTccWTST\P]Sb^U
h^da_a^UTbbX^]P[SdcXTbcWX]ZXc^eTaCahc^QaX]VPQ^dc
QP[P]RTP]S\^STaPcX^]X]h^da[XUT>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]ccWTaTfX[[QTXbbdTbX]R^\\d]XRPcX]VfXcWh^da
UP\X[h:]^fcWTX\_^acP]RT^UUP\X[hQ^]SX]VCWXbfX[[
WT[_h^dc^U^Rdbh^daT]TaVXTbc^fPaSbV^^SW^\T[XUT

CWXbfTTZh^dUTT[]TVPcXeTT]TaVXTbPc_[PhPa^d]Sh^d
5^^S_^Xb^]X]VSTWhSaPcX^]^a^cWTabTPb^]P[PX[\T]cb
R^d[S\PZTh^dUTT[[^f;PSXTb\PhUTT[XaaXcPcTScWha^XS
^aW^a\^]P[X\QP[P]RTR^d[S\PZTh^dR^]bd[cPWTP[cW
_a^UTbbX^]P[6TcP\TSXRP[TgP\X]PcX^]S^]TP]ScPZTP[[
RPaT_^bbXQ[T>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^da[^VXRP[P]S
P]P[hcXRP[P__a^PRWc^cWX]VbR^d[S\PZTh^dQdbhH^d
U^[[^fcadcWP]SSXbRX_[X]TH^dPaT[XZT[hc^Tg_TaXT]RT
RWP[[T]VTbQdcZ]^fcWPccWXbXbYdbcP_Pac^Uh^daY^da]Th
c^b^\TcWX]V\dRW\^aT_^bXcXeTBcPhU^RdbTS^]h^da
[^]VcTa\V^P[b>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]cP]Tfa^\P]RT
Xb^]cWTRPaSbH^dfP]cc^bcPacPUaTbWX]h^daaT[PcX^]b
5d]P]ST]cTacPX]\T]cfXcWh^daUP\X[hPaTX]SXRPcTS
H^dabX\_[XRXchP]SRWPa\PaTX]b_XaX]V^cWTab
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oving on from lessons in how to
relax and then detoxify the
mind, in the previous issues, it’s
time now to explore ways and means to
access powers of mind. The power latent
in mind is immense mostly lying dormant out of ignorance, which if unfolded
in full has no bounds. The paradox, however, is that ordinary mortals are hardly
able to use five to seven percent of our
mind power, which remains available by
default. For, ordinarily our mind remains
clouded by lot of inherent limitations.
Our reach could, however, be expanded
through conscious efforts. Einstein and
people of his calibre are believed to have
used about 10 to 14 percent of their
mindpower to have created history.
Now, how to go about optimising
our mindpower? The first call is to get
over inherent limitations by pursuing the
mind-detoxification process as discussed
in the previous issue. Following which,
most of inconsequential and negative
thought imprints parked in the inner
realms of mind, that otherwise misdirect
our thought process, go out of reckoning.
Yet, some memory impressions lying at
still deeper layer of mind that hold the
key to our hardened habit tendencies,
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may be left. For the final assault that
helps purify the mind fully, we need to
take up ‘Dhyana’. Following which, the
thought process becomes easy and simple. Please bear in mind; simplicity is
clarity, directness, and purity. It is free
from complications, clutter, and confusion. Simplicity paves the way to success,
peace, focus, and happiness. Thereafter,
you would in full control of the self,
when wholesome powers of mind shall
be available. You may then be able to use
mind as an instrument, which it is,
rather than being victim of its inconsistencies. Consequently, mind comes out
with its creative best, when it qualifies to
spontaneously lead us towards the right
course due.
Mind could be raised to the above
status, when one is in a state of “Yoga”,
which in applied terms means that unitary mind is fully tuned to the element of
consciousness, which holds the key to all
our dynamic functionalities.
The process suggested for the purpose by sage Patanjali, the proponent of
the concept, is “Dhyana”. Going by its
literal meaning, the word Dhyana implies
paying attention. To what? It is on none
other than one’s own self, which holds

the key to how we usually conduct in life.
It, in the first place calls for observing
and becoming aware of one’s limitations
of mind. Second, the workable part of
one’s indwelling potential. And finally
explore one’s wholesome latent potential,
unexplored and untapped thus far out of
ignorance, which when unfolded in full
would know no limits. The method
involved is to first disengage one’s attention from external distractions, and then
look within to explore and scan what lies
in store at the various levels of the inner
realms of mind. Having become aware
thus, to consciously deliberate upon and
accordingly redefine the thought process,
with the intent to come out with one’s
best.
In English lingua franca, ‘Meditation’,
is the word commonly used to give a
sense of Dhyana. Although, it doesn’t
reflect true spirit and essence of
“Dhyana”, it however, stands close by.
For, the word meditation, seemingly
hints at reflecting deeply over some idea,
thought, or concept. Dhyana, on the contrary, is a process directed towards
attaining a state of being, when mind
gets riveted to the root of all thoughts. It
becomes possible only when flirtation of
mind almost comes to an end, what
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Patanjali calls ‘Citta vriti nirodha’.
Otherwise, uncontrolled thought impressions in mind keep you so much engaged
that it doesn’t leave much of scope to
process your thoughts objectively, and
with obvious consequences. Meditation
remains a necessary part of the process,
and so contextually remains relevant.
Once the mind gets fully purified,
there is no thought left that may lead you
through. You then need to cultivate fresh
defining principle of mind by raising
awareness level. The process calls for
continued reflection (meditation) upon
fresh educative inputs as laid down in the
scriptures or the ones offered by an
enlightened Guru. Following which, you
may come out with your creative best.
You could then spontaneously make
right choices in life. Remember, mind
being an instrument, it can’t move on its
own. It needs a guiding principle. To
sum up, Dhyana is a mind-engineering
process.
The topic continues...
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